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FOREWORD


The Small Power Systems Solar Electric Workshop was held in Aspen,


Colorado, on.Octoberlt0 - 12, 1977. This meeting was sponsored by the


U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) and Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),


Pasadena, California. JPL has the responsibility for developing the


technology application scenarios, and hardware for small solar thermal


electric power applications. The Small Power Systems Solar Electric


Workshop was conducted to gain input from the utility community in


identifying the important issues and requirements involved in the adop­

tion of solar thermal power technology.


The program at the workshop consisted of presentations, panel


discussions and small discussion groups on topics such as technology,


financing, utility planning, public policy and environmental impact.


All of the presentations are included in their entirety with discussions


given in summary form.
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ABSTRACT


The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) sponsored a solar power workshop


in conjunction with their Small Power Systems Applications project, on


October 10 through 12, 1977, in Aspen, Colorado. The project is managed


by JPL for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The.workshop's primary


purposes were: (1) to acquaint the utility community with JPL's Small


Power Systems Applications project, and (2) to gain input from utilities


regarding their needs as they affect the development of solar thermal


electric technology.


The workshop presented the commitment of the DOE and JPL to the devel­

opment of solar thermal power plants in the 1 to 50 MWe range for a variety


of applications including utility applications, the focus of this workshop.


Workshop activities included panel discussions, formal presentations, small


group interactive discussions, question and answer periods, and informal
 

gatherings. Effective interchange of ideas and information was gained by


emphasis on participation and discussion. Discussion on topics included:


o 	 Solar power technology options


o 	 Solar thermal power programs currently underway at the DOE,


JPL, Electric Power Research Institute (EFRI), and Solar


Energy Research Institute (SERI)


o 	 Power options competing with solar


o 	 Institutional issues


o 	 Environmental and siting issues


o 	 Financial issues


o 	 Energy storage


o 	 Site requirements for experimental solar installations'
 

o 	 Utility planning


It was concluded that many of the problems associated with the imple­

mentation of any new technology, or the siting of new power plants, also


apply to solar thermal power. However, several issues and conclusions


were identified that are unique to solar power technology development.


These issues and the results from the small group discussions are summar­

ized in the proceedings.
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Introduction & Program 1.0


The availability of conventional fuels, which currently supply energy


for the nation's industries and.utilities, is declining. As a result, the


nation is looking to alternative sources of energy. Solar energy is an


alternative source that holds promise of supplementing conventional sources


of energy before the end of this century. Oil and gas can be saved by de­

veloping and commercializing technology that can efficiently and econo­

mically use the solar energy resources that are abundantly available.


The electric utility industry depends heavily on conventional fossil


fuels: Along-with this dependence goes the reality of increasing fuel


prices. Subsequently, as the cost of generating electricity by conven­

tional means increases, the opportunity for new approaches using advanced


technology also increases.


Thus, the major thrust of the Department of Energy's (DOE) plan is


the development and commercialization of technologies that will supplement


and eventually -replace conventional fossil-fuel technology. The DOE is


supporting a major program in developing solar thermal technology for


generating electric power in the United States.


The Solar Thermal Power office of the Division of Solar Energy of


the DOE is responsible for developing the technology for low-cost


long-life reliable thermal power systems suitable for a wide range of


applications. To accomplish this goal, programs have been established in


three primary areas:


o Advanced technology


o Central power 	 technology and applications


o Dispersed power technology and applications which includes


Total Energy Systems and Irrigation Applications


One element of the dispersed power applications activity is being per­

formed within the Small Power Systems Program, managed for the DOE by the


Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Within this program, one of the first
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tasks in the Small Power Systems Applications (SPSA) project is the defini­

tion of the program-requirements. JPL sponsored the Small Power Systems


Solar Electric Workshop in order to accomplish four prime goals:


o 	 Introduce electric utilities to small solar thermal power


technology, its potential and the programs developing it


o 	 Pinpoint the issues involved in the adoption of small solar
 

thermal power which will influence its development


o 	 Establish communication channels with utilities which will
 

assist JPL in developing the technology in ways which will


meet.the needs of small utilities


o 	 Gain input on how JPL's upcoming RFP for experimental projects


can be made attractive to various types of utilities, partic­

ularly small ones.


The workshop was held in Aspen, Colorado, from October 10 to 12, 1977.


The workshop was attended by more than 35 electric utility community rep­

resentatives, who were given opportunities both to hear and be heard on


a variety of pertinent issues.


The workshop presented the commitment of the DOE and JPL to the de­

velopment of solar thermal power plants in the 1- to 50-MWe range,, for a


variety of applications including utility applications, which was the


focus of the workshop. Workshop activities included panel discussions,
 

formal presentations, small group interactive discussions, question-and­

answer periods and informal gatherings. An effective interchange of ideas


and information was gained by emphasis on participation and discussion.


Discussion topics included:


o 	 Solar power technology options
 

o 	 Solar thermal power programs currently underway at the DOE,
 

JPL, Electric Power Research Institute and Solar Energy Re­

search Institute
 

o 	 Power options competing with solar


o 	 Institutional issues
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o 	 Environmental and siting issues


o 	 Financial issues


o 	 Energy storage


Site requirements for experimental solar installations

o 
 
o 	 Utility planning.


The workshop was designed to identify and clarify the issues involved


in the adoption of solar thermal power systems, rather than to obtain prob-

Some of these issues are listed in the next section under
lem solutions. 
 
Summary and Conclusions.'
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WORKSHOP PROGRAM


MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1977


MORNING


Registration


Buffet Lunch


AFTERNOON


Technology and Program Overview


o Welcome and Introduction


Robert R. Ferber, Workshop Chairman,


Requirements Definition Task Manager, SPSA Project, JPL


o 	Orientation to Workshop Goals


Doug Kruschke, Staff, Energy Services Consulting (ESC)


o 	 DOE Solar Thermal Power Programs


James Rannels, Program Manager, Division of Solar, DOE


o 	 History and Overview of JPL


Roger D. Bourke, Asst. Section Mgr. for Solar, JPL


o Solar Thermal Power Technologies


John E. Bigger, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)


(Break)


o 	 Small Power Systems Applications (SPSA) Project Overview


Alan T. Marriott, Technical Mgr., SPSA Project, JPL


o 	 Technologies for SPS Applications


Robert R. Ferber, Requirements Definititon Task Mgr.,


SPSA Project, JPL


o 	 Solar Power Research at EPRI


John E. Bigger, Project Manager (Solar Thermal Technology),


EPRI


o 	 Solar Power Research at SERI


Charles J. Bishop, Senior Staff, SERI
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o 	 The Southwest Project


Kenneth Hogeland, Principal Engineer, Stone and Webster


Engineering Corp.


EVENING


Informal Social jHour
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1977


MORNING


Comparing Power Options (Panel Discussion)


MODERATOR:


Vincent C. Truscello, Manager, Solar Thermal Power Systems


Projects, JPL


PANELISTS:


Merwin Brown, Manager of Research, Arizona Public Service


Company


Frank Goodman, Resource Development Engineer, Los Angeles.


Department of Water and Power


Peter Steitz, Planning Engineer, Burns & McDonnell


(Break)


Orientation for Workshop Discussion Sessions


Mike Van.Horn, Project Manager, ESC


Solar Thermal Power: Institutional Issues


Overview Presentation


Robert L. Mauro, Director of Energy Research, APPA


Small Group Discussions


Lunch


AFTERNOON


Environmental and Siting Issues


Overview Presentation


Edward J. McBride, Systems Engineer, Black & Veatch
 

Small Group Discussions


Financial Issues


Overview Presentation


Tifton Simmons, Jr., Vice President, Smith, Barney, Harris


Upland & Company


Large Group Discussion


EVENING


Dinner Presentations
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Solar Architecture in the Aspen Area


Gregory Franta, Architedt, Sundesigns


Energy Storage


Thomas R. Schneider, Project Manager, EPRI
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1977


MORNING


Workshop Sessions Orientation


Doug Kruschke, Staff, ESO


Sites for Experimental Solar Thermal Systems


Overview Presentation


Herbert J. Holbeck, Field Test Integration and Management


Task Mgr., SPSA Project, J.PL


Small Group Discussion


Small Utility Planning


Overview Presentation


Peter Steitz, Planning Engineer, Burns & McDonnell


Thomas J. Kuehn, Commercialization Analysis Task Manager,


SPSA Project, JPL


Large Group Discussion


Lunch


AFTERNOON


Workshop Wrap-Up


Peter Klock, Project Director, ESC


Dave Evans, Staff, ESC


Doug Kruschke, Staff, ESC


Final Remarks and Workshop Closing


Robert R. Ferber, Workshop Chairman,


Requirements Definition Task Manager, SPSA Project, JPL
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EDITOR'S NOTE:


The speakera at the workshop made numerous references to federal


solar projects. These projects are now all under the direction of the


Department of Energy (DOE), though many were begun under the Energy Re­

search and Development Administration (ERDA) or the Federal Energy Ad­

ministration (FEA). Programs begun and completed under agencies such as


ERDA or FEA are referred to as such. Future and ongoing programs, begun


by extinct agencies, are understood now to be part of the activities of


the DOE.
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Summary &Conclusions 2.0


The Small Power Systems Solar Electric Workshop was conducted by JPL


in order to gain input from the utility community in identifying the im­

portant issues and requirements involved in theadoption of solar thermal


power- technology. It was quickly observed that most of the problems typi­

cally encountered in the implementation of a new technology, or the siting


of new power plants, also apply to solar thermal power. -However, some


issues and conclusions peculiar to solar did arise out of the workshop


discussions:


o 	 A need exists for clarification of the public image (or opin­

ion) and expectations regarding solar energy utilization


This issue requires widespread information dissemination to


*the public regarding the real potential of solar power and


its timing for commercial use


o 	 Utilities must develop new methods of generation mix plan­

ning when considering solar equipment


o 	 Successful commercialization will depend in part on the


demonstration of the economic feasibility and market poten­

tial to reduce the degree of risk and uncertainty enough to


stimulate private investment decisions


o 	 Utility adoption of the new technology will also depend on


the existence of a strong industrial system that can support


the construction, operation and maintenance requirements of


,the utilities


o 	 The utility planning process will require the timely avail­

ability of comparative technology assessments, including


lifetime cost and performance, environmental impacts and


utility expansion and dispatch models at least 16-15 years
 

prior to commercial introduction of the SPS "technology


o 	 As solar technology is developed, utility companies along


with public agencies must develop innovative planning
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strategies if expansion of installed capacity through the 
- purchase of solar electric generating equipment is to be ac­
cmpl-ipshed 
o 	 New siting and licensing regulations and techniques must be


created to deal with the safety and.environmental considera­

tions specific to focusing solar collector systems


o 	 Experimental solar installations must be operated in a fashion


that is attractive and inexpensive to the host utility/com­

munity


o 	 Commercialization of solar thermal.power systems may require


special participation on the part of the government in pro­

viding incentives to industry


o 	 Solar technology has a much higher public visibility than


most conventional generating systems


o 	 The siting problem for the first SPS experimental plant will


require careful study prior to issuance of the site request


for proposal, if some segments of the electric utility indus­

try are not to be effectively excluded from the site compe­

tition


o 	 Generally, solar power is an energy form requiting new types


of financing, utility plant equipment planning and commer­

cialization activities.
 

A more extensive list of observations made by the workshop participants


on specific topics is included after each presentation in Section 5 of


these proceedings.


The results from a written evaluation,at the end of the workshop in­

dicated that all of the attendees benefitted from their participation.


The major benefits included the development of:


o 	 An understanding of the goals and plans for Small Power Sys­

tems Applications program
 

o 	 A better understanding of solar technology
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o An opportunity to influence the future development of the


program.


The workshop was viewed as successful and productive by virtually all of


the individuals involved. It has opened a communication channel between


JPL and the utility community, as well as aided in the initial definition


of requirements. Nearly all of the participants indicated a desire to


have further involvement with the Small Power Systems program through a


variety of means, according to the needs of the program as it develops.


As a first step, JPL has prepared and mailed a workshop summary to par­

ticipants. Other planned communications and involvement activities in­

clude:


1. This Workshop Proceedings Document


2. Future workshops and seminars on programmatic topics


3. Individual meetings with utility industry representatives


4. Technical paper presentations on SPSA topics at electric


energy-related technical meetings


5. Magazine and journal publications.


The workshop was an important step towards making the Small Power


Systems Applications Project successful. The information gained by JPL


will definitely be of use in program planning and implementation.


-p3I
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Overview Presentations a0


3.1 	 WELCOMING COMMENTS - ROBERT R. FERBER


Small Power Systems Solar Electric Workshop


Good afternoon. I'm Bob Ferber of JPL and I would like to wel­

come you to.Aspen and the first Small Power Systems Solar Electric Work­

shop. Why should electric utilities be interested in a small solar power


systems program or in this workshop? Each of you might want to think about


that.


We hope that each of you can leave this meeting on Wednesday feeling


that it has been of value to you to have attended. I'm sure the meeting


will be of value to us if we meet any of our objectives:


o 	 Establish communication channels with utilities which might


utilize small solar thermal power plants


o 	 Inform the electric utility representatives about the Small
 

Solar Thermal Plant Project, its technology and potential


o 	 Identify the needs that might be served by small solar ther­

mal electric power plants


o 	Identify specific problems and limitations related to small


utility applications of solar thermal electric power plants


o 	 Enlist the support of electric utility operators and provide


effective communication channels through which the utility


users can affect the direction of the project during the de­

velopmental stage.


To accomplish our objectives, we have planned a program and technology


overview this afternoon, followed by interactive workshop sessions tomor­

row and Wednesday on several specific small power systems areas of interest.


Solar research today consists of programs in:


o 	 Solar photovoltaics
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o Solar thermal


o Wind


-o- Ocean -thermal-energy conversion­

o Biomass.


We'll bear more about these technologies later today.


The Small Power Systems Program is a new solar thermal program which


fits between the large central station program, exemplified by the pilot


plant to go in at Barstow, and the user site-related total energy and


irrigation programs managed by Sandia Laboratory. Both of these programs


have been underway for years and the SPS program is officially less than
 

three months underway at JPL.


Because of the recent program start, we are, in a sense, playing a


catch-up ball game in comparison to the other, better established, solar


programs. We need-very quickly to develop a close working relationship


with the ultimate customer, the electric utilities, and solicit infor­

mation from them which can be used in the hardware engineering and de­

velopment work.


This is an opportunity for the utilities to get actively involved in


the shaping of this program and in influencing the hardware designs which


may ultimately be used by them. This early feedback can best be initiated


through a workshop-type of meeting.


JPL is looking for both. general utility feedback which can be used


in programmatic decision-making and for specific site-related feedback


useful in planning the site procurement for the first experimental power


plant. JPL also has a goal of using this workshop and its proceedings


for information dissemination to the utility industry about the SPS pro­

gram.


The workshop is structured in a way which should produce these results
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and be of significant value to everyone assembled here today. Principal


topics to be covered are:


o SPS program/projects


o Solar thermal technologies


o EPRI R&D activities


o Power options


o Institutional issues


o Environmental and siting issues


o Financial issues


o Energy storage


o Small utility planning.


JPL has contracted with Energy Services Consulting for workshop management


and to handle the mechanics of the workshop. They have a highly-qualified


staff of persons here who are prepared to supervise the interactive pro­

gram, provide workshop support services and prepare a volume of workshop


proceedings which should be available for widespread distribution in a


few weeks.


It is the ESC workshop discussion group leaders who can do most to


facilitate these sessions. For complete success, however, each of you


must endorse the methodology and participate actively in the sessions.


Before continuing with this afternoon's program, I will ask each of


you to stand up now and give a brief introduction.
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3.2 	 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SOLAR THERMAL POWER PROGRAMS - JAMES RANNELS


Program Manager, Solar Division, Department of Energy


I'm with the Department of Energy, and I'd like to talk a little with


you about the DOE.


Dr. James Schlesinger, the Secretary of DOE, along with the President,


has expressed a great deal of interest and support for the national solar
 

program. Indeed, at the program level, the program managers, formerly


with ERDA, are now in DOE and are continuing to implement the program.


I The ERDA Division of Solar Energy has been divided into two portions.


One is going to the Assistant Secretary of Conservation and Solar Appli­

cations. This portion primarily involves the heating and cooling of build­

ings and industrial process heating programs. The electric technology de­

velopment program has been placed under the Assistant Secretary of Energy


Technology. Bob Thorne has been nominated as our Assistant Secretary.
 

-He was formerly the manager of our San Francisco operations office. We're


very 	 encouraged to have Mr. Thorne nominated.
 

The DOE is also bringing together a lot of people from other energy


organizations, such as the Federal Energy Administration, the Federal Power


Commission, the Department of the Interior, the Energy Research and Develop­

ment Administration (ERDA) and part 	 of the Bonneville power operation.


The 	 small power systems program was initiated by ERDA which includes


about 9,000 people. The Department 	 of Energy is now 20,000 strong, so the


aggregate number of employees has increased dramatically.


In the Energy Technology Group of the Division of Solar Energy, various


power systems are being investigated. These include:
 

o Solar thermal systems


o 	 Photovoltaic systems ORIGINAL PAGE I 
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o 	 .Ocean thermal electric conyersion


o 	 Wind systems.


In the solar thermal program, there are four application areas:


o 	 The central station program, which,includes the 10-MWe pro­

ject to be located in Barstow, California. This is an ex­

citing project that holds out potential for significantly


advancing the state of the art. The 5-MW thermal test faci­

lity in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is almost complete.


o 	 The small power systems program


o 	 The irrigation program -- for which there's a system con­

structed at Willard, New Mexico. That's a 25-hp mechanical


energy system with direct drive of the pump. There will be


a much larger unit, 200 hp, built in Coolidge, Arizona, which


is currently under design. It will be an operating deep-well


irrigation project in a few years.


o 	 The total energy program is developing systems which produce


electricity and thermal energy.


The five-megawatt solar thermal facility installed at Albuquerque, New


Mexico, is a good test system for the central station technology. The sys­

tem includes a field of heliostats and several receiver test positions for


the flexible testing of our central receiver boilers. It's intended to be


a flexible test facility that will allow us to test many of our components.


This experimentation can apply both to the central station applications or


large systems, as well as the smaller systems.


The irrigation program includes a shallow-well project that has been


operating in Willard, New Mexico. The solar technology employed uses a


system of distributed parabolic troughs. It has been operating since July,


1977, and is rated at 25 hp. The aperture area is approximately 600-square


meters.
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The agricultural experiments associated with the shallow-well irri­

gation project are being run for the DOE by the University of New Mexico.


This installation is a center-pivot irrigation unit, which presently does


not generate enough power to run both the center-pivot irrigation unit


and to raise the water up from the shallow well. We will expand the sys­

tem later this year, so that it will have the capability of performing


both the pumping of water into the holding pond and provide sufficient


pressure to operate the center-pivot irrigation unit, The deep-well ir­

rigation project is currently under design.


The total energy program has two sites that have been selected for


the construction of systems. One of these sites is in Fort Hood, Texas.


It will be on the order of 500 kWe and about one to three megawatts ther­

mal, depending on the final design. We have now completed the conceptual


design and have initiated the hardware design. The other total energy­

system site is at Shenandoah, Georgia.


However, we've come here today to talk about the Small Power Systems


Program. It has a very simple objective:


To provide an economic solar thermal power technology that will supple­

ment and replace nonreplaceable energy sources, such as gas, oil, coal


and, to some degree, nuclear, in the I- to 50-MWe plant size range.


I would like to move now to the subject of cost. We've carried out


a number of systems studies, as part of our program activities, that, in


specific instances, indicated economic viability for the small power sys­

tems program. One study was carried out by the Aerospace Corporation.


Obviously, the cost items that are of interest to you include both first


cost and O&M cost. The precision with which we can address those items


is primarily a function of the status of the technology. Right now, the


technology is fairly uncertain; nevertheless, we know the general approach


we'd like to take. We expect to get a better handle on first cost before
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we have figures on O&M and the last thing we'll obtain good data on is


reliability.


We have a small power systems technology development activity that


will be ongoing. We now have a solicitation for contractor selection for


design of the first experimental small power system. Site selection has


not yet been released, but we're looking forward to that in the near fufure.
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3.3 HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF JET PROPULSION LABORATORY. ROGER BOURKE


Assistant Section Manager for Solar, Jet Propulsion Laboratory


INTRODUCTTON


The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is a contractor-operated government


laboratory, performing scientific and technical research and development


and systems and project management in space exploration, energy and vari­

ous other technical fields. It is staffed and operated by the California


Institute of Technology, in Pasadena, California, under contract to the
 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. It has worked within the


framework of federal programs for nearly four decades and, in recent years,


has broadened its involvement with state and local governments and private


institutions in the conduct of tasks in the civil sector.


The Laboratory is simultaneously a government laboratory, in working


contact with other government facilities, and a university laboratory,


maintaining close ties with the Caltech campus and other academic institu­

tions. It associates with the scientific community in the conduct of


space flight missions and with Caltech and other universities in studies


and research and development on problems of the civil sector. In the


latter field, it has close contacts with state and local governments and


with appropriate industries, both as collaborators and as sponsors, and


JPL makes extensive use of industrial firms and university laboratories


as subcontractors for various tasks.


HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT


The Jet Propulsion Laboratory began nearly 40 years ago as a small


rocket-research project of the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, Cali­

fornia Institute of Technology. In the early 1940's, the use of project


objectives as a focus for the application of various engineering and sci­

entific disciplines began with the development of several rocket systems.


The addition of more sophisticated projects in the late 1940's and the


1950's broadened the technical-discipline base, resulting in greater


testing emphasis and development of facilities, such as the supersonic
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wind tunnels and the White Sands Missile Range, and stimulated increased


institutional collaboration with governmental sponsoring agencies and in­

dustries. JPL became the lead center for Army Ordnance surface-to-surface


guided-missile development in this period, which culminated in the launch


of Explorer I, the first U. S. earth satellite, developed by the Laboratory


in 1957-58.


During the transition to space exploration as a prime mission and to


NASA as a sponsor, the Laboratory's technical base and field of institu­

tional interactions increased greatly. Their period of solar system ex­

ploration was one of growth in technical scope and depth to meet large


scientific-exploration challenges, and the methodology of system analysis,


engineering and management was well established. Creation of the world­

wide Deep Space Network for tracking and data acquisition in planetary


exploration was a large aspect of institutional growth in this phase.


A new class of activity In the application of Laboratory capabilities


and systems methodology to problems of the civil sector developed in the


late 1960's. New applications studies, research and development, and in­

terdisciplinary system and project teams began to address a new diverse


class of problems, each with social, environmental and economic implications,


so that the new challenge was the analysis and integration of these power­

ful nontechnical factors in-conjunction with technology development.


TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES


The Laboratory's technical strengths, developed over the years in the
 

pursuit of its missions, cover several broad engineering and scientific


disciplines. These include mission and system engineering, power-system


technologies, applied mechanics, communications/command-and-control/data­

handling and applied physics and chemistry. With the entry into civil


applications of technology, JPL has recently augmented its predominantly


engineering- and hard-science-oriented staff with professionals from


social science fields, including economics, policy analysis and business


management.
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A major capability not represented as a technical area of expertise,


but requiring special note, 'isproject and systems management. This capa­

bility has been developed over many years and spans a breadth of activity,


from preliminary planning and project design, to procurement, to dissemi­

nation of results. Personnel involved in these activities have had, for


the most part, other initial training and career experience in a technical


discipline. The project management tradition at JPL, however, has developed
 

to include the total capability necessary to assure successful attainment
 

of project goals and thus encompasses expertise in financial and contracts


management, procurement, documentation and quality control.


The Laboratory's orgaiiization has evolved to provide rapid response


to sponsor needs while retaining a broad spectrum of long term capability.
 

The orientation toward goals and the maintenance of technical excellence


constitute the two dimensions of the matrix organization which assures


effective implementation of complex and difficult tasks, demanding both


managerial and technical skills.
 

The matrix organization functions through a group of technical divi­

sions, each centered upon a cluster of discipline capabilities, inter­

acting with a group of program and project offices, each centered on a


class or an explicit set of sponsor needs and requirements. The techni­

cal divisions employ and develop technical staff and develop and maintain


special facilities in their discipline areas, while contributing to the
 

advancement of their disciplines. The program/project offices are re­

sponsible for understanding sponsor requirements, negotiating scope of


work, schedule and resources with the sponsor, interacting with the


divisions to assemble project teams or assign special tasks and managing


the efforts on behalf of and responsible to the sponsors.
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LABORATORY STAFF PROFILE


.More than half of the 'Laboratory staff of just over 4,000 consists


of professionals in science and engineering, with the engineering disci­

plines dominating. The full-time staff is' augmented to the extent of


about 10 per cent by academic part-time employees, both student and facul­

ty, representing Caltech and several other local universities and colleges.


In addition, on-Lab contractor employees (engineers, technicians and sup­

port personnel) serve various short term needs.


Among degree-holders on the staff, Ph. D. and professional degrees


constitute 20 per cent and Master, 35 per cent. Degrees in the sciences


make up 32 per cent of the population, while engineering degrees consitute


63 per cent.


Organizationally, two-thrids of the Laboratory staff comprises the


Technical Divisions, permanent staff of the program and project offices


is approximately four per cent of the total andthe balance is adminis­

'trative and general management staff.


Over the years, the JPL staff has evolved from a mix which emphasized


total in-house engineering and development to one in which industry is


used more extensively. As industry has assumed more responsibility for


fabrication, subsystem development and system integration, the engineer/


scientist proportion increased from one-third to just over one-half, while


the percentage of technicians, clerical and service employees has declined


accordingly.


FACILITIES


The Laboratory's Pasadena site encompasses 175 acres (146 acres are


government-owned, the remainder, leased). Here, 20 ,major modern buildings


and many other structures provide 440,000-square feet of office space and


780,000-square feet of laboratory and other space. The total investment
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is some $200 million. Technical facilities include many specialized


laboratories and test complexes, test ranges, a large Assembly Facility


and an Isotope Thermoelectric Systems Applications Laboratory, as well as


environmental test laboratories, which include large solar simulators of


10-foot and 25-foot diameters. Computing facilities include two owned


Univac-1108 systems and two owned IBM-360-75 systems, additional leased


systems and various smaller equipment.


Remote sites in Southern California include a test station at Edwards


Air Force Base, in the Mojave Desert, used for propulsion-system and


energy-related environmental testing; the Table Mountain planetary observ­

atory and solar-array test site and the Goldstone Deep Space Station.


The latter is the oldest and most fully-equipped tracking station of the
 

Deep Space Network and is used for a variety of test and research activi­

ties, such as microwave power-transmission experiments. It operates in


conjunction with similar stations in Australia and Spain and Mission Con­

trol at JPL, in Pasadena.
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3.4 SOLAR THERMAL POWER TECHNOLOGIES - JOHN BIGGER


Solar Thermal Project Manager, Electric Power Research Institute
 

INTRODUCTION


Why should the utility industry be interested or involved in devel­

oping solar thermal technology? Things usually happen first in California,


so let me relate something to you.


Pacific Gas and Electric Company, located in San Francisco, recently


submitted Notice of Intent to file for an application for a nuclear plant


to the California State Energy Commission. Part of the Energy Commission's
 

responsibility is to license sites for power generation. Last week, this


Notice of Intent was returned and the statement was made that Pacific Gas


and Electric did not address the question of supplying this energy to its


customers with alternative resources. Energy commissions, public utility


commissions, city councils, various other organizations will be asking


such questions. So, we need to acknowledge that it's very important for


people in the utility industry to find out what the alternatives are.


The second reason why the utilities should be involved is that the
 

federal government is spending a lot of money developing solar power sys­

tems and the electric utility industry is going to be the major market.


The power generation facilities of the future and the advanced technology


equipment will be purchased, built and operated by the electric utilities,


themselves. So, I think it's important that the utility industry indicates
 

its requirements and preferences for power generation equipment and finds


out exactly what these new systems are all about.


STATE OF TECHNOLOGY


The development of new technology goes through a number of phases.


The most important factors that have to be identified are the dollars re­

quired, the time required and the technical resources required for each
 

phase.
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Figure 3.4-1 Phases of R&D


In developing a new technology for commercial application, there are


a number of stages. The solar technology has the benefit of work in the­

early part of this century. We've bad a number of water-beating and water­

pumping projects throughout the world since the early 1900P. So, today,


we're not really starting from scratch.


One of the factors in development is that each succeeding phase costs


more money. When people see the price tag for moving from a laboratory


model to a demonstration, or a demonstration model to a commercial plant,


they want to sift and filter out some of the alternatives, since we don't
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have the money to bring all of these alternatives to some stage of devel­

opment to compare them.


There is considerable overlap in projects. In some areas where we


are doing development work, there's a lot of information that's really


not available and we have to do basic research. But, the important thing


to realize is that it takes quite a bit of time to bring this new tech­

nology to where it makes a big dent in the commercial market. I know


this is true with solar thermal systems. A good example of a time line


is the central station application. More money has been invested in this


area than in the distributed systems. The solar thermal work started in


the late 1960's and, since about 1971, larger and larger amounts of money


have been going into these central receiver programs. The 10-MW pilot


plant is planned to be operational in late 1981, in,Barstow, California,


with a water-steam system. The plant, which we are working on at EPRI,


is the Brayton-cycle central receiver system. We are about a year behind


the ERDA 10-MW project. In Europe, the International Energy Agency is
 

planning a 500-kW project with liquid metal heat-transfer fluid. The


French have a project on the way that is using a heat-transfer oil; this


is also a central receiver project.
 

If we go down the time line to a fairly large demonstration model in


the middle eighties, the commercial plants won't come on the line until


well into the nineties. So, they really won't have much of an impact for


another 20 years. The smaller solar thermal systems have a slightly


shorter time line.


An overview of the generic types of systems showt


o The central receiver system (_ 2000 F)


o Trough systems ( 1000 F)


o Dish systems (_ 15000 F)


o Flat plate (4 350 F). 
oF
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The name of the game is efficiency in electric power generation. If


we have a low-efficiency system, first cost will be high. The geothermal


people are struggling with this in some of their'developments when they


are looking at 5000 and 6000F resources and wind up working with hydro­

carbon turbines and binary cycles. You need at least 10000F to achieve


reasonable efficiencies. The central receiver, parabolic trough and dish
 

systems are theoretically capable of reaching 1000 F. As for trough sys­

tems, there is a question, whether from an optical or thermal standpoint,
 

they will achieve those temperatures. We believe the dish systems probably
 

can achieve efficient operating temperatures.


We are supporting two Brayton-cycle central receiver systems at EPRI.


One, a closed-cycle gas system, will have an operating gas temperature in


the 15000F range; and the second one, an open-cycle air system, will have


an operating gas temperature in the 1900 to 2000 F range. So, we are


pushing to get the temperature up to increase the efficiency in these sys­

tems.


EPRI is funding the development of a trough concept by General Atomics.


Some of these units will be installed at Albuquerque during the first part


of 1978 under an ERDA contract. This design has demonstrated capability
 

to operate-at about 6000 F. We hope the capability of this unit will be


10000F.


Previously, EPRI funded the development of a spherical dish solar


thermal system. The commercial-size dish is approximately 100 meters in
 

diameter. This can be scaled down, we believe, to smaller size so it


could be applicable for a wide range of applications of various size.


To go back to the central receiver systems, an idea of the magnitude


of land area would be that a 100-MWe pilot plant with about six hours of


storage, would take up one square kilometer. So, we are talking about
 

large land areas.
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SUMMARY


You may ask, "Where are we today?" Both the Federal Government and


EPRI have done a great deal of work with the central receiver concept, so


we have some fairly good cost estimates. But, some of the costs are high


and seem unfavorable, when compared with today's energy system economics.


Both the Federal Government and EPRI have spent considerably less on


distributed receiver systems. Recently, we have seen some figures being


spread around-that show smaller distributed systems are lower in cost.


You must be aware that with many-designs we aren't at the same point of


development as with the central receiver concepts.


Let me leave you with this thought: Based on considerable experience


in developing high technology energy systems, Dr. John E. Cummings, the


EPRI Solar Program Manager, has come up with his "Inverse Law for the Value


of Ignorance:"


Capital Cost - 1Level of Ignorance


The closer we come to building a system, the higher its cost becomes.
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3.5 	 SMALL POWER SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS - ALAN MARRIOTT


Technical Manager, Small Power Systems Applications Project, Jet Pro­

pulsion Laboratory


One of the main purposes. of this workshop is to introduce the solar


thermal program to the utility industry, which is a potential user of the


systems developed in these programs. Of particular interest at this meet­

ing is the Department of Energy Small Power Systems Program. I will de­

scribe one element ,of that program, the Small Power Systems Applications


Project, which is being managed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory JPL).


I will define small power systems and discuss the issues related to


them and the goals of the program. I'll also comment on how we have or­

ganized to meet those goals and will give you a brief summary of near term


plans and current activities. My talk will be followed by a discussion


of the technologies that presently are candidates for the Small Power Sys­

tems Program.


JPL has established three projects in support of DOE's Thermal Power


Systems Office, Division of Solar Energy:


o Research and development project
 

o Point-focusing distributed receiver technology project
 

o Small Power Systems Applications Project.


The first of these was established about a year ago and it concerned


with the definition and planning of research and development activities


for the solar thermal program. As such, it covers all technologies cur­

rently being considered in this program. The other two projects are part
 

of the Small Power Systems Program.
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The point-focusing distributed receiver project will develop that


specific type of solar thermal system in support of application projects.


Bob Ferber will discuss this approach in more detail.


In the Small Power Systems Applications Project, we are examining


various uses for a variety of technologies that fall within the SPS range


of interest. It is within this project that we are seeking to establish


an interface with the using industries, the first of which is the utility


industry that serves the small communities of this country.


In order to give you some idea of what we mean by small power systems,


I have written down a few characteristics which will help define them:


o Solar thermal conversion technologies


o I- to 50-MWe size range


o Technology options include:


o Point-focusing distributed receiver systems


o Line-focusing distributed receiver systems


" Small central receiver systems


o Rankine, Brayton, Stirling conversion


First, we are concerned only with solar thermal technologies; i.e.,


not photovoltaics, wind, ocean thermal, or any other means of generating


electrical power from solar energy. We are looking at applications and


systems that generally fall within a 1- to 50-MWe range. This, then,


distinguishes the small power systems from the larger central receiver


systems being developed for central power applications.


We will consider all solar thermal technologies for a given applica­

tion until one emerges as the most appropriate. Therefore, point-focusing,


line-focusing and central receiver systems employing Rankine, Brayton or


Stirling conversion are all candidates.
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Finally, to some extent, the small power systems are defined by their
 

applications. These are some examples of potential applications:


o 	 Small community electric power


o 	 Remote load centers; such as Department of Defense installations


o 	 Rural electric power, such as large feedlots


o 	 Industrial loads


o 	 Other countries; we may consider the foreign market for these


systems as a means of bringing them to the point of commercial


acceptance at an earlier date than might otherwise be possible
 

by restricting ourselves to the domestic.market.


The Small Power Systems programs fill a gap in the DOE's technology


and applications programs:


o 	 For power requirements less than one MWe, there are two pro­

grams. The solar irrigation and total energy systems programs


being managed by Sandia, Albuquerque, have this capacity


o 	 The central receiver program is aimed at requirements that


generally fall above 50 MWe.


The SPS Program also provides a dispersed power capability. The


inherent modularity of small systems allows the possibility of small scale


testing, lower initial capital investments and the potential for earlier


commercialization.


Another reason for the program lies in the fact that there appear to


be 	 several potential applications for these systems. An example is elec­

tric power for small utilities. Figure 3.5.1 shows a representative
 

distribution of small utility loads and it is clear that there are many


utilities that have requirements below 50 Me


o POR
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Figure 3.5-1 Small electric power systems


Source: EPRI Workshop on the R&D Require­

ments of Small (Municipal)


Electrfc Utilities,


December 1-3, 1976.


These are the principal issues that we see as we start the Small


Power Systems Application Project:


o 	 What is the need for small solar power systems?


o 	 What solar energy technology best meets the need?


o 	 Are the economics of the solar alternative attractive?


o 	 What are the institutional, societal and environmental


considerations important to commercial success of small


power systems applications?


o 	 Is there a sufficient overall benefit to warrant accelera­

tion of commercialization by government involvement?


o 	 What is the appropriate commercialization strategy?


We will deal with all of these issues in the course of this project.
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To summarize: The overall program goal is to develop the technology


and to promote the commercialization of small solar power systems in the


1- to 50-MWe range, providing the concept is shown to be of sufficient


benefit.


To accomplish this goal, JPL has put together the organization shown
 

in Figure 3.5-2. Activities have been broken into four major task areas,


each headed by a task manager. Bob Ferber is responsible for the require­

ments definition area. It is here that potential applications are defined


and their requirements determined. We will rely on the Aerospace Corpor­

ation in this area, since they have the responsibility for supporting the


DOE in the applications analysis area in this and several other programs.


It is also in this area in which we will seek to establish the interface


with the utility industry.
 

The systems definition area is headed by Randy Womack. This area is


concerned with the development of the technologies to meet the needs of


the various applications.
 

Tom Kuehn is in charge of the commercialization task area. This


task is abr6ad umbrella over the project. Here we will identify the fac­

tors that will affect the eventual commercialization of the small power


system technology for given applications. Institutional, environmental


and social issues will be examined. If an accelerated commercialization
 

program appears to be warranted, this task area will consider strategy for


incentives and the government role in such a course of action.


The Field Test Integration Task Area is headed by Herb Holbeck. This


area is concerned with site-specific issues associated with the experimen­

tal power plants or other experimental systems that will be a part of this


project. The first task in this regard is the selection of a site for


the first experimental power plant. Currently, JPL is in the process of


developing site factors which will be important for this first experiment.
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Systems Applications Project
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So, that's the organization. We have just started and we see many


challenges ahead.


Figure 3.5-3 shows an overview of the Small Power Systems-Program


Schedule. Project management of the Small Power Systems Applications


Project by JPL was initiated late in 1977. The applications analysis


effort was started earlier by the Aerospace Corporation, who will continue


to support the project under a contract with the Department of Energy.


I 
Technology development refers to the Point-Focusing Distributed


Receiver Technology Project, initiated later in fiscal year 1977, under


the management of JPL. Other technology development programs, such as


those being conducted by Sandia Laboratory, relative to the central re­

ceiver and total energy programs will, of course, also support the needs


of the Small Power Systems Applications Project.


Three experimental systems (sometimes referred to as large scale ex­

periments) are planned. The first is now underway with the release of the
 

RFP for the first phase in mid-September. The first experiment will nom­

inally be a one-MWe power plant, located in an as-yet-unspecified small


community. The site will be selected as a result of a separate procure­

ment during Phase I.() The other experiments are not defined yet and will


depend on the results of application analyses conducted both at Aerospace


and JPL. These experiments are roughly at two-year intervals and will


continue until a decision can be made with regard to the potential for


commercial success of selected technologies in conjunction with appro­

priate applications. -The goal is to reach a full-scale commercial demon­

stration sometime after 1985.
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Figure 3.5-3 Small power systems plan
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Thus, the Small Power Systems Applications Project is proceeding on


several fronts. We will explore the viability of various potential appli­

cations through market potential surveys, economic analyses and a definition


of requirements for technology matching. Technologies will be analyzed


and those exhibiting an attractive potential will be tested through the


experimental program illustrated. Throughout the SPSA Project, a broad­

ly 	 based commercialization analysis will be conducted to consider barriers


and incentives to successful adoption of small solar power systems for se­

lected applications. The first application to be addressed and the subject


of 	 this workshop is electric power for small communities.


I would like to spend the last few minutes going into a little more


detail concerning the first experiment.


We are in a sensitive stage of the procurement for the first phase


of this experimental system and, therefore, no information not already in


the RFP will be discussed. I want also to point out that JPL represen­

tatives at this meeting will not discuss the RFP, nor details of the first


experiment beyond those given here.


The objectives of the first experiment are to:


o 	 Investigate performance, functional, operational and insti­

tutional aspects of the selected system in a field test en­

vironment -- a small community, in this case


o 	 Obtain a first order examination of economic factors associ­

ated with the technology and application


o 	 Identify additional research and development used for small


power systems


o 	 Provide a means for involving the user community in the Small


Power Systems Program.
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Here are the main characteristics of the first experiment. It will


be concerned strictly with solar thermal conversion technolQgy:


o 	 Solar thermal conversion technology


o 	 Electric power only


o 	 Not hybrid 
o 	 Integrated with existing utility in a small community


nominal rated power output(l)
o 	 One MWe --

o 	 Approximately three hours storage


o 	 Nominal plant startup time -4.5 years


o 	 Schedule goal: operational by 1982 (RFP for Phase I issued


September 16, 1977.


A three-phase 	 program has been defined:


o 	 I, System definition -10 months


o 	 II, Preliminary Design: component, subsystem and module


testing -1.5 years (nominal)


o 	 III, Final design, fabrication, construction, test and evalu­

ation -3.0 years


Phase I will consider all potentially attractive solar thermal tech­

nologies. Thus, point-focusing, linear focusing, central receiver and


other possible approaches will be examined either as a result of contracts


awarded for Phase I or by independent studies conducted at government


laboratories. Phase I will parametrically study rated power, storage and


plant start-up time for each technology selected. On the basis of this


information the system showing the most potential for eventual commerciali­

zation will be selected for Phase II.


There is a desire to emphasize near-term technologies for the first


experiment; although, if necessary, some development of subsystems may


occur in Phase II.


(W)A range of 	 power output from 0.5 MWe to 5.0 MWe will be studied in


Phase I and the plant size selected on the basis of the results.
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The site for the first experiment will be selected by the Department


of Energy on the basis of a procurement to take place during Phase I. JPL


will advise DOE in this regard.


That completes my presentation and I will be glad to answer'any


questions. Thank you.
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3.6 	 TECHNOLOGIES FOR SPS APPLICATIONS - ROBERT R. FERBER


Task Manager, Requirements Definition, SPSA Project, Jet Propulsion


Laboratory


There are two projects at JPL related to the Small Power Systems Ap­

plications (SPSA) Project. One is a technology project aimed at develop­

ing point-focusing systems; The other applications project, which will


consider all of the appropriate solar systems technologies suitable for


applications in the 1 to 5 MWe range.


We've all seen various pictures of solar power towers, or central


receiver plants, as shown in Figure 3.6-1, where a field of two-axis


tracking heliostats focus the sun's energy on a boiler or receiver. This


technology is potentially applicable to our program, though in much smal­

ler plant sizes than are now being contemplated. In the most commonly


described conversion system, and the one to be used for the 10-MW pilot


plant near Barstow, California, the receiver is a steam boiler, using


950- to 1000-degree steam which will go directly to a turbine or to a


storage system. The storage is, in this case, thermal storage. Heat


can be extracted from the storage and run through the turbine at a later


time, as needed. The remainder of the system is a conventional steam-

Rankine system (Figure 3.6-2).


Turning to distributed-collector technologies, Figure 3.6-3 shows an


artist's sketch of a parabolic trough one-axis tracking system. There


are several concepts that are applicable to the SPSA project that use only


single-axis tracking and this system is one of them. In this case, of


course, the heat is focused on a receiver tube, where it heats a working


fluid, which is transported to a central point for conversion in a cycle


similar to that used for the central receiver plant (Figure 3.6-4).


Again, storage is thermal, with a conventional steam turbine-generator


conversion system. Note, though, that the practical operating temperature
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Figure 3.6-1 
 
(Gibbs & Hill, 1976)
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attainable by a trough system, approximately 6500F, is quite a bit lower
 

that that for the central receiver. This limits the efficiency of this
 

concept and requires that a larger collector area be installed for a given


power output. This collector area increase generally means higher capital


costs.


Another collection subsystem, using similar Rankine conversion sys­

tem and thermal storage, is called a "variable slat" collector (Figure


3.6-5). The slats move to focus the sun's energy on a receiver mounted


above the slats. Again, it's a one-axis tracking system, but now, be­

cause of the geometry of these systems, a linear cavity-type receiver may


be used, rather than the tube used in the parabolic trough mechanism.


This allows a higher working fluid temperature without excessive losses.


This system may be capable of 8500F, which produces significantly better


conversion efficiency.


Parabolic dish systems, as shown diagramatically in Figure 3.6-6,


require two-axis tracking. Again, there are cavity receivers mounted at


each dish, with steam collection to a central Rankine conversion and ther­

mal storage system. Notice, though, that 10000F steam conditions can be


obtained from this system, which means still better conversion efficiency.


Another approach to parabolic dish systems is shown in Figure 3.6-7.


Here, the dish focuses the energy on a heat engine and generator, which


is mounted in the receiver area. The energy transport is then by means


of electric power lines (Figure 3.6-8). This energy collection to a cen­

tral point has lower losses associated with it. This approach requires
 

the construction of small heat-engine units which are cost-effective, when


compared to the large central units. Figure 3.6-8 shows that this ap­

proach is somewhat simpler than the central beat collection and conversion


approaches. The only element missing from the main power plant using this


conversion approach is the storage capacity, which can be located anywhere
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I'd like to summarize briefly some of the technologies that we're


examining for the applications program (Figure 3.6-11). In collector


types, the first is a fixed V-trough. The V-trough system is a very low­

temperature system and is not likely to be economically practical for


electric utility power application. It would use an organic fluid, attain­

ing maximum temperatures on the order of 3000 F, with the fluid expanded


through an organic-Rankine turbine system.


There are several one-axis tracking collector system pbssibilities


being examined for possible application in this program. The parabolic
 

trough system would normally use steam for the energy transport to a cen­

tral turbine-generator unit (Figure 3.6-3), although any of these one-axis


tracking systems could use small turbine generators associated with either


individual collectors or with small groups of collectors. It is not neces­

sary to transport the energy to a central conversion point, although right


now the central collection approach appears to be the most practical al­

ternative for steam conversion systems. If we did convert to electricity


at the individual collectors, we'd no longer have a practical option of


using thermal storage with each unit, but would install an electrical or


electrical intermediary storage system, such. as pumped hydro, However,


when collecting heat to a central point from a parabolic trough, the best


form of storage would normally be a thermal storage system. The final
 

conversion to electricity is done using a conventional steam/Rankine system.
 

The same is true for the variable slat system previously described, except


that it provides a slightly improved efficiency. A two-axis tracking sys­

tem, using a parabolic dish with a similar conversion system, will achieve


a still higher conversion efficiency.


In the case of the parabolic dish with local conversion to electricity,


advanced batteries, pumped storage or something similar might be used for


storage. The conversion system will be a small heat engine, either Brayton'


or Stirling, located at the collector. It may also be possible to develop


economic small Rankine units for this application.
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The central receiver plant is also a possibility for SPSA program


applications. It is a 	 two-axis tracking system with heliostats using
 

optical energy transport to the receiver, normally using sensible ther­

mal storage, with conventional steam Rankine-cycle conversion. John


Bigger has mentioned the EPRI work on Brayton conversion systems for cen­

tral receiver, plants which have the potential of higher conversion effi­

ciency.


In all these systems, conversion efficiencies are extremely important
 

in the effort to niiimize the cost, since the collector area requirements


are inversely proportional to the efficiency that can be achieved.


Collector area requirements are also affected by the amount of storage


associated with the plant. Figure 3.6-12 shows the collector requirements


,fora 100-Mwe plant, with varying storage capacities. If no storage were


2
provided, about 0.25 KM of collector would be required to provide 100 We


of peak output. As the storage capacity increases, the annual capacity­

factor increases rapidly. Going from zero storage to only one hour of


storage raises the annual plant capacity-factor from 0.25 to approximately


0.4. The most cost-effective subsystem size occurs around the knee of the


curve. Therefore, to achieve optimum performance with one hour storage


would r.quire just over 0.5 KM2 of collector area. Capacity factor can be


signficantly increased so that the plant can begin to function as a true


intermediate-range plant by going to a three-hour storage capacity, but,


again, the required collector area has gone up. To approach baseload


capabilities requires a rather large concentrator-collector field area.


Since the collector is 	 usually the largest cost element of the entire


system, the plant capital cost increases directly with increasing collector


area.


Figure 3.6-13 illustrates an approximate cost ranking of several of


the plant technologies discussed for a 100-MWe plant size. These are


preliminary rankings, since we are in the early research phases of all of'
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these system approaches. The busbar power cost is shown in relative units


in order to illustrate the relative cost of the different types of systems,.


rather than to present actual delivered electrical energy cost.


Actual cost figures are virtually meaningless this early in the de­

velopment process. The V-trough collector-organic Rankine conversion cycle


is highest on the cost scale. The more practical systems with higher con­

version efficiencies have lower delivered-power costs. The variable-slat


systems and the dish-steam systems, collecting the energy to a central


point for conversion, are all in the high-cost range, largely because of
 

the cost associated with collecting and transporting the heat energy to


a central conversion point. The central receiver system costs somewhat


less. As storage is increased, the cost curve remains fairly flat for the


central receiver, because of the relatively small incremental cost of the


thermal storage. The dish -Brayton system is still lower in cost than
 

central receiver,'and the dish system, with Stirling engines and electrical


conversion at the individual units, has the lowest cost of all. Both of


these systems are shown using advanced battery storage.


All of the plants that are modular in nature scale downward in size


rather well, as shown in Figure 3.6-14. Only slight increases in specific


cost occur, as plant size decreases. The central receiver and those sys­

tems that require collection to a central point for conversion increase


very rapidly in specific cost when decreased below 100 MWe in plant size.


I'd like to mention, briefly, the utility involvement required in


order for this program.to be completely successful. It's important, for


the success of this program, for the utilities and the utility industry


to be involved very closely with JPL at every step of the way. The SPSA


project is on a very condensed program schedule, and it is important that


no false starts be made. Utility input is certainly important in the


requirements definition area, which is the first portion of our work.


Without co-operation from the utilities, we cannot establish useful oper­
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Figure 3.6-14 Energy cost vs plant size
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ating and cost requirements for solar plants. Certainly, in the field­

test operations activity, it's critical that the experimental equipment


be installed and operated in utility systems. Similarly, as commerciali­

zation is investigated, it is absolutely essential that the issues be


examined from the point-of-view of the utilities. JPL intends to communi­

cate with the utility community throughout the entire project, with this


workshop providing an effective vehicle for the initiation of this com­

munication activity.
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3.7 	 SOLAR POWER RESEARCH AT EPRI - JOHN BIGGER


Solar Thermal Program Manager, Electric Power Research Institute


EPRI was formed in 1972 and opened its doors in 1973. At the present


time, we have more than 500 member-utilities in the U. S.: investor-owned,


municipally owned, REA, co-op, some of the quasi-federal utilities such as


TVA. So, we have a very broad background of support and input to EPRI


from the utility industry.


Our research and development funding level this year is about $180


million. Research and development is done mainly with private industry;


some with universities and nonprofit organizations. Practically no in­

house research is done at EPRI.


EPRI has four major divisions and three support divisions:


o 	 Fossil Fuel and Advanced Systems
 

o 	 Nuclear


o 	 Electrical Systems


o Energy Analysis and Environment.


Within the Fossil Fuel and Advanced Systems Division, we have.four major


departments:


o 	 Fossil-Fuel Power Plants, mainly concerned with increasing


the efficiency and output of conventional power systems; mak­

ing existing plants cleaner with air and water pollution pro­

grams


o 	 Advanced Fossil Power Systems are concerned with clean fuels


from coal, such as coal liquifaction and coal-gasification.


One of the big problems with the utility industry, as you


ORIGINAL PAGE IS well know, is the source of clean fuels in the future


OF POOR QUALITY o Energy Management and Utilization is concerned with end-use


of 	 electrical energy and with energy storage concepts


o 	 New Energy Resources Department is concerned with solar,


fusion and geothermal developments.
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Our Solar Program budget for the next five years is approximately


$21 million; our budget this year is approximately $4. million. Forty per


cent of that is in solar heating and cooling programs; about 38 per cent


in solar thermal and the rest is invested in technology assessment projects.


We have projects in three areas of solar electric applications: solar,


thermal, photovoltaic and wind. In wind, studies are now mainly examining


the impact of., and requirements for, wind systems. In photovoltaics, there


is one requirements definition and impact analysis study and one hardware


development program.


Within the solar thermal area, there are a number of objectives. The


first one, and, I think, the most important one, is to assess the potential


value of solar-thermal concepts to the utility industry and to an individual


electric utility. The second objective included in this area is environ­

mental impacts assessment of the solar plants prior to the industry pour­

ing large amounts of money into this technology.


Under the solar-thermal assessment, we-have a section for Require­

ments Definition and Impact Analysis underway. Essentially, we are ex­

amining the impact of three solar thermal technologies:


1) Water/steam central receiver


2) Hybrid central receiver
 

3) Distributed systems.


We are using three electric utility systems; using utility industry tools,


such as, production cost, system expansion, reliability programs, and


looking at the impact of these solar models on the utilities. We're con­

cerned with 1985 and beyond. We work, specifically, with three utilities


in the Western United States, in this first study. Shortly after the first


of 1978, we expect to get underway with what we call "synthetic utilities."
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This is a method developed by EPRI to enable us to compare various advanced


technologies, their impacts and requirements, on the utility industry and


specific utilities.


We have two projects which are examining the environmental impacts


of solar plants. First, we're looking at an advanced assessment method­

ology. The second project is evaluating the impact assessment for five


solar technologies:


o Solar thermal


o Photovoltaic


o Wind


o Ocean thermal
 

o Photoproduction (biomass).,


The methodology project is complete; the reports are being printed. The


second project drafts are being reviewed. The final versions will be


ready after the first of. the year.


Many of the Western and Southern utilities are having problems obtain­

ing natural gas supplies for boiler and gas-turbine fuel. It is becoming


either short in supply or nonexistent. So, the solar-thermal systems have


been proposed as a possible alternative to retiring those plants, in order


to keep them operating. Many of them are around 10- to 15-years-old, with


a considerable period of use left for the utility. DOE, EPRI, West As­

sociates and a number of utilities will be funding work to examine the


feasibility of solar-fossil hybrid repowering.


The cost of the heliostats can-be about 40 per cent of the total cost


of a solar plant. The Phase I ERDA (DOE) studies have produced four de­

signs. We're not sure that it is possible to get down to a competitive


(_$75 to $100 per square meter) cost with those designs. We will examine


them and see what kind of cost-reduction possibilities there are; in the


area of performance requirements, in manufacturing techniques and in in­

stallation.
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The second major objective of the'EPRI solar-thermal program is hard­

ware deVelopment. Based on-background studies that ERDA, NASA and the


National Science Foundation had done in the late sixties and early seven­

ties,we chose not to go the way of the water/steam-central receiver concept.


We felt there were some definite advantages for the electric utilities in


second-generation Brayton-cycle central receiver systems.


EPRI is supporting the development of two major Brayton-cycle systems.


The first one is a closed-cycle gas system. We have completed the first


phase, which is the concept definition. We are now involved in the second


phase, which is the design, fabrication and ititial checkout of a one-MW


bench model receiver. The third phase, the testing of the unit, will be­

gin in November, 1977. Early in 1978, the units will be taken to the
 

Solar Thermal Test Facility in Albuquerque and tested. The closed-cycle


project is with Boeing Engineering and Construction Company, Seattle.


The open-cycle project is with Black & Veatch, Consulting Engineers,


Kansas City.


The closed-cycle project is using a super-alloy metal beat exchanger.


The open-cycle project is using ceramic-tube heat exchangers with gas


temperatures around 1900 to 20000F. In order to increase the efficiency


of the system, we are pushing "state-of-the art" of high-temperature


technology.


With both of these systems we are intitiating pilot plant specifica­

tion studies in November, 1977. We are also developing a 10-MWe scale


hybrid-system pilot plant, with fossil-fuel backup. We want to demon­

strate this in the most efficient manner with a simple system, because


we feel thermal storage technology is behind the central receiver tech­

nology, today. The pilot plant will be a 10-MV scale, using only one­

quarter of the field, so our electrical output will be 2 to 3 Me. Our


operating date is late 1981, about one year afer the DOE pilot plant.
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In addition to hardware development, the EPRI solar-thermal program


is supporting a considerable amount of materials research, both supports


ing the Boeing and the Black & Veatch work; plus supporting work in high­

temperature ceramic materials for heat-exchangers. This will have ap­

plications in fossil fuel and solar technology.


The final objective of the solar-thermal program is to provide in­

put and feedback to the federal program as to utility industry require­

ments and objectives. Since the electric utility industry in general and


the individual utilities in particular are going to be the major market


for the solar-thermal systems -- both central and distributed systems -­

it is important they have a major hand in the R&D for these systems.
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3.8 	 SOLAR POWER RESEARCH AT SERI - CHARLES J. BISHOP 
Senior Staff, Solar Energy Researc' Institute 
The Solar Energy Research Institute's overall mission is to provide


significant support the thenational program of research, development,


demonstration and deployment of solar energy. A central-responsibility


in this effort is to contribute to the establishment of'a solar energy


industrial base capable of supporting the widespread commercial use of


the technology.


SERI is working toward the creation of a national center of excel­

lence -- a resource dedicated to serving the solar energy needs of the


public and industry. SERI is initiating continuing programs in:


o 	 Research 
o 	 Analysis and assessment


o 	 Information and education


o 	 Technology commercialization


o 	International solar energy efforts.


In addition, we expect to assume responsibility for the technical monitor­

ing of a number of existing and planned federal solar R&D programs.


We interpret our charter as rather broad. Our programmatic efforts


might be grouped into five general areas:


1) 	 We will be conducting applied research directed toward the


timely development of solar energy technologies which have


long term promise


2) We will participate in an important way in the conception,


evaluation and development of innovative methods for solar


energy conversion


3) 'We will undertake further'analysis of issues which affect the


near-term utilization of solar energy


4) 	 We will carry out efforts designed to reduce remaining un­
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certainties associated with solar energy -- technical un­

certainties, institutional uncertainties, economic uncer­

tainties and social uncertainties


5) We will develop and implement methods of providing direct


assistance to the public and industry -- assistance in the
 

form of information dissemination and technology transfer


designed to facilitate consumer and business decisions re­

garding solar energy.


SERI is organized into five operating divisions, as shown in


Figure 3.8-1. The staff currently numbers 80. Our plans call for a total


staff of 113 by October 1; 300 by the first of October, 1978; and, 480 by


October 1, 1979 (Figure 3.8-2).


SERI is now housed in interim facilities in Golden, Colorado. We


presently have 26,000 square feet of space. Another 12,000 square feet


in the same building will be added this fall and an additional 66,000


square feet in March, 1978, when the second building is completed. The


first experimental laboratories will be designed into the building sched­

uled for March completion. The Department of Energy (DOE) now holds an


option on 300 acres atop South Table Mountain, in Golden, for possible


siting of the permanent facilities.


As our staff comes on board, we are beginning work on 64 tasks which


have been identified in discussions with members of the Division of Solar


Energy. Most of these tasks are of two general types:


o 	 Planning tasks -- on a branch-by-branch basis -- to define 
plans with a time horizon of about two years 
o 	 State-of-the-art assessment tasks designed to establish data­

basesi examine the efforts that are now underway in different


areas and identify important unattended -areas.


This task list is being modified and extended periodically, as needs change.
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Our programmatic and operational objectives are becoming more clearly


defined as we continually assess perceptions of SERT's mission Clearly,


we will be conducting solar energy R&D for all of the major functional


solar technologies, including passive systems. Support disciplines, such


as materials, corrosion, surface physics and so forth, will be undertaken.


Analysis and assessment efforts will include evaluation of SERI, DSE


and other national solar energy programs.


We expect to play an important role in the administration of univer­

sity solar energy research programs -- including the evaluation of pro­

posals and the management-of contracts. SERf wants to encourage the uni­

versities to get back into the creative mode again.


The technology commercialization effort will include a technology


transfer program, a program of assistance to business and industry and a


liaison function -- all designed to promote early utiliization of solar


energy. The regional SERI network will be an important part of the com­

mercialization effort.


SERI will assume a central responsibility for U. S. involvement in 
international solar energy programs -- including research, information 
exchange and technology transfer. 
We will establish an information data bank and library which we ex­

pect to become the most extensive solar energy information resource in


the nation -- indeed, in the world. Utilizing this resource, we should


be able to contribute significantly to the DOE's program of providing in­

formation on solar energy to the public.


We will host and conduct solar energy conferences, seminars and work­

shops -- those conceived and organized by SERI orDOE and, by request,
 

those which are part of other efforts.
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SERI will manage and co-ordinate the regional SERI network as part


of its responsibility to state and local interests -and needs.


Finally, we will develop a plan for the permanent SERI facilities,


including research laboratories, a conference center, a library and ad­

ministrative facilities.


Several key projects are currently underway, although the staff is,


by no means, complete. The staffing plan, initial task definitions and


FY-'78 financial plan are all complete. The Mission Definition Report,
 

which details the mission, philosophy and goals of SERI, why it exists


and what it is expected to contribute to the national solar energy pro­

gram, has been completed and submitted in preliminary draft form to DOE.


The Annual Operating Plan, which describes in greater detail the tasks


SERI will undertake in FY 1978, and the Facilities Plan, which will in­

clude plans for both the interim facilities and a preliminary version of


what the permanent facilities might look like, will be submitted by the


end of October, 1977.


In conclusion, SERI is now an operating organization, with a team


of highly qualified professionals, totally dedicated to the concept of


SERI, actively carrying out its intended mission to contribute signifi­

cantly to the commercial development of solar energy.


(The above material was excerpted from a presentation by Dr. P. Rappaport


at ERDA Solar Program Review, September 9, 1977.)
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3.9 	 THE SOUTHWEST PROJECT - KENNETH E. HOGELAND


Principal Engiueer, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation


The Southwest Project-is a program to analyze the technical; legal,


regulatory, institutional and resource requirements needed to accelerate


commercialization of sol&r electric power generation in the Southwest


Region of the United States. This DOE program was originally contracted


by the Federal Energy Adminsitration (FEA) as a co-operative effort with


the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and the Depart­

ment of Interior (DOI).
 

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation is the prime contractor on


this program and was originally teamed with 11 electric utilities from


the Southwest Region to conduct the study. Two additional utilities have


since joined this team. The program started September 1, 1976, and will


be completed February 28, 1978.


An original objective of this program was to assess the state-of-the­

art of solar conversion concepts, including projected costs, from prior
 

or ongoing government-sponsored programs.


Some 	 of the earlier discussions included solar power plant costs, if


not on an absolute basis, at least on a relative basis. John Bigger's


earlier comment on costs being inversely proportional to the amount of


ignorance involved is very astute. In the Southwest Project, we were


confronted with our own ignorance about solar plant costs. This was due


primarily to a lack of adequate available information or data on costs,


from 	 which a total cost picture could be developed from prior or ongoing


programs.


To accomplish this study it has been necessary that Stone & Webster
 

conceptually define solar electric generating plants for solar-thermal
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conversion technology, including central tower and distributed receiver


systems., with various energy storage capacities, or -hybrid configurations.


We also conceptually defined photovoltaic plants and wind energy-conver­

sion system plants, with and without energy storage. In accomplishing


these technical analyses, an assessment of the state-of-the-art of solar


power conversion equipment was accomplished. Construction, operation,


maintenance, reliability and availability were defined. Capital, opera­

tion and maintenance costs were also estimated.


The expected load-growth generation expansion plans for large, medium


and small utilities,using conventional generation plants, were analyzed


through the year 2000 to establish a baseline for comparison. System re­

liability and life-cycle costs are being evaluated with the solar plants


defined above included in the utility generation plans.


Institutional factors affecting commercialization are being evaluated.


These are:


o Financial and economic factors in commercialization


o Governmental factors in commercialization


o Institutional arrangements


o Role of electric utilities in research


o Development and demonstration.


Institutional analyses are identifying barriers to commercialization


of solar electric power systems; the programs, methods and incentives


supporting commercialization.


There are some cost analysis results from the Southwest Project
 

analyses. A trough distributed-receiver solar-thermal power plant of


100-MWe rated capacity has a capital cost range of $3,623 to $4,951 per
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kW* without energy storage. Adding six hours of thermal storage to the


system increases costs to $7,390 to $10,033 per kW*. For comparison, a


similar capacity central-receiver solar-thermal plant will have a capital


cost of $1,540 to $2,265 per kW* without storage and $2,831 to $3,943* with


six hours of thermal storage. These values are mostly influenced by the


cost of the solar equipment which is currently available from government­

sponsored programs and directly from equipment manufacturers.


The Southeast Project is similar and was just awarded to Stone & Web­

ster. It, however, has the biomass and ocean thermal-conversion systems


added to the systems to be evaluated. There is really not much more to


be said about this project at the present time except that it includes


more than utility applications. It includes dispersed facilities and


solar total-energy systems.


*Editor Comment:


The costs presented above are based on current hardware prices and


assumptions used for the Southwest Project and are higher than the


.JPL cost projections for the 1985 to 2000 time period.
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Comparing Power Options4 0


INTRODUCTION


A panel discussion was held October 11, to discuss and compare various


power options competing with solar energy and the issues involved in imple­

menting and commercializing solar thermal electric power. Each panel mem­

ber gave a brief presentation, after which discussion revolved around


questions posed by the moderator, with participation by the members of
 

the general session.
 

Moderator - Vincent C. Truscello


Panel - Frank R. Goodman, Jr.


Peter Steitz


Merwin Brown
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4.1 	 INTRODUCTION - VINCENT C. TRUSCELLO


Manager, Solar Thermal Power Systems Project, Jet Propulsion Laboratory


The purpose of this panel discussion this morning is to try to set
 

the stage for many of our small discussion groups later on this morning


and all day, tomorrow. What I'll try to do is to ask certain questions
 

of the panel, questions that I hope will be of interest to all of you;


which will get you thinking of additional questions. Maybe there will be


more you will want to hear on a particular subject or issue or, perhaps,


just a highlighting of that issue. We will address several issues that


appear to be important. The kinds of questions that I'll be asking are


along the lines of:


o What, why, how and where is solar's competition?


o How does the competition compare?


o Why would a utility consider solar as an option?


o If a utility wanted solar, how would it use it?


o Where in the country would these plants be situated?


o Do we have any good ideas as to when these types of plants


might be implemented?


o When would the utility start considering the implementation


of these systems?


o Who would use them?


o Are there any special groups of utilities who would use them?


The panel will try to give insight into these questions and any. others


that you would like to pose to them on this topic or Power Options.
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4.2 	 FACTORS INFLUENCING SOLAR TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION - FRANK R. GOODMAN, JR.


Resource Development Engineer, Los Angeles Department of Water & Power


Several factors that will influence the introduction of small solar


thermal power plants into future utility generation mixes will be given


as topics for discussion by the panel. These factors can be categorized


as either favorable or unfavorable to the introduction of solar plants.


The category of favorable factors includes the need for diversity


in generation mix, with no overdependence on any one energy source be­

cause of risks, such as a drought or a rapid change in international fuel
 

prices. In addition to being a source of energy, solar plants may have


some allowable capacity credit, particularly when the installed amount


of solar plants is a small percentage of a utility's total generation


capacity. The allowable capacity credit, if any, that a utility may be


able to give a solar electric plant will be significantly less than the


plant's rated output during peak sunlight conditions. The effective


capacity will depend on the amount of system storage already existing in


the system and on the amount of dedicated storage installed with the so­

lar electric plant. At one extreme, a solar electric plant, having no


dedicated storage and operating in isolation from other generation, can


be given no effective capacity in a system with a continuous load. The


solar electric plant in this case is only a fuel saver which can supply


the load during the periods of sunlight availability. However, when a


solar electric plant is assessed together with a mix of other generating


plants, using conventional utility reliability planning tools, some ef­

fective capacity credit for the solar electric plant may be justified. Re­

cent analyttcal studies have been performed that indicate this is the case.


This allowable effective 'capacity is the consequence of a probabilistic


treatment, in which the occurrance of certain events can be made indepen­

dent. For example, the scheduled outages for maintenance of conventional


generation could be made in midday periods, when the solar plants are ex­

pected to be near their peak rating. The fact that solar electric plants
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operated in conjunction with a generation mix can be expected to have


some allowable -capacity credit, as well as energy credit, can be consi­

dered as favorable to the introduction of these plants. The amount of


capacity credit, which hasbeen predicted by long-range studies, can only
 

be substantiated when operating experience with solar electric plants has


been obtained. In any case, the allowable effective capacity will decrease


as the percentage of solar plants in a utility's generation mix increases.


These comments apply, generally, to solar electric generation and are not


specific to solar thermal technology; that is, they also apply to photo­

voltaics and wind-energy conversion.


Another favorable factor for the introduction of solar plants is that


environmental, political and economic pressures, such as maintaining the


nation's balance of trade, may lead to introduction of solar plants before


their break-even cost with other generation forms has been achieved. The


modularity of small solar plants is also important. For dispersed appli­

cations, such as on-site electricity production at a customer's demand


point, small solar power systems may be sited on existing easements or


-property and some reduction of land costs may be possible. The assignment


of time-of-day rates may serve as a financial incentive for a customer to


install his own small solar power system. For example, on a typical day,


a customer's requirements for energy could be met by his own solar electric


system during onpeak periods when his electric rate is high. The customer's


demand during period of darkness might be served by the local utility.


These latter periods are, typically, offpeak and and a lower electric rate


could be in effect. The customer's demand from the utility would, of


course, depend on how much storage, if any, was installed with his solar
 

electric system. If provision is made for the customer to sell his sut­

plus daytime solar power to the utility, some additional financial credits


2 aybe possible. The issue of small solar plant ownership is not resolved,


and the preferred owner from an operational standpoint is the utility


-rather than the customer.
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Many of the factors which are unfavorable to the introduction of


solar plants are a consequence of the diffuse-and intermittent nature of


solar radiation. The use of large land areas for solar plants may be


judged environmentally unacceptable by some. The large amounts of capital


required may be prohibitive. Even if solar plants were economically


viable, significant operational problems exist due to the fact that sun­

light availability is not entirely predictable. A generation mix contain­

ing a solar electric plant would have special dispatch problems for which


operating personnel would have to be-trained. The solar plant itself


would require special operating and maintenance personnel. Some utilities,


particularly small ones, may not have the staff for these purposes.


Finally, it is noteworthy that most of the foregoing comments apply gen­

erally to small solar power systems and are not technology specific. An


additional factor influencing future introduction of small solar thermal


power plants will be the extent to which they are competitive with other


solar technologies, such as photovoltaics.
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4.3 	 BASIC POWER SUPPLY ECONOMICS - PETER STEITZ


Planning Engineer, Burns & McDonnell


I thought it might be illustrative to consider how small solar thermal


systems might fit into the small utility generation mix by reviewing some


basic electric utility economics and the outcome for some specific ex­

amples and inputs.


The power supply problem of small utilities can be'appreciated by


considering a typical utility load duration curve shown' in Figure 4.3-1.


A load duration curve is simply a distribution of a system's loads during


specified intervals over some time period. The area under the load dura­

tion curve represents the system's total energy requirement for the period.


For any utility, the fundamental economic problem is to supply the


energy requirement of the system (i.e., the area underthe load duration


curve) at the lowest cost that will ensure reliable service. Electric


utilities usually classify their power supply resources into base, inter­

mediate, and peaking capacity types. These resource types supply the


energy requirements for a system as illustrated in Figure 4.3-1. Base­

load resources are associated with high fixed costs and low variable costs,


such 	 as coal-and nuclear-fueled generation. Peaking capacity types,


like 	 combustion turbines, usually have low fixed costs and high variable
 

costs. Intermediate power supply resources fall between the extremes of


fixed and variable costs. The problem for the utility is to minimize


its costs of power generation by optimizing its mixture of these three


categories of resources.-

To illustrate how the optimum generation mix of a small utility can


vary 	 for different inputs, I would like to examine a hypothetical utiity


system and consider initially for that system some typical currently


available technologies and their costs.
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Our hypothetical system has a 50 per cent load factor and plans


to meet its entire load with new generation (assumes no existing gener­

ation). This new generation can be made of 8-MW diesels, 50-MW combus­

tion turbines, or 600-MW fossil-steam units, installed either individu­

ally or through joint action with other utilities. The capital costs in


1976 dollars used for each generation type are shown in Figure 4.3-2.


The coal-fired steam unit has the highest capital cost at $577/kW and the


combustion turbine the lowest at $164/kW. These capital co~sts, along with


operation and maintenance and other annual costs translate to the annual


fixed costs shown in Figure 4.3-3. Again, the steam turbine has the high­

est annual fixed cost, and the combustion turbine has the lowest.


The fuel prices assumed in 1976 dollars are:
 

o Coal $0.75/MBTU


o 0il $2.50/MBTU


Using these base coal and oil prices, and variable operation and mainte­

nance costs, the total annual variable costs for each unit type are shown


in Figure 4.3-4. As can be seen, the variable costs are least for fossil­

steam units and greatest for combustion turbine units.


To determine the optimum mix for these technologies and inputs, I will


use the simplified generation expansion model (SGEM) approach developed by


Economic Sciences Corporation in conjunction with the staff of the Cali­

fornia Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission. SGEM is


a graphic procedure used to determine the least-cost mix of generating


capacity from a utility load duration curve and annual cost curves for


various generating technologies. The procedure is illustrated in simpli­

fied form in Figure 4.3-5'


At the top of Figure 4.3-5 is a load duration curve and at the bottom


are curves representing annual costs (dollars per kilowatt of capacity for
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the three types of generating technologies). The instial point for -each.


curve on the cost axis reflects the capital cost of a given technology,
 

and the slope of the curve reflects operating costs,including fuel. The


intersection of the cost curves in the bottom of the ,figure shows the


break-even hours of operation for the various technologies. When these


break-even points are extended to the load duration curve, an estimate


can be obtained of the optimum capacity mix for a system for a given set


of inputs. Using this methodology and the above assumptions concerning


technologies and costs, the optimum generation mix shown in Figure 4.3-6


was obtained.


As can be seen, the optimum mix consists of 29 percent combustion


turbines, 8 percent diesels and 63 percent fossil-steam units. It might


be expected that the generation mix will vary with changes in fuel prices. As


a measure of the sensitivity of this generation mix to the coal price assumed,


the optimum mix was recalculated for a coal price of $1.20/MBtu. At this coal


price, the proportion of coal-fired generation is reduced to 54 percent with


a corresponding increase in the amount of diesel generation and no effect on


the combustion turbine element.
 

To see what impact a large increase'in oil prices would have on the


optimum generating mix, the oil price was assumed to double while the


price of coal remained at $0.75/MBtu. The optimum mix under this scenario


is shown in Figure 4.3-7. In this case, there is a substantial increase 
in coal-fired generation to 72 percent . But even for $5.00/MBtu oil, a 
significant amount of oil-fired generation (28 percent) is justified in 
the capacity mix. 
I have also included some results for this type of an analysis for


the fuel cell. Basically the same costs and assumptions as shown before


were used except that in Figure 4.3-8, a first generation fuel cell


having a capital cost of $250/kW and heat rate of 9;000 Btu/kWh was assumed
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to be available. As you can see, under the base scenario it penetrated


27 per cent-of the capacity. mix. In F-igure 4.3-9, an advanced- fuel dell


having a capital cost of $200/kW and a heat rate of 7,350 Btu/kWh is


assured to be available. It totally dominates the intermediate-peaking


region, penetrating 55 par cent of the capacity mix.


Since a solar thermal system uses energy of the sun for fuel, its


energy cost is essentially zero except possibly for some variable oper­

ation and maintenance cost. Consequently, one might expect the curve
 

representing a solar thermal system in Figure 4.3-5 to be nearly horizontal.


Under that assumption, small solar thermal systems would begin to become


competitive with the baseload generation in Figure 4.3-5 at $145/kW of


annual fixed costs, with the intermediate range generation at $110/kW


of annual fixed costs, and with the peaking generation at $65/kW of


annual fixed costs. The derivation of these figures is illustrated in


Figure 4.3-10 which is identical to Figure 4.3-5 with hypothetical solar


thermal cost curves. Assuming a 9 per cent annual fixed charge rate for


a municipal system, these threshold values of annual fixed costs convert


to $1,611/kW of solar thermal capital costs if energy is generated for


8,760 hours or the entire year, $1,222/kW if the energy is generated for


only 3,200- hours per year, and $6841kW if the energy is generated 1,400


hours per year


The above is a relatively simplified but excellent methodology for


getting a handle on the impact of key cost parameters on a system's


power supply costs and optimum generating mix. A more sophisticated


analysis would be required, of course, to determine the long-range optimum


power supply plan for a system. However, the methodology is useful in


terms of helping one conceptualize the relationship of a small solar


thermal system, and,for that matter any power generation technology,


in the small utility resource mix.
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4.4 	 GENERATION MIX PLANNING - MERWIN BROWN 
Manager of Research, Arizona Public Service Company 
As Peter Steitz told you, the utility that. tries to minimize its


overall generation costs has to partition its generation mix with the


high capital cost plants with low fuel cost in the baseload portion of


the load-duration curve, and the lower capital cost plants with the high


fuel cost in the peak and intermediate. It is necessary to do this kind


of generation plant mixing, in order to minimize the cost, with few


exceptions. Some utilities do not have a choice of generation mix,


either due to size or due to location and availability of resources.


Taken on an average across the nation, however, the utility generation


mix will incorporate a number of different types of generations, suited


to specific base-, intermediate-, or peakload applications.


So, how does solar fit into this? Solar is a strange beast. It is 
uncommon to utilities. Solar tends to have relatively high capital cost, 
with very low fuel costs -- essentially zero, depending on how it's 
treated. According to that criterion, solar would fit best in the base­
load. Unfortunately, the resource, unlike other baseload technologies, 
is not always available and not readily storable. Unlike the nuclear


plant with fuel in its core that lasts up to three years, or a coal plant


with 	 a 90-day coalpile, the solar resource is variable and unpredictable.


So, solar does not conveniently fit the usual method of partitioning in


the load-duration curve.


Studies have been done that say probably the best place, at present,


for solar in the load-duration curve is a compromise between attempting


to put the high capital cost-low fuel cost solar into the baseload, and


putting it in the peaking, where it would be competing with the highest


cost alternative energy generation, such as oil-fired plants. With some


storage, that 6ompromise is in the intermediate area. This trade-off
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comes about because solar becomes a baseload by adding capital investment,


that is, more solar collectors and more storage to allow operation of the


solar plant during the time when the sun 1s not available. The effect is


to increase the capacity factor by increasing capital cost. Because of


the relatively lower generation costs of alternative baseload technology,


this expansion of capacity credit into baseload gets stopped at the inter­

mediate area. In short, based on projected economics around the year 2000,


solar electric generation may be competitive with oil-fired generation


and some of the higher-cost coal-fired generation, but -in no way can it be


economically extended into the baseload area where it is going to start


displacing nuclear and coal. I don't think in our lifetimes we can ex­

pect solar thermal electric, or any solar electric for that matter, to
 

take over the whole generation mix. It's going to have a tough time


economically, supplying the very top peaking, and an even tougher time


supplying the baseload. That situation leaves high-intermediate or low­

peaking, with respect to a load-duration curve, as the most likely near


term use for solar electric.


The small utility has a problem, in that the bigger the solar plant
 

is, the more percentage that this plant is going to attempt to supply of


the generation mix. This makes it tough for them to take something with


a very limited utilization factor. About the only way a smaller utility
 

could substantially use solar electric is if it is isolated from the


grid; in other words, not in competition with the grid. It could then,


maybe not cost-effectively nor cheaply, possibly use solar in a large way.


There are some other things to consider. It isn't a simple straight­

forward matter, unfortunately. The small solar unit does have some


advantages over the grid and the larger capital cost power plants, up


around the $1,000/kW range. For example, small plants could be sited


closer to the end user, resulting in lower transmission and distribution


costs. Also, the small plant has shorter construction times, which
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generally leads to lower interest-during-construction cost. Because of


the smaller incremental additiona of capital investment, or capital plant,


the cash flow would be smoother. Those are all the advantages with the


small system, but, based upon what is now known, they are not sufficient


for small solar electric to make much of a penetration beyond the inter­

mediate and near-peaking areas. If small solar plants have a place in


the small utility, they will probably be an intermediate or peaking alter­

native investment that allows the small utility to join the power-pooling


of the general utility grid.
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4.5 DISCUSSION


Following the formal remarks made by each of the panel members, the


moderator and workshop participants were invited to pose questions to dif­

ferent panel members. A paraphrased summary of the major issues discussed


is presented here.


o Could a solar thermal power plant ever be considered for-baseload planning?


Merwin Brown,


It is true that once built, a solar plant will contribute to meeting


the demand for electricity during peak, intermediate or baseload periods as


long as the sun is shining. However, you must have guaranteed 24-hour avail­

ability of power to economically justify a capital expenditure for baseload


equipment, and solar can't provide that guarantee.


Frank Goodman,


No one wants an overdependence on any one form of power generation, such


as conventional fossil-fired baseload plants. However, the cost of power


generation equipment is borne by a public resistant to price increases,and


it is difficult to avoid dependence on these plants when they are signifi­

cantly less expensive than alternative systems.


o Why are we trying to re-invent the wheel? What about low-cost opporA
 

tunities for retrofitting our existing steam power plants to use solar


energy as the heat source?


Peter Steitz,


Since 75 per cent of the small utility systems in this country do not


use steam, a significant retrofit program would be difficult to design.


Frank Goodman,


The lack of availability of land for the collector systems near many
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existing power plants is a significant problem.


Workshop participant,


EPRI and DOE are now looking at possible solar-fossil hybrid retrofit


sites, totalling as much as 40,000 MWe capacity.


o If reliability and competitive capital and operating costs were satis­

factorily demonstrated, could a baseload solar plant operate with a minimum


fossil-fired back-up capacity as required, due to the expected isolation


intermittence?


Peter Steitz,


Yes, theoretically, it could be done; especially since solar power


has such environmental and public acceptance advantages. However, there


are many different parameters which will have to be examined before these


types of decisions can be made.
 

Merwin Brown,


It's possible, but we must be aware of certain possible effects in


long-range planning. A radical climate change in a given location could


occur over a 10- to 20-year period, making a solar plant tremendously


inefficient.


Frank Goodman,


A self-contained solar plant would require a great deal of storage


capacity. It would probably be better to combine solar with conventional


equipment having guaranteed availability in a hybrid plant design.


Workshop participant,


Every solar plant must have total redundancy with guaranteeable re­

liable equipment because of the unpredictable availability of insolation.


o What are the key issues in deciding to adopt solar plants?
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Merwin Brown,


We (the utilities) simply must be conservative by the nature of our


business. It takes a long time for significant change to happen. The ur­

gency of the energy situation only complicates the problem.


Peter Steitz,
 

Loads are becoming more and more difficult to forecast and plan.


Decision or planning strategies are constantly being modified because in­

creases in acceptable risks are becoming a way of life.


Frank Goodman,


This question, like so many issues facing solar, is very regional in


nature. The pace of implementation and level of accepted risk will be


determined in part by the availability of local reliable energy sources,


such as coal in the Midwestern states.


Workshop participant (medium-sized utility),


We would be extremely cautious and require credible operating data


before we would consider installation of solar equipment. We expect,


along with Chauncey Starr (founding President of EPRI), that'there will


be no fuel problem for at least the next 50 years which would hinder our


generation planning. Therefore, we will wait for "the big guys" to take


the risk and prove the technology, before we make any move toward solar.


For instance, we waited 10 years after nuclear power had demonstrated
 

capability before getting involved in that field.


Workshop participant,
 

We must be cautious of over-localization regarding these planning


decisions. Many small scope decisions in favor of solar thermal power


could add up to a poor national policy. A mechanism should be devised


for co-ordinating local decisions on a national level.
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Workshop participant,
 

It seems to me that we're getting ahead of ourselves at this point.


These questions can't be adequately addressed this early in the develop­

mental process. The best plan of action now is to proceed with the ex­

perimental and demonstration projects in order to prove the technology's


feasibility in the first place. Long-range planning strategies can then


be formulated on the basis of better and more information.
 

o In light of all the apparent barriers, why would you seriously consider


solar thermal power?
 

Peter Steitz,
 

We've simply got to consider all the viable alternatives and solar


is one of them.


Merwin Brown,


It's impossible to predict the economic and political environment in


the future; therefore, we have to "cover all the bases." Paticularly since


the long-term potential is so great, we cannot neglect the development of


solar power.


Frank Goodman,


Whenever it's going to happen, one day fossil fuels will run out.


We must begin now to prepare for switching over to other forms of energy.
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4.6 SUMMARY


Solar thermal power is related to other power options in a number of


areas:


o Utility economics


o Fossil-fired hybrid plants and equipment redundancy


o Generation-mix planning.


In planning for the adoption of solar power systems, it is very difficult


to predict how the economic climate may change to favor higher-risk tech­

nologies. In any event, solar is not likely to compete strongly against


conventional systems in the near future.


Once technical reliability has been established, solar equipment will


most likely be implemented in solar-fossil fuel hybrid plants to provide


intermediate or peaking power capacity. Some amount of conventional genera­

ting capacity must be provided, in order to counteract the unpredictable


availability of the sun. The urgency of the energy crisis continually in­

creases the attractiveness of solar as a power option and raises the accep­

table risk in planning decisions. However, utilities must be able to pro­

vide their customers a guaranteeable service; therefore, conservatism will,
 

continue to be an earmark of conscientious utility generation planning over
 

the next 15 years.
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Interactive Sessions 5.0


INTRODUCTION


Workshop interactive sessions were conducted to give the parti­

cipants an opportunity to discuss important topics in a small group


atmosphere. The participants listened to overview presentations prior


to breaking up into groups of five or six for discussions. Following dis­

cussions of the topic and identification of the issues, the small groups


reported back to the general session.


This section contains the overview presentations followed by a


ranked listing of She major issues identified in the small discussion


groups. A short summary statement of the major conclusions is also in­

cluded.
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5.1 INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES


5.1.1 	 Overview'Presentation - Robert L. Mauro,


Director of Energy Research, American Public Power Association


I'm going to talk about the setting in which the institutional is­

sues arise in connection with energy policy, rather than the institution­

al issues themselves. The problem of institutional issues reminds me of


a book by Jack Douglas entitled, "Never Trust a Naked Bus Driver." There


is a chapter in it titled, "Famous Bastards." It only had one sentence


in that chapter. Simply, "You know them all already." The same thing
 

is true of the major institutional issues: You know them. I really don't


have to talk about them, because the really interesting issues are the


environmental ones, and someone else is speaking on that topic.


Many of the concerns about dispersed solar thermal generation are


common to other technologies. We have heard much discussion here about


solar, but not a lot on dispersed generation. You have cogeneration,


small hydro, fuel cells and a number of other technologies that are com­

ing along, which are dispersed energy sources. They are likely to be


demonstrated, and attempts at marketing them,will be made well before dis­

persed solar thermal. That means these technologies are going to face


many of the institutional and utility interface problems that dispersed


solar thermal must solve. That's worth keeping in mind. Another thing


worth keeping in mind is that we have both wind and central station solar


thermal demonstrations coming along, and they'll have to face the problem


of being intermittent 	 energy sources. At the same time, or slightly be­

fore, dispersed thermal is going to have to address this problem.


I believe it's worth looking at these two technologies, to see,


basically, what problems arise, how they deal with these problems and


how successfully they 	 were dealt with.
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Almost every issue that solar thermal energy development will face,


will be faced by these other technologies, in one form or another.


What we have to do is to translate how these issues impacted these other


technologie and what that relevance is to dispersed solar thermal.


This, however, is an aside to my topic.


The concept I want to begin with is that fundamentally, the manage­

ment of energy supply, distribution and use is an integral part of the


ability of society to function. Certainly, the summer's events in New
 

York illustrated that. For an energy policy to be effective, it has to


coincide with the fundamental aims of our social and economic development.


That may well include, and in this society I believe does include, en­

vironmental concerns. I really think the acid test for an energy policy


is: 1) that it meets the government's legitimate insitutional concerns,


principally national security and economic stability; and 2) that it meet,


at the same time, a public acceptance test. That test is really that the
 

.energy policy be consistent with state, local and individual aspirations
 

as to the kind of society, lifestyle and economic condition which people


want.


I think the government's concerns, which are addressed pretty well


in President Carter's National Energy Plan, is to minimize the effects


of another oil embargo and the impact of buying foreign oil at a high


price. That is basically what the President wants to do. He's going to


do it three ways: He's going to stockpile; he's going to curb consump­

tion, which is conservation; and he's going to go to fuel-switching to


domestic fuels and renewable resources, which some wags have termed


"Burn America first."


There is some question of whether the current policy can be effec­

tively implemented, largely because the President has other, conflicting,


aims which directly conflict with environmental concerns about coal de­
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velopment and utilization. There's no question, at least in my mind,


that, by and large, the policy is reasonably appropriate from the govern­

mental standpoint. I think that the public acceptance question is a dif­

ferent matter. It's a far more difficult issue, and really has not been


addressed by this Administration, or any other Administration. The proof
 

is that the Senate could so easily shred the Carter energy plai. If


there were overwhelming public support for that plan, there's no way the


Senators could have done what they've done to it. I really think the


nature of the problem is very simply this: It's difficult to convince


people, who today are paying around 60 cents a gallon for gasoline, liv­

ing in single-family homes and driving big cars that they should want to


pay two dollars a gallon for gasoline, live in cluster housing and drive


small cars. It's a little like selling death; you can't do it. Yet,


that's basically what the government's policy is and that's probably why


half the people don't believe there's an energy problem. If they ignore


the fact that there's an energy problem, they don't have to change any­

thing. They don't have to change their aspirations. It's going to take


a long time, without a clear and present and continuing energy problem


that everybody's aware of, to get people to change energy consumption


patterns. By a long time, I mean as much as two generations.


Difficult as this is, if that were the extent of the problem, we


could probably deal with it. But it's really more serious and complex


than that. It's worse than that because of the other half of the popu­

lation, who thinks there's an energy problem, is polarized on how to deal


with it. At one end, you've got industry and labor, primarily with a


rather traditional supply orientation. At the other end, you've got the


end-use orientation primarily sponsored-or advocated by the environmen­

talists and the consumers. Their principal aim, rather than developing


energy supply and fuel, is to curb energy waste and curb energy use.


The problem is that the opposing groups spend too much of their
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time throwing stones at each other, and both groups tend to discount the 
importance of the qther'ls contribution. to--the- solution. Becaus-e he-U. S. 
tends to operate on a consensus, the situation results, basically,.in 
nothing being done. 
And, finally, and in a sense -- most unfortunately, since energy is


politically center stage -- it becomes a very convenient vehicle for


demagogues and for people who want to express a range of social and poli­

tical views unrelated to solving energy problems.
 

Let me make a few comments about the supply orientation and how this


ties into the solar question. The traditional supply view is growth. It


is the traditional-view that what we need is continued economic, material


and technological growth. If we don't have this growth, we are going to


have massive unemployment and we're not going to provide hope for upward


mobility among the lower classes and among the disadvantaged and the poor.


The way we have to grow is by uncoupling the available energy supply from


its traditional resource constraints. The chief constraint is fuel. The


supply-oriented technologies advocated are primarily the breeder and
 

fusion, in the long run. From this perspective, the view of solar energy


and particularly dispersed solar generation is that it's an expensive,


undependable technology of perhaps some regional interest in areas such


as the Southwest.


On the other end of the energy policy spectrum, you have the end-use


advocates. Their view is that our energy consumption is intolerably high


and that it cannot be sustained at the present rate. They believe that


only a fundamental restructuring of our society will allow us to solve


our energy problems and that really entails returning to a simpler life­

style and living in closer harmony with nature. Their fundamental view


of energy policy is, of course, diametrically opposed to that of the


supply orientation. They contend that to reduce energy consumption is
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not necessarily to reduce the quality of life (and you can read there,


to some degree, gross national product). This is basically a belief


that'the quality of life (GNP) can be-uncoupled from energy consumption.


Of course, their solar view is quite different, that solar is a clean,


free, safe and eternal energy source.


What comes out of this maelstrom is regulation. Generally speaking,


the society restricts behavior it doesn't approve of and wishes to curb


through regulation. At the same time, it provides incentives -- primari­

ly financial -- to encourage behavior patterns which society believes are


beneficial to its perpetuation. Thus, for instance, regulation is the


primary mechanism used to stop polluting, while tax subsidies are the pri­

mary means used to encourage solar heating and cooling. In the current


situation, there's a tendency for advocates to muddy the waters by seek­

ing incentives for the technology they favor, while attempting to raise


artificial barriers against the competition.


I think it's important when talking about institutional barriers


to realize that they exist to protect something, whether it's the environ­

mentalist protecting the environment; whether it's the utilities or in­

dustry protecting economic and'competitive positions; whether it's a PUC


seeking to protect low rates. Therefore, if you want solar thermal gen­

eration to succeed, it should be non-threatening to both groups. In fact,


to build a constituency for the technology and to get the tecnolog im­

plemented, what you really need is to demonstrate the value and the com­

patibility of solar thermal with each of the conflicting energy views.


That doesn't mean that solar is going to have an identical role in each


of the scenarios. It does mean it can fit in there someplace and help


the people who foster or advocate those views to reach the goals they


wish to attain. It's only through broad-based support that you can over­

come the opposition to solar development.
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Where does this lead us? Traditionally, our society has synthesized


conflicting views to readh consensus. In this instance, I believe, that's


exactly what's going to happen. Fortthi- synthesis to occur, -the concept


of the elctric utility is going to have to change and to be broadened to


become that of an energy utility. Electricity will be supplied by a com­

bination of large and small dispersed units. Remote operation of disper­

sed units will be integrated with direct load control, thermal electric


storage and, probably, with remote meter reading. Besides moving beyond


the customer's meter, the utility already is getting into home weather­

ization, energy audits and residential temperature conditioning. That


means solar heating and cooling; it means heat pumps; it means district


heating, and perhaps a number of other areas that utilities are not con­

cerned with today. This is going to be done because revenue needs will


require it, and regulatory bodies are going to say you have to do it.


In addition, I believe that the concept of energy conservation is


going to have to be transformed into positive goals for industry. Energy


conservation is essentially a negative concept for industry. It's going


to have to be sold on the basis of increased productivity per unit of


energy consumed. I don't think that the environmental regulations are


likely to be relaxed -- they're going to be more stringent. Manufacturers,


by and large, are going to have to modify their industrial processes


accordingly. That may mean, in many instances, substituting electricity


for primary fuels. This may dovetail nicely with the renaissance of co­

generation, which could be solar as well as anything else, assuming site


availability. Returning to my central theme, the institutional issues


that arise in connection with energy policy can become an imposing bar­

rier to solar development if we do not recognize them and take appropriate


steps to overcome them. These barriers exist because organizations in


the energy industry have difficulty coping with solar electric technology.


The first step in equipping utilities to deal with dispersed solar


generation is to develop an understanding of the technology through


workshops such as this one.
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5.1.2 Issues and Conclusions


This section is based on the consensus derived from the interactive


discussion groups -regarding institutional issues.


The utility industry, along with the government, must take on the


task of educating the public regarding solar power, in .order to avoid


public disillusionment and dissatisfaction.


Public perceptions and opinions of the solar energy development pro­

gram are important, particularly as they relate to the following areas:


o 	 The public currently has unrealistic expectations regarding


the cost and availability of solar electric power


o 	 The public may come to distrust the utility/energy industry


if they consider solar development and implementation to be


advancing too slowly


o 	 An untimely response by utilities and industry to public


pressures could result in uneconomic generation-planning.


decisions and equipment purchases


o 	 Regional attitudes t-oward solar vary widely, requiring re­

gional responses and solutions.


The risk threshold for utilities investing in an uncertain techno­

logy is largely a function of the size of the utility and whether or not


it is a private organization.


A mechanism must be devised to manage the.use of large amounts of


public funds for the development of high-risk technology.


Some utilities' role in solar development is limited by their


charter. Often, the charter needs to be expanded.


Integration of solar plants with existing conventional systems re­

quires that the related institutional and political barriers must be de­

fined and, subsequently, overcome.
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A climate must be created which will permit large and small, muni­

cipal and private utilities to co-operate and combine forces for the pur­

poses of funding solar development and pooling power.


A trend exists among smaller utilities to band together to pool


and share ownership of capital equipment.


Small utility companies have special problems-with respect to:


o Operation and maintenance


o Labor unions


o Training requirements.


These problems are intensified in regard to high-cost, high-technology


equipment.


Current solar regulatory uncertainties leave plant design require­

ments undefined.
 

Cogeneration is politically and socially favored, yet will require


a special effort to solve the related technical and insitutional problems.


Roles in solar thermal power research and development need to be


clearly defined as they relate to:


o Government (federal, state, local)


o Private research


o Utilities


o Equipment suppliers


Small utilities are often not able to raise the necessary capital


for solar plants.


The major institutional issues in adopting solar thermal power are


external to the utility organization itself.
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5.1.3 Summary


Making valid and wise decisions regarding the institutional issues


is, indeed, difficult. This task is further complicated by the existence


of many poorly-defined and wholly unpredictable groups in the utilities'


environment, whose interests and influence cannot be ignored. Some of


the important groups include:


o Government agencies


o Regulatory agencies


o Special interest groups


o General public


o Other utilities


Purposeful and intelligent marketing and information dissemination must


be performed to lay an adequate foundation for the development of solar


thermal power, and to overcome the institutional barriers constraining


the adoption of this advanced technology. Major components of the utility


environment to be dealt with are:


o Demography/geography


o Law and politics


o Technology


o Economics


o Public opinion


In order, successfully,to implement solar thermal technology, a


utility must not only be adaptive, but innovative in response to the


many and diverse institutional issues surrounding the implementation of


solar thermal power.
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5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SITING ISSUES


5.2.1 	 Overview Presentation - Edward J. McBride


Systems Engineer, Black and Veatch


I will try to give you an outline of .topics and fundamental issues


to be considered in the site selection for a solar power plant. Then we


will discuss them in the small groups and the report-out session.


In 1973 and '74, Black and Veatch did a study for NASA's Lewis


Research Center in which we compared trough collector, dish collector, and


central receiver power plants in the 100 to 1,000 MW size range (Figure


5.2-1). I want to stress the sizes. We concluded that the central receiver was a


clear winner in that size range. However, I'm not making a claim that


it will be cost-effective at the one megawatt level. It is the system
 

that we've 6een studying at Black and Veatch for the last four years and


the one that I know the most about. It is also the one that has the most


complex siting requirements, and it's the design I'm going to discuss


today. Some of the consistencies with the dish and trough type systems


will be obvious; some of the differences will also be obvious', and I'll


try to 	 point them out. Nevertheless, looking at the larger central


receiver plants will provide a good basis for analyzing the smaller dis­

tributed systems.


Black and Veatch teamed with Honeywell and Babcock and Wilcox in a


10-MW power plant design for the ERDA pilot program. In our design, the


distance from the ground to the radiation zone aperture at the top of the


tower is approximately 450 feet. The receiver tower for a 60-MWe plant


is 650 	 feet from the base to the top. This size plant requires 6,244


heliostats and takes up 160 acres of ground for a nominal 50-MWe plant.


When you look at site selection for central receiver plants, there
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there are three fundamental considerations:


o 	 The engineering aspects:


Plant placement has a major effect on performance and a major


effect, therefore, on the cost of the plant and the contribu­

tion of capital investment to busbar energy costs.


o 	 Environmental aspects:


People think mostly in terms of land use and the cost of dedi­

cating large land areas to a sdlar plant. Radiation.problems,


heat problems, and thermal pollution are also included here.
 

" 	 Safety aspects:


These considerations include the problems of burning and blind­

ing animals and people. They also include the safety require­

ments caused by the extreme height of the receiver towers.


When you look at the site characteristics for siting a central


receiver plant, there are five basic elements to be evaluated for engine­

ering and cost purposes:


o 	 Insolation


o 	 Meterorology


o 	 Seismology


o 	 Topography


o 	 Hydrology 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
We'll cover insolation later in a little more detail.
 

Meteorology, particularly the type of cloud cover over a central re­

ceiver plantor any other type of solar plant in general, is as, or more,


important than the hours of clouds. A cloudy day, followed by a clear


day, 	 etc., is not too hard to handle from a power plant control system


point-of-view, but a half-hour clear, a half-hour cloudy, etc., is very


difficult to handle. Winds are also important. Unlike distributed col­

lectors, central receivers cannot accurately function in 30- to 40-mile­
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an-hour winds, because the heliostats have to track with a 1 -milliradian 
accuracy (s--3[20°Y. The troughs and dishes of distributed collectors do 
not have to track the sun with nearly that accuracy, so the wind is not 
as much of a concern to them.


Seismology: In one sense, the type of seismic area affects the whole


plant, because, if there is a tremor and your collector system becomes
 

misaligned, whether dishes, troughs, or heliostats, the entire system


must be readjusted. But, the tall tower has special seismic considera­

tions. In the 60-MWe plant designed for EPRI, a General Electric Frame 7,


60-MWe regenerative gas turbine is mounted at the top of the tower. It


weighs 880 tons and is 108-feet long. That tower will take a seismic


zone-three nuclear design-basis earthquake. However, the cavity receivers
 

have forty-foot long silicon carbide ceramic tubes. Those tubes would


have to be replaced following a major earthquake; there's no question about


it. There is no economic way to make all the equipment in that tower


function properly in a seismic zone-three design-basis earthquake.


Topography: For a distributed collector system, it is probably not


as important as for a central receiver plant. The plant cannot tolerate
 

rapid fluctuations in ground elevation. Many low ten-foot rolling hills


will cause shadowing and blocking among the heliostats; however, a con­

stant slope is permissable. In fact, a constant slope, increasing to


the north, is the most preferred type of topography.


Hydrology: Depending on the type of system, you have to reject heat


to the atmosphere by one means or another. If you use the open Brayton
 

cycle, hot air is discharged. In a water/steam system an air-cooled


condenser can be used, which is very expensive and decreases the effi­

ciency of your turbine generator equipment because of the high back


pressure. The other alternative is a wet system. Now, if you use a


water-cooling tower, there are significant water requirements. Suggestions
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have been made to place these power plants in California, with access to


the Los Angeles aqueduct. However, this alternative is unreasonable


and other cooling water sources will have to be found.


Let's go back to insolation for a moment. Figure 5.2-2 shows the


average level of insolation in various regions of the country-. (The


greater the number, the more sunlight per year.) Now, as anyone who has


been in Topeka or Kansas City on a hot August day can testify, the .sun


is as intense there as it is anywhere else in the country. So, a 50-MWe


peak plant will produce about 50-MWe anywhere on a clear day, but only
 

about,.half as much annual energy will be generated by that plant in


Kansas City as in Death Valley. Most of the available figures showing


mills per kW hour for a solar plant are based on plants sited in places


such as Death Valley. The place where that power plant is located has-a


direct effect on the mills per kW-hour cost of the power, since the cap­

ital cost of that plant per unit area is roughly the same everywhere.


Now, when you get into environmental considerations, you must include


the following:


o 	 Birds:


Birds can collide with the tower. There's nothing that can be


done about it. Also, birds can he blinded or burned. There's


nothing that can be done to stop it. I don't mean to take it


lightly, but if people worry about birds too much, then no one


is ever going to build one of these plants. I don't know any


way to solve that problem.


o 	 Thermal pollution:


Negative thermal pollution; environmentalists may point out


that it's just as terrible to have negative thermal pollution


as it is to have positive. The system is taking heat that


Op would normally strike the ground, converting some of it to 
OF 	 00 QITY electricity, and pumping it down a piece of copper wire. 
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Subsequently, it is cooling off the site of the solar power


plant. There may be some animal that cannot live if you lower


the temperature. This is no joke. There might be some ground
 

squirrel that lives only in Death Valley and if the ground temp­

erature drops by four degrees, that ground squirrel will not


live-, or mate, or something, and the plant will not be built


on that site. That is the thermal aspect of the environmental


considerations.


o 	 There's also a thermal aspect of safety; however, it is not a


problem for the low-lying distributed collection systems. Safety


will be further discussed later.


A one-MW pilot plant or one-MW-small power system will probably not


operate with the same overall thermodynamic efficiency as a large plant.


Therefore, expect the land use per unit of capacity to rise somewhat. A


50-4W Rankine system with 210-MW hr storage,, requires approximately 640 acres.


An average shows eight acres per megawatt. To erect a 100,000-MW capacity


plant will -require a site 35 miles square. It is my opinion that that is


not very much land to devote to 100,000-MW capacity, when you've got a


country that's having an energy crisis. I do not believe that land use


is a significant environmental consideration. Now the particular piece


of land that a utility chooses may run into environmental considerations


at the local level, but the total amount of land that we are talking about


for use by solar pbwer plants in this country is not large.


Safety; there are two fundamental considerations in safety:


o 	 People can be burned or blinded by high intensity radiation.


o 	 Aircraft:


A central receiver plant with a tall tower can cause inter ­

ference with aircraft.


On the burns and blindness issues, it all comes'down to a physical


optics problem. A perfect focusing mirror is a parabaloid
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of revolution or essentially a small section of a sphere. Because of


the large distances, if the sun were a point, no'matter where the sun
 

would be, there would be two foci from that mirror, F1 and F2 (Figure


5.2-3). It is designed so that the on-axis focal length is equal to


the distance from the mirror to the target and F1 will always be closer


and F2 will always be farther from the surface. They are line foci.


Obviously, the mirror is never going to be perfect, and the sun is not


a point. Nevertheless, there will be extremely high-intensity radiation


from a mirror at those focal lengths. Now let me just dismiss the air­

craft question very simply: Aircraft could run into the tower. Well,


aircraft could run into anything tall. We have a lot of power plants


in this country with tall smokestacks, and there are known ways to solve


the problem. If the normal FAA regulations with strobes and lights are


heeded, the problem is solved.


Regarding the problem of disorienting the pilot: If he flies at


30,000 feet over the tower of this plant and looks down at it, while it


is functioning normally, it will look very dark. Remember, that much


of the light that was going to hit the ground is being reflected where


the pilot can't see it, into the receiver. So, the plant will look like


a black spot on the ground. Even in the worst case, when, for some


reason, every single mirror on the ground is aimed at a point 35,000


feet up when a Boeing 707 is going by, the radiation intensity would be


on the order of two per cnt as bright as the sun. You would be able to


look directly at the plant from 30,000 feet without damaging your eyes,


and you would not be in the path of the light for a long period of time.


This has to do with the fact that a focusing mirror has a spreading image


over very long distances. Even if all the heliostats were overlayed,


you would not blind the pilot or burn up the aircraft. There are 6,244 
heliostats in that single 50-MW plant. Some of them are bound ­
be working improperly, perhaps, from locking up the mechanism. If this 
occurs, no matter where the sun is, there will be two foci and they will 
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just continue to move in space as the sun moves. There is no way in the


world to determine where those foci are going to be and to-make sure that


no one gets in the way of them. It is the heliostat that is malfunction­

ing without anyone's knowledge that causes this problem. Normally, the


one that malfunctions visibly is turned over in a stow position to elimi­

nate this problem. The heliostats that become misaligned, with their


foci moving within the sphere of influence of the power plant, are the


ones that become dangerous. They are at the places where people working


around the power plant might be. These people can even be at ground­

level, depending on the orientation of the mirror. So, there is a fun­

damental safety consideration with central receiver plants that deals
 

with focusing the heliostats. If a person walks into that zone, be or


she can suffer eye damage and can suffer burn damage, depending on how


good a mirror it is. So, a problem exists which must be dealt with.


Summing it all up very simply, central receiver plant site selection


has the following characteristics:
 

o Similar to fossil fuel and nuclear


o Strong impact on cost


o Land use not significant


o Environmental and safety -impacts
 

SUMMARY


If plans are to reject heat with water, the plant will have to be


near water. The power plant should not be built on top of a fault,


because of the danger of a possible earti-quake. Do not build the plant


where there are 200-mile-per-hour winds, because they'll knock the cen­

tral receiver down. The same basic requirements apply to solar plants


as to conventional systems. Where the plant is located has a strong


impact on the cost-benefit analysis of that solar power plant, no matter
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I do not think that the total
what kind of solar power plant it is. 

land use we are considering is a significant problem, although there are


environmental and safety issues that are not yet resolved.


In conclusion, the site-related issues and problems in the develop­

ment of solar thermal power are not trivial, but are clearly solvable.
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5.2.2 	 -Issues and Conclusions
 

Space is a definite problem in municipal-urban areas regarding:


o Aesthetics and public acceptance


o Land availability


o Operations and maintenance.


Plant siting and feasibility studies should be performed on a re­

gional basis, not just in the Southwest, due to significant regional


variances in:


o Economics


o Insolation


o Institutional requirements


o Cooling water availability
 

o Animal and bird populations


o Energy storage options (e.g. pumped hydro storage).


When investigating specific plant sites, effort needs to be directed


toward distinguishing the microclimate effects, as well as identifying


general regional characteristics.


Water requirements for solar thermal power plants need to be more


clearly defined.


Distributed-type systems would be well suited for siting at or near


major load centers, such as an industrial plant or shopping center.


Special problems may arise in siting and licensing hybrid solar


plants with fossil-fuel backup systems.


A mechanism needs to be established between the government and the


owners involved, regarding the use and control of offsite land as it may


affect available insolation, "sun rights," etc.
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It is unclear whether siting a solar thermal power plant involves


-more problems -or just new -and -different-types-of -obstacles, when compared


to siting a similarly-sized conventional plant.


Land requirements increase as available-insolation decreases.


The public's general inclination toward solar must be tempered by an


awareness of the actual environmental requirements and costs of solar ther­

mal power plants.
 

Rural siting of solar plants is significantly simpler than urban


siting, especially regarding aesthetics and safety considerations.


Clarity regarding environmental and other siting requirements must


be developed through the establishment of specific governmental regulations.


Competing land uses affect long term planning for solar plants.


Central receiver and distributed systems have different siting re­

quirements with respect to:


o Seismic susceptibility


o Type of acceptable terrain (contours)


o Safety


o Ability to utilize marginal land.
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5.2.3 Summary


Information on environmental and siting issues, particularly regard­

ing distributed systems, is incomplete and somewhat unclear. Problems


encountered in siting a solar plant may or may not be greater than those


involved in siting conventional plants. This issue must be clarified by


the establishment of specific siting and safety regulations and require­

ments. Also, the public must be educated to the environmental issues in­

volved in solar power adoption, particularly the land area requirements


and subsequent effects for municipal plant locations.


There exists a definite need for more regional and microregional site


investigations, particularly outside the Southwest. Problems related to


climate, land contour, seismic susceptibility, space, aesthetics and in­

solation must be resolved on a case-by-case basis.


Siting and environmental barriers to solar plants are indeed solvable;


however, the key issues and goals must first be specifically defined prior


to the initiation of any major actions.
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5.3 FINANCIAL ISSUES


5.3.1 	 Overview Presentation - Tifton Simmons


Vice President, Smith, Barney, Harris, Upham & Co.


First, we will discuss the methods of financing currently used in"


the electric utility industry and then look at some general criteria for


investment which we hope will include all the utilities that are here


today. Also, we will discuss the present and future status of financing


and the question of whom should assume the risk of putting up the capi­

tal for solar energy development. I'll-give you some examples that our


firm has been involved with in terms of financing projects that'are not


totally proven, at least in the electic utility industry. Finally, we


will talk a little about the function of grants-in-aid.


Taking the investor-owned utilities, first, they are primarily from


retained earnings, sale of debt and sale of equity securities. All three


sources are limited in terms of the ability to affect charge rates which,


in turn, reflects back to public utility commissions. Secondly, the


terms under which these utilities issue their stock and bonds put cer­

tain restrictions in terms of debt equity and in terms of debt service


coverage. Those are the kinds of restrictions or limitations encountered


in investor-owned utility financing.


The Rural Electric Co-operatives (REC's) are financed generally


through government guaranteed programs such as the Federal Financing Bank


or the Co-operative Finance Corporation. There is also some tax-exempt


financing available now for p6ilution control facilities. The primary


restriction here would be acceptance by the REC of various projects to


be financed.


Regarding municipally-owned utilities, which I believe constitute


the bulk of the people here, they do some financing through retained


earnings or whatever you want to call it -- the bottom line. They also
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issue revenue bonds for capital additions. In some cases you'll find


issuance of general obligation bonds.which also go into the tax base-of


the community, I'd say, in terms of dollar volume, definitely the most


common form of financing is the revenue bond approach. This type of


financing goes back to the utility being able to -charge enough for elec­

tricity to pay its obligations and debt service.


There's a new form of finance that is probably of interest to small


utilities known as the joint action approach. Several of you here have


financed under it, and some of you are in the process of studying it.


It allows several small utilities to group together to finance either an


entire plant or part of a large plant and affect economies of scale.


Basically, the relationship between the small utility and the issuer,


which is usually a brand new political subdivision created under a par­

ticular state law, is a "hell or high water" contractual arrangement.


That is, the city utility agrees to make certain payments whether or not


anything is built, finished, operates, etc. In a sense, it is the same


as issuing their own debt, in terms of obligation to pay. The restric­

tions to the issues of debt in a typical municipal utility are also in


terms of coverage of debt service, earnings. They, of course, do not


have the debt equity restrictions which you find in investor-owned


utilities.


There is a general criteria for utility finance. I think it is


very important to recognize that utility finance, the capital market


that supplies utilities, whether investor-owned, municipal or REC is a


low-risk capital investment. Consequently there is a low return on


those investments, there is no speculation involved. So, I think that


early in the game you should erase the idea of large amounts of capital


being available for speculative, unproven technology, such as solar.
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Presently, particularly for utilities, there is little ability to


finance something that is'not economically feasible, particularly when


dealing with the kinds of capital dollars we are talking about here. There


are institutional factors that influence the general criteria we are


talking about, such as utility commissions in various states. Some states


have siting commissions, which is another hurdle. I understand in


Minnesota, for instance, anything over five megawatts has to be approved


by a statewide siting committee. So, there are additional steps, such as


political and institutional requirements, that are going to be included


in establishing economic feasibility.
 

The investor-owned utility group has gone through a period of tight ­
money in the last several years; however, it is loosening up somewhat. 
They have had poor rate relief from public utility commissions which has 
severely restricted their ability to finance. In contrast to that, muni­
cipalities presently enjoy a tremendous amount of flexibility in their 
ability to issue revenue bonds. They can do things that countries cannot. 
Last week our company was involved in managing a $100 million issue for 
a utility in Lafayette, Louisiana. I'm quite sure that France couldn't 
have sold $100 million in bonds last week under the same terms and con­
ditions. So, presently, there is a tremendous amont of flexibility in 
municipal finance. 
Let me return now to my point regarding flexibility in financing in


terms of municipal versus investor-owned utilities. A few years ago, it


actually got to the point where municipal utilities were, and still are,


having to take over capital investments for investor-owned utilities.


For example, the North Carolina Municipal Power Agency has been formed


to purchase a plant from Duke Power. Also, Con Edison sold two plants to


the New York Power Authority.


Now, I'd like to fodus in a bit on the municipal market. There is


a tremendous volume of muncipal bonds being sold now, approximately
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$40 billion a year. We are seeing this figure experience a growth in


volume -ercentage which might, be -on the -order of 15 to 20 per cent with 
an increasing percentage of that money is going for capital investment


in the municipal utility field. But you shouldn't lose sight of the fact


that municipal utilities are competing with housing, hospitals, and sev­

eral other requirements for capital investments right now.


In terms of the future of finance, there is going to be more com­

petition in the marketplace for municipal utilities. They are facing


huge capital programs, as you all know, not only in solar energy. There


are some possible institutional changes, such as the constant talk of the


change in the tax-exempt status of revenue bonds. As you know, interest


on municipal bonds presently is tax-exempt under federal IRS regulations.


The future is also going to depend on the ability of municipal utilities


to have retained earnings, in a manner similar to the necessity for such


earnings in the financing of investor-owned utilities.


Now, I mentioned earlier the assumption of risk, because it is pro­

bably the reason that I'm here. You just cannot assume that investors


will be willing to assume the risk for a new unproven technology, or for


that matter, a proven technology. The investors are going to put up the


money and, even for a coal-fired plant, they are going to tie you every


way that you can be tied to be sure they are paid. Dont't think that


it's going to be any different in 20 years. It's going to go from


bad to worse. There is another element in finance, venture capital


finance, whereby vendors or people in certain small areas of technology


might receive risk capital. This risk capital is usually in the form of


equity or a combination of equity and convertible bonds. However, the


dollar volume of that type of finance is very small. At this workshop,


we are talking about hundreds of millions of dollars for solar thermal


power plants. A gigantic venture capital investment might'be two or


three million dollars, and again, that money is not going into municipal
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utilities, it's going to the people that are building, manufacturing and


developing new.ideas.


Obviously, the second group that could assume the risk would be the


utilities themselves, and in turn raise their rates to the people that


buy the electrical energy from the utility. So, to the extent that a


utility desires to invest in solar or any other form of technology, it's


going to have to do everything it can to assure investors, particularly


on the municipal level, that they will raise the rates to whatever is
 

necessary to pay off the bonds. I might add that what we are talking


about at this workshop is small utilities and investing in small plants,


and it strikes me that it is probably not going to work. The most logi­

cal thing in terms of finance, it seems to me, would be for a large


utility, or a group of large and small utilities ultimately to be involved


in these initial solar plants. For example, I could see a Salt River


Project and an Arizona Public Service Company combine and each put in


$10 million or so for solar development. We've been involved witP the


Salt River Project to the tune of over a billion dollars and a few


million more for solar will not make .much difference. It's really a


question of diversifying in a high-risk technology with existing plants.


A fellow told me story about a veterinarian in Colorado. He was a large­

animal veterinarian; cattle, horses, etc. A woman came in in a panic and


had a canary in her hand. The canary was in bad shape, so the doctor


looked at it. As he did, the canary died, so he chucked it in the waste


can and said, "Well, there goes my canary business." And I guess if


your utility can afford to do away with its "canary business," it can


afford the high-risk technology.


That brings us to the alternative of the federal government assuming


the risk one way or the other. These risk assumption possibilities are


policy matters that certainly go far beyond finance. I think, to some


extent, we've tried to. indicate that initially it's going to be very
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tough for there to be any other way to finance, unless you go to very


big utilities who are-willing to put up their own money in a diversified


power supply program including solar.


Then there is the question of grants. Is there some way that a


grant system might lessen the risk, because what we are really talking


about here is risk? One option, of course, is an outright grant-in-aid
 

for a certain percentage of capital cost. By this, I mean a grant that


would not be recoverable by the federal government. Actually, what this


does is reduce the capital cost. Solar power is a capital-intensive


operation. Consequently, if you reduce the net capital cost to the


utility, a solar project becomes more feasible. If we get consulting


engineers that can agree to that, maybe you can finance the risk. There


are also limited types of O&M grants which I don't think are too signifi­

cant here. I don't, personally, have a feel at this point about what


O&M costs are as a percentage of total costs in a solar plant.
 

Another possibility is a construction advance where the government


would put up the money during construction. I can see various ways of


this working, but basically at the end of the construction period, when


the plant is operating, the utility, in effect, buys back the plant by


repaying the grant, hopefully, without paying any interest on the loan


during construction.' This method accomplishes a number of things: First


of all, it reduces the startup risk, which may be significant in a solar


power plant. Also, interest during construction, particularly with a


long construction period, could be 20 to 25 per cent of your total capital
 

cost of a project. So, some sort of grant that can cut out interest dur­

ing construction, which is effectively reducing your capital cost,


could also effectively increase the feasibility of the project and, con­

sequently, its financing ability.


I did want to say, however, that there has been financing of-projects
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being built which were not totally without technological risk. Three


years ago, we financed some peaking bulb-turbine units at Rock Island


Dam in the Columbia River for the Chelan County Public Utility District,


to the tune of just under three hundred million dollars. These bulb


turbines had never been built or installed in the United States, although


they are a proven technology in Europe. Additionally they have never


been built anywhere in those sizes before.


Another example: We're hopefully in the process of financing a gas


synthesis unit for four cities in the State of Louisiana. There are


some problems there, unrelated to technology, which may keep it from


getting off the ground, but it's our view at this point that this pro­

ject is financeable. We've already had two or three sets of consulting


engineers, vendors, etc., who have given opinions as to the economic


feasibility of the project. Another instance involves a predecessor of


the Nebraska Public Power District. About 20 years ago, Nebraska was


involved in a prototype nuclear unit. Apparently, the funding for the


nuclear portion of the plant came from grants-in-aid, and the steam tur­

bine generator portion of it was funded at that time by Consumers


Public Power District. The plant basically was not economically feasible


after it came online. Consequently, the nuclear portion was removed and


the turbine portion was rebuilt into what is now Sheldon Station. So,


these are at least some examples of financing projects that are not


totally proven from a technological standpoint.
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5.3.2 Issues and Conclusions


The issues and conclusions below were compiled from a general session


question and answer period. No small discussion groups were formed on


this topic.


Creative solutions must be found to the financing questions surroun­

ding the development of solar thermal power. Particularly, since solar


will be competing against low-risk conventional technologies for a limited


amount of available capital.


No "rule of thumb" currently exists for analyzing acceptable risk


levels and their effect on investment return rates.


The feasibility of solar thermal systems for financing purposes, would


best be demonstrated by the endorsement of a number of reputable design


engineering consulting companies, accompanied by firm pricing and availa­

bility from recognized equipment suppliers.


The government will most likely have to fund the first few high-cost


experimental/demonstration systems. However, it may well be feasible to


sell back the system to the host utility at a competitive price based on


the unit's performance during the trial period and thereby recover a


portion of the initial investment.


A financing entity must be identified who is willing to accept


maximum capital and escalation risks involving solar investments, since


conventional financing bodies are unwilling to accept these risks.
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5.3.3 Summary


Clearly, no new technology can be developed or implemented without


adaquate financing. Solar thermal power is presently a high-risk


capital-intensive long term investment. Due to the stiff competition with


lower-risk investments for limited funds, new means of financing must be


developed to support the required research and development activity.


Since the financing companies have said that solar will receive no


special treatment regarding investment requirements, etc., this special


support will most likely have to come from:
 

o Government


o Private industry


o Groups of utilities
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Numerous differences in the financing capabilities of various types


of utilities illustrate that significant efforts, and perhaps some changes


in today's established system% must be undertaken to provide the economic


environment necessary for the development of solar thermal electric power.


However, the most effective means of acquiring a financable status


for this technology, is to reduce capital and operation costs and increase


reliability through effective and efficient research, development and


demonstration, by both government and private industry.
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5.4 SITES FOR EXPERIMENTAL SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEMS
 

5.4.1 	 Oervie Presentation - Herbert J. Holbeck 
Task Manager, Field Test Integration' SPSA Project, JPL 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this workshop session is to obtain input- and feed­

back from potential users of solar thermal electric experimental power


systems. My remarks are not intended as an overview presentation as


such but rather as an introduction to the interactive small group dis­

cussions which are the major part of this workshop session. The parti­

cipants of this workshop represeit a cross-section of potential users


of solar thermal technologies, and discussion inputs ate expected to


provide valuable project planning information to the Small -Power Systems


Applications Project.- Your inputs are especially desired relative to:


1) Integration of site activities with the experimental power 
system development 
2) Reasonable expectations for site proposal responsibilities 
You have already provided inputs in these areas during other scheduled


and unscheduled discussions and in your response to survey questionnaires.


Now we will key on some of those issues which you have identified-as


important.


The following topics will be covered in this session:


1) The current plans for the first Experimental System.for the


Small Power Systems Applications Project will be briefly
 

described. Since the project has already been described, this


review will focus on those aspects of the first experiment which


have an impact on siting.


2) Some site integration issues will be described. Your discussion


inputs will affect resolution of some of these issues.


3) Highlight results from the survey questionnaire will be presented.
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These are valuable both as inputs and as a device to -select


discussion topics.


4) The group discussion topics will be introduced, and we will


break into small groups..
 

DESCRIPTION OF FIRST EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM


This morning's brief reviewwill emphasize those aspects of the pro­

ject which impact siting of the first experimental system. The power­

systems development is planned in three phases:


1) 	 Phase I will consist of several parallel systems definitions


studies with each study concentrating on a particular solar


thermal technology. These studies will develop preliminary


system designs and define technology readiness with respect


to parametric variations in factors such as:


o Insolation


o Load factor
 

o Storage


o Development time


o Size.of experimental system.


At the conclusion of the Phase I studies a technology approach


will be selected and the Phase II and III efforts will be


defined in more detail.
 

2) 	 Phase II will provide subsystem technology development as


required. Components and subsystems will be developed and


tested at the module level.


3) 	 Phase III will consist of the final design, fabrication, in­

stallation, and testing of the Experimental System.


The solar thermal technology for the first Experimental System will


not be determined until completion of the Phase I studies. Some possi­

bilities are:
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1) Small central receiver


2) Line focus (trough)


3) Point focus, distributed receiver, generation at receiver,


thermal transport, central generation


The experimental plant size is currently considered to be approximately


l-MWe, However, in the Phase I studies plant sizes from 0.'5 to 5-MWe


will be considered. The detailed application requiremerits are still


being developed. Current thinking includes the following:


o Small community type of application


o Incorporation into utility system


o Experimental operation


o No load type restrictions (tentative).


The phase I system definitive studies are scheduled to start on or


'about April 1, 1979, and last for 10 months. The duration of the Phase


II and III efforts will be better defined during phase I. Currently, it


is expected that the Phase II subsystem technology development will take


about 18 months and that the Phase III system development installation


and test will take about 36 months.


Siting efforts will occur in parallel with the phased power system


development. Current plans call for the siting RFP proposals, evalua­

tions, and selection to occur in 1979 during the Phase I system definition


studies.


SITE INTEGRATION ISSUES


Detailed siting requirements will depend on the results of upcoming


systems definition studies. However, some general requirements are:


1) 	 Sufficient annual and seasonal direct insolation so that a


solar thermal electric power system is a potentially viable


alternative. Detailed trade-offs between insolation and


economic factors will depend on the system technology. The
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intent is to consider siting in several regions rather than 
limiting sites to those with the highest insolation values. 
However, economics will limit sites to those with better than 
average direct insolation. 
2) A land site of approximately ten acres will be required. Geo­
logic and topographic requirements will be similar to those of 
a typical light industrial facility. Additionally the site 
should be level or moderately sloping up toward the north. 
3) Transportation access and utility services should be available. 
4) The site should present no acquisition problems and must be 
available for power plant use during the life of the experiment. 
Two categories of site integration issues can be considered:


1) How should site activities be integrated with the power system


development?


2) How much should a site proposer be expected to offer?


Both of these issues are affected by the small community emphasis for the


first experiment. It is expected that site proposers will include sev­

eral types of utilities of various sizes,as well as small communities.


The problems for a small site proposer with limited resources may be


quite different from those of a large, well-staffed utility organization.


Some activities which require integration of siting and power system


development efforts are:


o Site and power system layout


o Site preparation


o Construction


o Power system installation


o Power system check-out and testing


o Experimental operation 
o Power production scheduling


o power plant safety;
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Some items which.could be provided by a site proposer are:


o land site


o Site preparation


o Utility system integration


o Access roads


o Utility services


o cooling water


o Environmental impact statement


o Site approvals and licenses


o Visitor center


o Engineering and environmental data


o Local public and government relations


o plant security and general maintenance


o Support of experimental operation


SURVEY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION TOPICS


The survey results showed considerable agreement although there were


some differences in the responses from large and small utility represent­

atives.


The consensus high-priority site integration issues with a major


user involvement were:


1) Plant and site layout


2) Site preparation


3) Construction scheduling


4) Experimental operation


5) Power production scheduling


The consensus items for a site proposer to provide were:


1) Land site


2) Partial site preparation


3) Access roads (excepting construction)
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0? T0 
4) Ordinary-utility services 
5) Community and local government relations 
6) Plant security and generaljmaintenance 
Items considered to be problem areas were:


1) Funding of site costs
 

2) Environmental impact statement


3) Site approvals and licenses (beyond local level)


4) Cooling water


5) Experimental operation


For the -small group discussions we would like you to concentrate on


the siting problem areas. The items from the survey results may be con-'


sidered as a starter list. However, if other items occur to you, feel
 

free to bring them up. We want to get your frank inputs so that our


site planning efforts will be as realistic as possible.
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5.4.2 Issues and'Conclusions -
The small discussion groups formed to respond to this topic were


organized by the industry sector. Each issue or conclusion stated below


is keyed to the appropriate sector. The sectors include:


o 	 Rural electric co-operatives (REC)


o 	 Smallmunicipal utilities (SMU)


o 	 Medium municipal utilities (MMU)


o 	 Large municipal utilities (IMU) 
o 	 Investor-owned utilities (IOU) 
o 	 Architect/engineering firms (A&E)
 

A process needs to be developed for selecting a host.utility which


will insure the succes of the experiment, as well as allow the maximum


number of utilities to respond to the solicitation (REC and SMU).


A request for qualifications, including a statement of the purpose


and objectives of the experiment, needs to be distributed to utility com­

panies to:


o 	 Allow utilities to evaluate realistically their own interest


level and potential for being selected as the host utility


o 	 Permit JPL/DOE to perform an efficient screening of pros­

pective utilities (LMU, IOU and A&E).


Subsequent to screening prospective utilities, an RFP needs to be


distributed. The RFP needs to describe clearly the role of the host
 

utility, JPL and DOE. The methods for proposal evaluation also need to


be described to avoid unnecessary proposal efforts and permit utilities


to obtain appropriate credits in the evaluation process (LMU, MMU, IOU


and A&E).


When investigating prospective utilities, JPL should consider com­

panies that currently have installed generating capacity (IOU and A&E).


The proposal evaluation process needs to include a consideration of
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whether or not a small utility has the resources in space, dollars and


manpower to host an experimental solar installation (SMU).


The differences between an "experimental," a "demonstration" and a


t"pilot" plant must be clarified, particularly regarding the role of the


host utility (SMU).


The utility and local community should'have responsibility for, and
 

control of, the site preparation. (REC)


The prime contractor for development of the experiment should have


primary responsibility and control over construction of the experimental


solar plant on the utility site (MMU).


Some.of the important parameters to consider in the site selection


include:


o Water requirements


o Proximity to transportation by road- rail and air


o Heat-rejection requirements and facilities


o Distance from primary assembly plants


o Size of the experimental system (500 kWe, one MWe or five


MWe) as compared to the capacity of the host system


o Insolation availability and requirements


o Support services and technical expertise of the host utility.
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5.5 SMALL UTILITY PLANNING AND SOLAR COMMERCIALIZATION


5.5.1 	 Overview Presentation - Peter Steitz


Planning Engineer, Burns & McDonnell
 

INTRODUCTION


I consider myself fortunate to have this opportunity to discuss with


you the subject of power supply planning for small utility systemns. I


hope, during the course of my presentation, to convey to you some of the
 

essential elements of this planning process and how it might impact on


the future development of small solar thermal systems in this market. I


plan to address the following specific topics:


o The 	 characteristics of small utilities


o The 	 power supply alternatives of small utilities


o The small utility power supply planning process


o Some basic power supply economics.


CHARACTERISTICS OF SMALL UTILITIES


Our experience at Burns & McDonnell has been that the power supply
 

situation of small utilities can vary significantly from system to sys­

tem. This was emphasized to us recently in a study we are performing,


for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) involving the potential


application of fuel cells to small municipal and rural electric utility


systems. As part of this study, we defined the characteristics of small


utilities in the United States. The systems studied were those with


1974 peak demandsbetween 2 and 500-MW. The distribution of small utility


peak demands within this range is shown in Figure-5.5.1-1. As can be


seen, the majority (83par-cent) of-these systems had peak demands between


2-MW and 50-MW.


We found in the EPRI study that both the size and geographic location
 

of a small utility can have a major impact on its generation mix. The


observed variation in capacity mix with system size is illustrated in


Figure 	 5.5.1-2. The smaller systems were found to have predominantly
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diesel capacity,.whereas, larger systems have primarily fossil-steam gen­

eration. This same pattern generally prevails in al-I geographic areas


except the Northwestern States, where hydroelectric generation dominates


most systems. The distribution of fuel types was also found to differ


with system size, although less dramatically, as shown in Figure 5.5.1-3.
 

Capacity capable of burning oil was found to be predominant for small sys­

tem sizes, but coal-burning capability nearly equaled oil- or gas-only­

burning capability in the larger systems. Fuel types for the larger sys­

tems varied more by region, with coal predominant in the Great Lakes and


North Central regions, hydro in the Northwest, oil in the Northeast, and


oil and gas in the South and Southwest.


Where advanced technologies such as solar, geothermal, and wind are


involved, there are obvious variations in potential among utilities with
 

geographic location.


The study's results also confirmed that a system's geographic loca­

tion can affect its load factor and load growth rate, two,parameters im­

pacting a system's long-range planning.


The distribution of annual load factors for small systems is shown


in Figure 5.5.1-4. The calculated average was 49.2 percent with a stan­

dard deviation-of 9.2 percent. The regional variation in load factor


among municipal.systems is shown in Figure 5.5.1-5. Whereas, the aver­

age 1974 load factor for all small municipal utilities was found to be


48.8 percent, the average varied regionally from a high of 54.7 percent


in the Northeast and Southwest to'a low of 43.4 percent in the South
 

Central Region.


The distribution of 1968-1974 load growth rates among small systems


is shown in Figure 5.5.1-6. The average, as can be seen, was 8.0 percent


with a standard deviation of 4.5 percent. Annual load growth rates
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varied even more dramatically by region as can be seen in Figure 5.5.1-7.


The -average-load.-growth-rate-for -the period 1968-1974-for municipals was


found to be 6.9 percent. (The average for all small systems was higher


because of a 10.5 percent average growth rate for rural systems.) Re­

gionally, however, municipal growth rates ranged from a high of 10.1


percent in the Southeast to a low of 6.5 percent in the Northeast.


In addition to the differences observed among small utilities due


to variations in size and location, we found that the existing power


resource mix can vary dramatically even when systems are similar in size


and located within the same geographic region. A major difference among
 

small utilities involves the type of ownership (municipal, rural


co-operative, or investor-owned) which influences the type and cost of


financing to the system and the laws and regulations under which it


operates. The specific utilities with which a system is interconnected


and the provisions of the interconnection agreement are important in


determining a system's purchased power costs, reserve margin requirements,


as well as the nature and availability of emergency, economy, and main­

tenance power.


I mention these differences to emphasize that each small utility


has a unique power supply situation and a utility's particular situation


can have a significant impact on its future power supply planning. Con­

sequently, caution must be exercised when attempting to apply the results


of generalized studies to specific systems. However, despite the many


differences between small utilities, there is a-basis for commonality in


in that the fundamental principles involved in planning for and operating


a 3-MW system are the same as those for a 3,000-MW system. The only real


difference is the magnitude of the effort and the degree of sophistication


involved in carrying out the various steps in the process.


POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS FOR SMALL UTILITY SYSTEMS


Basically, any utility requiring power supply resources can obtain
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these inone of four ways:


1) Build its own power supply facilities 
2) Participate in the construction of power supply facilities 
with other systems 
3) Purchase power from other systems 
4) Any combination of 1) to 3) above. 
The choice as to which of these options a utility selects for its


power supply can involve economic, technological, environmental, legal,


political, and philosophical considerations. The choice will depend


upon ,the circumstances and each utility must make its own decision based


on its particular situation. Some of the location-related factors which


can affect a municipality's power supply choices, such as load factor,


growth rate, and existing generation mix, have already been mentioned.


Geographic location can also influence fuel costs and the availability


of alternative power supplies. The size of a utility is another signi­

ficant factor influencing a system's power supply alternitives.


It used to be economical for small utilities to install small gas­

and oil-fired steam and diesel units for baseload purposes. In recent


years, however, the costs of constructing and operating baseload facili­

ties have increased to the point where,for most small systems, the in­

dependent development of baseload generation is no longer economically


feasible.


The major factors contributing to the decline in the development and


use of gas. and oil-fired steam and diesel generating units for baseload


purposes have been the large increases in the prices of oil and gas and


problems of fuel availability, especially for gas. Another reason for this


decline is the policy of the U.S. Government to promote the use of coal


and nuclear fuels for baseload generation. Coal and nuclear generating


plants, however, are even less economical in small sizes than oil and
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gas-fired units. With a few exceptions, most coal-fired steam units


-being- built today -ar at least 2004MW in site while nudlhdt unfts are


typically about 1,000-MW in size.
 

Since it is not economical for small utilities to independently in­

stall new baseload generation, many are taking advantage of opportunities


to participate (share in the ownership) of large new haseload facilitie


-with other utilities. The other baseload alternative for small utili­
ties is to purchase power from neighboring utility systems. Manyr small 
utilities can, however, still justify the independent installation of 
conventional intermediate and peaking capacity types such as diesel and 
combustion turbine units. In addition, it appears that some advanced 
technologies, such as the fuel cell and the organic Rankine-cycl& bot­
toming on a diesel or combustion turbine, will be available in the not 
too distant future to augment the generation alternatives available-to 
small utilities. 
The above alternatives loom as the primary competition'which solar


thermal systems can expect to confront in the small utility market.
 

There are, of course, a host of other technologies undergoing evaluation


such as wind and geothermal generation. Some of these may also 6ffer
 

significant competition to solar thermal systems in the small utility


market, especially in certain geographic-areas.
 

THE POWER SUPPLY PLANNING PROCESS


Against the preceding background, I would like to review the proce­

dure that a small utility would typically-follow in developing a power


supply program. The steps are summarized in Figure 5.5.1-8 and discussed


below:


Development of Load Forecast:


The basis foundation for any utility system's long-range planning
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Figure 5.5.1-8 Development of a power supply program
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effort is a good load forecast. Load forecasting techniques range in


complexity from simple time- series analyses -(or -trending)-to complex


econometric modeling. The complexity required depends upon individual
 

circumstances of which the most important will probably be the system's


size. Other factors affecting the complexity are the length of time


to be projected and the economic stability of the area, among others.


Determination of Power Supply Options:


Another important initial step in establishing a power supply pro­

gram involves determining what the system's power supply options are.


This is an on-going task which requires that the small utility be aware


of and involved in what is happening in the way of power supply in its


area and region, including joint action projects. It also requires the


small utility to keep abreast of technological developments both for


conventional generation methods and the advanced technologies.


Formulation of Alternative Power Supply Plans:


Once a load forecast has been developed and the available options


have been determined, the next step involves the formulation of alter­

native plans, the exercise of reasonable judgment usually permits the


planner to reduce the alternatives that need to be examined to a manage­

able number. I might note that there are in existence computer programs


which can directly formulate an optimum power supply plan for a utility


given a set of input parameters. However, this approach is usually too


complex, costly, and thus, impractical for the smaller utility systems.


Economic Analysis -of Alternative Power Supply Plans:


As I suggested previously, the choice of a power supply plan can


involve a number of considerations. However, the plan selected must


ultimately-be supportable on an economic basis. Consequently, the eco­

nomic analysis of the alternative power supply plans becomes s key hur­

dle in the selection of the optimum plan. There are a number of ways
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in which the alternative power supply plans for a utility can be analyzed


on ali economic basis.
 

One approach is to project the costs of power for the entire system


over a period of time, usually at least 15-20 years into the future using


a computer model. Data used to develop these cost projections include,
 

capital cost estimates, fuel prices, purchased power costs, interest rates,


operation and maintenance costs, and generating unit heat'rates,to mention


just a few. Using this approach, not only the power costs associated


with a given power supply plan for each year of the study period, but


also the present value of the power cost for a plan over the study period


can be calculated. In general, the most economical plan is the one having


the lowest present value of power costs.


Selection of the Optimum Power Supply Plan:


Once the economic analysis has been completed and once all the other


pertinent inputs have been evaluated, the optimum power supply plan can


be selected. Again, all of the factors (social, environmental, techno­

logical, political) mentioned previously in addition to the economics


would be taken into account in determining what the optimum plan is. A


consideration of these factors could lead to the selection of a plan which


is not necessarily the least expensive power supply alternative.


Input to Financial Forecasts and Feasibility Studies:


Selecting a power plan is, of course, only one step toward acquiring


additional power supply facilities. If the construction or purchase of


facilities is called for, financing must be obtained. This requires the


preparation of a feasibility study which typically includes a projection


of the revenues and expenses (financial forecast) for the power supply


system.


In addition to the above steps, siting studies and environmental
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analyses may be required in order to establish the feasibility of specific


pro-jects- -and -to--obtain -approvals from- cognizant federal, state-; and- lcal 
agencies. The process can be quite complex as illustrated by the list of


data requirements in Figure 5.5.1-9. However; the basic steps involved


are the same regardless of the technology being evaluated although differ­

- ent obstacles may be encountered along the way. Ultimately, people select 
a small utility's program of power supply expansion and improvement. It 
.is the City Utility Commission or the Rural Electric Co-operative's Board 
of Directors who make the decision weighing the various economic, envi­

ronmental, political, and other factors. It is they who must be sold on


the technology.


*DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
OFUEL b5ATA


PRICES


AVAILABILITY 
TRANSPORTATION 
*CAPITAL COSTS 
GENERATION 
TRANSMISSION 
SPURCHASED POWER COSTS 
*WATER SUPPLIES 
*ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS 
S PLANS OF REGIONAL UTILITIES 
Figure 5.5.1-9 Data requirements for power-supply planning


Basic Power Supply Economics


(Please refere to Section 4.3 for a discussion of this topic)
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CONCLUSION


Major efforts are currently underway to develop new technologies in


the electric power field. Many of these new technologies have the poten­

tial for application in small electric utility systems and among these


are solar thermal systems. Small utility systems vary considerably in


terms of size, load factor, ownership, load growth, geographic location,


and other characteristics. These small utilities will compare the


new technologies including solar thermal with the existing technologies.


They will consider a variety of factors in selecting technologies to


expand or modernize their generating facilities including economic,


technological, social, environmental, and political factors. Ultimately,


with the new technologies as with the existing technologies, it will


boil down primarily to a matter of economics. The new technologies will


have to be economically competitive if they are to become an established


part of the generating mix of the small electric systems in this country.
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5.5.2 Issues and Conclusions


Following the presentation on utility planning by Peter Steitz,


from Burns & McDonnell, Thomas Kuehn, of JPL, presented the major results


of the questionnaire on the commercialization of solar thermal electric


equipment, that was distributed at the workshop. The results of this


questionnaire are tabulated in section 8.2. Presented here are the is­

sues and questions which arose from the large group discussion on the


commercialization process.


What is the most cost-effective size and timing for demonstration


projects, considering the influences of:


o State of the technology


o Engineering reliability


o Risk


o Public expectations and acceptance


o Political pressures


o Value and cost of acquiring data?


To what extent does the success of demonstration projects depend on


cost and risk sharing and federal economic incentives in the'utility in­

dustry?


What is an acceptable risk for utility companies, and how can bar­

riers to utility involvement be reduced?


The role of the government in commercialization should be to ad­

vance technology development; however, the government should not become


the driving force in commercialization and market development. Worth­

while federal incentives to utilities in the adoption of solar thermal
 

technology include:


o Research, development and demonstration funding


o Loan guarantees


o Interest and/or O&M subsidies
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o Sell back of experimental equipment


- Lease.option to--buy-. 
Private industry needs to be vitally involved in the final stages of 
commercialization in order to develop an economically and technologically 
viable solar power industry. 
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5.5.3 	 Summary


Cost effectiveness and risk are the main barriers which must be


.overcome in paving the way for commercialization of solar thermal electric


power equipment. Issues need to be resolved in two major areas:


o 	 Solar technology, plant operation and maintenance, and re­

liability


o 	 Availability of risk-sbaring opportunities and incentives.


The roles of the participants involved in commercializing solar


power 	 need to be more clearly outlined. However, it appears that the


government must provide significant assistance during the initial stages


of 	 commercialization. Yet, the private sectcrmust eventually be able to


support and manage a mature solar power industry.
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Dinner Presentations6.0


6.1 	 SOLAR ARCHITECTURE IN THE ASPEN AREA - GREGORY FRANTA


Architect, Sundesigns Architects


(Note: the following article, "Architecture, the Sun and the Roar­

ing Fork Valley," presented by Gregory Franta, AIA, and prepared by Greg­

ory Franta and T. Michael Manchester, was submitted as documentation of


Mr. Franta's informal comments at the workshop.)


The Roaring Fork Valley is nestled in the Colorado Rocky Mountains,
 

from Glenwood Springs to Aspen. It has a population of between 25,000


and 35,000 in a 9000-degree-day climate with plenty of high, intense sun


and solar architecture is growing as fast as the environmental awareness


of the residents. Through educational programs, like the Aspen Energy


Forum, the people are able to make the choice between a home that uses


excessive amounts of fossil fuels and one that is more responsive to the


environment, making maximum use of the sun's energy.


In a survey of the Valley's solar architecture, conducted in May of


1977, the Roaring Fork Resource Center found 40 individual solarprojects


ccvpletad and 38 that were either under construction or proposed for con­

struction in the summer of 1977. This survey considered all buildings


using the sun's energy, either actively, passively or any combination,


to provide space-heating and/or domestic hot water. Active solar heated


residences led the collection of solar projects, followed by passively


heated residences, as well as greenhouses, bus stops, workshops, swim­

ming 	 pools, an airport terminal and an apartment complex.


A SURVEY


The following is a sampling of some of the solar buildings that are


completed and performing, as well as some that are in or are ready for


construction during the 1977 building season.
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Craven Residence


The Craven residence (Figure 6.1-1) is a contemporary residence de­

signed to utilize solar heating (construction: 1976-77,). An estimated
 

80 per cent of the heating requirements for the Craven residence will be


provided by the active solar air-heating system.


A separate thermosyphon solar hot-water system provides the domestic


hot water for the residence. A food- and heat-producing solar greenhouse


is attached to the 2800-square foot residence.


Figure 6.1-1 Exterior view of Craven residence


(designed by Sundesigns Architects)


Meadowwood Apartments


Energy conservation was one of the major design parameters in this


36-unit apartment complex (Figure 6.1-2). The structure (construction:
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1976-77) is well insulated and each unit has an air-lock entry,. The


north, east and west walls only have an approximate 5 per cent penetration


of'glazing, while the south wall has over 50 per cent penetration in glaz­

ing, for direct solar gain. The living, dining and kitchen area for each
 

unit has a south-facing deck. Fortunately, the best view is also to the


south. The total construction cost was approximately $20 per square foot.


Figure 6.1-2 	 Southeast view of Meadowood Apartments


(designed by Sundesigns Architects)


St. Benedict's Monastary


St. Benedict's Monastery (Figure 6.1-3) is a 20-year old structure


that is very energy-inefficient and consequently has very expensive fuel


bills.


Presently in design stages is a solar-assisted methane digester to
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provide space heating.for the monastery in order to reduce the dependance


on fuel bil.' The plant has an estimated capacity of 2,000,000 cubic feet


of gas per year with 90 to 95 F heat provided by flat-plate solar collectors.
 

The methane is to be produced from the manure of 10,000 chickens at the


Monastery eggery.


In addition, architectural modifications should reduce the heating


.requirements by 20 percent to 25 percent. 
 A solar system is also planned


to provide the domestic hot water.


Figure 6.1-3 	 Exterior view of St. Benedicts Monastery


(Energy consulting by Sundesigns Architects)


Shore Residence 
- The shore residence (Figure 6.1-4) is located in Snowmass, Colorado 
(construction: 1974). It is a very well insulated 1,500-square foot 
house tucked into a south-facing hillside. There is 564 square feet of


double-glazed water collectors with 5,300 gallons of storage in a con­

crete tank. Distribution is radiant heating from 3/4-inch high-temper­

ature polyethylene tube in a concrete floor.
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This house also utilizes passive gain through south glazing insulated


with headwall and controlled gain above collectors with insulating covers,


reflective on underside for increased gain.


6 Ext1ro iti Of Shor R 
i C Ae


Thgeitkin CouteAirTerinal Figuore 6.15idone f sotheast


it CtIou pipuTinc


Ineaditin ounthe Accomemin oFfgsecific5 terminal ofuntionsa


overall dessin oectiewastesorcte (consevtoni95. aciete
Th  
signed the building to utilize materials, components and construction


techniques that placed a low demand on natural and labor resources for


its compl'etion.
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Figure 6.1-5 Pitkin County Air Terminal


(designed by Copland, Finholm, Hagman and Yaw)


The understated architectural character attempts to harmonize with


the natural earth forms surrounding the building. To further lower the


building profile, as well as to reduce the building heat loss, earth berms


are used against all north per'imeterwalls. Simple and warm interior ele­

ments relate the environmental experience of the Terminal to the Aspen


character.


~Pitkin County Bus Stops
Tw b sto-ps (Figure 6.1-6)


- built by the Pitkin Countyl govern­

___ - ment contain passive-,solar beating


systems (construction: 19761. The


system uses a "Trombe wall'" concept


with a black thermal mass wall and


a glass glazing. Natural convec­

-tion introduces the beat into the


• space during the day while the-con­

_ crete mass stores beat to be radi-

Figure 6. -6 SE view of bus stop


(P. Dobrovolny design)
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ated.into the space at night. This system has provided a'comfortable


waiting space for theValley's bus riders.


Mollica Residence


The Mollica residence (Figures 6.1-7 and 6.1-8) is located near Aspen,


Figure 6.1-7 East-west section of Mollica residence


(designed by Sundesigns Architects)


It0 rl t 
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Figure 6.1-8 North-south section of Moiliea residence
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Colorado at an elevation of 9,500 feet (construction: 1977-78). It is


a 1,400wsquare- foot -ouse util'ixing a passive-acttive greenhouse as its


collector with thermal mass built into the house's shell. The house is


well insulated, has air-lock entries and is set into the side of a very'


steep site.


The domestic hot water collectors are integrated into the greenhouse


as-are two panels of air collectors to boost the air temperature before


going to the rock storage. Composting toilets are used in order to con­

serve water.


Smith-Hite Studio


This building (Figure 6.1-9) is an 800-foot weavers studio with an


attached garage and is designed to be 100 per cent independent of fossil


fuels for heating and cooling (construction: 1977). Its collection


system is an attached greenhouse with transparent solar air collectors


and rock storage. There are also five skylights and thermal mass in the


floor and north wall to passively provide as much heat as possible. A


Section and exterior view of Smith-Hite Studio
Figure 6.1-9 
 
(designed by Sundesigns Architects)
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wood-burning stove is used as an auxiliary heat source and for dyes used


in weaving.


The domestic hot-water .collectors are integrated into the garage


along with three more skylights to heat the garage. A composting toilet


is also being used to conserve water.


Franta Solar Residence


This future residence (Figure 6.1-10) for the aspen area contains


1,000 square feet of 
PUKEZIl living space. It uses 
- / ~LALI 2 ' passive and active 
. 
k'tJ±IW­
'-.L 
--
C1 .. 
"solar 
. / 
--,,,, " , ' 
TkA~ '1 £oLaa 
AF. 6C.. T.OC. 
systems. The 
transparent 640-square 
foot solar air collec­
' "- * - tor, sun-louvers, is 
connected to a 50-cubic


- -- - -- -" yard storage bin below


L "~L-'- ' the first floor. In-
-. addition to the active 
- heat collection, the 
- .- ... --'-- sun-louvers control 
the amount of direct 
Figure 6.1-10 Franta residence solar gain into the 
(designed by Gregory Franta) heat and food pro­
ducing greenhouse. It also insulates the greenhouse glazing during the


winter nights.


The residence is designed to utilize energy-conserving hardware and


appliances. The "Clivus Multram" organic waste treatment system is uti­

lized to conserve water. Two wood-burning stoves provide the auxiliary


heating.
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CONCLUSION


-- The Roaring Fork Val-ley is becomig inhreaglngl aware of-the need 
for alternatives in architecture at all levels from the owner-builder to


the government. Approximately 80 buildings will be purposefully using


the sun for heat this winter with more being designed and built every day.


It is a natural evolutionary step in the integration of people and envir­

onment. It is architecture that is the interface between people and
 

nature.
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6.2 ENERGY STORAGE --THOMAS R. SCHNEIDER


Program Manager,'Energy Storage, EPRI 
(Note: the text presented here is an excerpt from a paper entitled,


"Energy Storage," by Thomas R. Schneider and Fritz R. Kalhammer, also of


EPRI, published in the Annual Review-of Energy, Vol. 1, 1976. Dr. Schneider


has submitted-this material for presentation in the workshop pr6ceedings


to document -his informal comments at the workshop.)


INTRODUCTION


In,modern societies, energy is extracted, supplied and consumed (con­

verted into heat and useful work) at different times, in different locations


and in different ways. To reconcile these differences, energy must be


stored in large amounts. Despite today's complexity of energy supply and


.use, energy storage remains largely limited to the familiar forms of fos­

sil fuel storage: in the oil tanks, gas reservoirs and coal piles of uti­

lities; in the fuel oil tanks of industrial, commercial and residential


consumers; and in the gasoline tanks of transportation modes.


Only a few new forms of energy storage have been introduced during


the past 50 years. Among these, electrically heated water tanks and hydro­

electric pumped storage have resulted in significant economic and opera­

tional benefits to consumers and utilities alike. At a time when society


has become acutely aware of the problems and constraints surrounding the


key issue of'adequate energy supply, the national expectation is that


energy storage will eventually provide major conservation, environmental


and economic benefits.


Most importantly, large-scale conservation of irreplaceable petroleum


and natural gas resources would become possible if advanced energy storage


devices and systems were to power electric vehicles, replace (in conjunc­

tion with additional coal or nuclear baseload plants) the combustion


turbines used by electric utilities, allow space heating and cooling to


be done with off-peak electric power, and permit a more effective utiliz­

ation of solar energy.
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Major environmental benefits can be expected from future, large-scale


use of dnergy storage: Electric vehicles would result in greatly reduced.


urban air and noise pollution and traffic congestionj and dispersed energy


storage in utility systems would defer or eliminate the need for unsightly


electric transmission lines. Finally, significantly lower costs of energy -­
for transportation, electric power and heating/cooling -- should be achievable


if cost-competitive energy storage methods could be introduced into the


transportation, power generation and residential/commercial sectors., How,


and to what extent, energy storage is likely to be used will depend criti­

cally on the success of current efforts to develop advanced energy storage


devices and systems.


This article begins with a review of those energy storage applications


that have potential,for major social benefits. Subsequently, status and


prospects of the major energy storage technologies are examined, with a


view toward identifying the more promising approaches. This information


is followed by a summary and some comments on the outlook for energy


storage.


APPLICATIONS OF ENERGY STORAGE-

Opportunities for significant new applications of advanced energy


storage methods in modern industrial societies are readily identified by


considering the flow of energy; from its extraction to its ultimate use.


Figure 6.2-1 shows this flow, including the locations and forms of energy


storage as currently used. As noted before, existing energy storage is


limited almost entirely to chemical energy (fossil fuels). Other noteworthy


points are that (a) with the exception of hydroelectric pumped storage, the


lack of storage methods for electric energy reduces the opportunities to


use this versatile energy form; (b) with the exception of hot water and


brick storage, only fuel energy is presently stored sufficiently close to


the major end uses to be fully effective in reconciling supply and demand;
 

and (c) the biomass (vegetation) is the only -- and rather inefficient -­

medium for conversion and storage of solar energy.
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Together with the potential benefits previously presented, the fore­

going points indicate that the major opportunities for new applications


of energy storage are in electric utility systems, the residential/com­

mercial sector and the utilization of solar energy.
 

Electric Utility Systems 
Much of the current interest in energy storage -- and many of the on­
going efforts to develop advanced storage technologies -- originated from 
the realization that energy storage can improve the operation and economics 
of electric power systems. 
The role of utility energy storage becomes apparent by considering


the daily and weekly variations in electricity demand, as expressed by the


typical weekly load curve shown in Figure 6.2-2 (top). The steady demand


base throughout the day is met by baseload plants, the units with the


highest efficiency and lowest operating costs -- typically, modern fossil


and nuclear steam-generating units. The broad daily peak is served by


intermediate generating equipment, which comprises a system's less modern


fossil steam units and, where necessary, combustion turbines and diesels.


Although this "generation mix" approach has worked quite well in the past,


it is becoming increasingly costly and restrictive. Sharply increased


fuel prices create a heavy cost penalty for older, less efficient equipment


and the limited supplies and high costs of natural gas and distillate


fuels make the use of low-capital-cost combustion turbines less attractive


than in the past. Thus, there is a clear conservation and economic in­

centive to use baseload plants as a source of the power now generated by


peaking and intermediate equipment. In a simplified way, this use is


shown in Figure 6.2-2 (bottom): The more efficient and economical base­

load capacity of a system is increased, and the excess capacity during


night and weekend periods is used to charge the energy storage system.
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Discharge of that system provides for the'daily peak demands, thus replac­

ing oil- and gas-burning generating capacity. 
 From published projections


it is readily estimated that replacement of peaking combustion turbines


would result in the conservation of nearly 100 million barrels of pet­

roleum per year by 1985.


The favorable experience with hydroelectric pumped storage -- which

in the United States goes back to a 1929 installation at the Connecticut


Light Company --
has already shown that energy storage on electric power


systems can yield substantial operating and economic benefits. 
 Signifi­

cant expansion of pumped hydro storage from 8,100 MW in May, 1974, to


about 40,000 MW in 1993 can be expected. However, this capacity represents


less than 4 per cent of the generating capacity projected for that year.


Geographic, geologic and environmental constraints are likely to limit


pumped hydro storage to 
a steadily decreasing percentage role thereafter.


This potential must be compared with recent estimates, which could be in­

stalled in the form of energy storage. This represents a very large ulti­

mate market for competitive new energy storage methods.


Simple sensitivity analyses can be used to approximate the influence


of key parameters on the economic competitiveness of energy storage methods


for utilities. For example, as shown in Figure 6.2-3, the economic break­

even cost of energy storage systems may be expressed as a function of peak­

ing equipment cost, with parametric dependence on the costs of combustion


turbine fuel and of charging energy for the storage device.


Certain advanced storage devices, such as batteries and flywheels,


appear capable of being sited closer to the load than conventional generat­

ing equipment for peaking and intermediate cycling power. Dispersed siting


of energy storage could result in significant savings or deferments of


capital costs for new transmission and distribution facilities; dispersed


storage could also increase system reliability. Preliminary analyses of
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these benefits have been made. Realistic analyses must include comparison


with generation equipment such as fuel cells (possibly also combustion tur­

bines), which also could be sited close to load centers. Another factor


to be considered is that installation costs per unit of storage system


capacity tend to be higher for smaller installations, even for basically


modular devices, such as batteries.


Energy storage is almost invariably associated with inefficiencies


that increase storage system operating costs to the off-peak power costs.
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In practice, efficiency is not considered a problem area, because most of


the proposed advanced energy storage methods appear capable of efficiencies


above 70 per cent.


Lifetime of a storage system is a more critical factor. The annual
 

carrying charges can become economically prohibitive for devices with a


short life, for example less than 10 to 15 years. To achieve utility­

type service life, some energy storage systems may require upgrading or


replacement of life-limiting components or subsystems as part of their


scheduled maintenance.
 

Overall, the anticipated conservation and operational benefits con­

stitute a large incentive toward development and introduction of new meth­

ods for utility energy storage. Current uncertainties regarding applicable
 

technical and economic feasibility criteria -- and the prospects for ad­

vanced technology to meet these -- will receive clarification in the future.


UTILIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY


Solar energy has potential for becoming a major new source of energy.


An NSF/NASA Panel Report projected that, by the year 2000, 10 per cent of


the heating and cooling demand and 10 per cent of the demand for electric


energy in the United States could be met by utilizing solar energy. Al­

though appreciably lower utilization percentages have been estimated more


recently, there remains a substantial incentive to develop the solar energy


resource.


The main problems associated with efficient and cost-effective utili­

zation of solar energy derive from the diffuse and intermittent nature of


the resource. Use of energy storage in solar energy systems can solve or


mitigate these problems. Most importantly, energy storage bridges the gap


between solar energy input during sunny days and energy demands at night


or during cloudy daytime periods. The general approach in designing solar
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energy utilization systems is therefore to provide for substantial storage


eapacdity-. 
If little or no storage is provided, .solar energy utilization sys­

tems can only "displace energy,," that is, replace some of the energy sup­

plied by conventional sources. On the other hand, if the system includes


sufficient storage, it can "displace capacity," that is, reduce the demand


for generating capacity placed on the conventional sources. The important


consequences of this factor for the cost-effectiveness of solar energy
 

utilizations have been emphasized.


Energy storage is also a practical necessity for solar-thermal


generation of electric power. Depending on the type of solar-thermal sys­

tem and the location of storage within the system, various kinds of ther­

mal storage will be more appropriate than batteries, which tend to result


in higher costs of electricity. On the other hand, batteries are the logi­

cal complement of photovoltaic solar conversion systems, unless these sys­

tems, which are currently prohibitively expensive, are aimed almost exclu­

sively at energy displacement.


In general, energy storage appears to offer considerable potential


for more flexible and efficient utilization, reduced environmental impacts


and improved economics of future energy resources.


METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF ENERGY STORAGE
 

On the basis of the stored energy form, these technologies fall un­

der four broad groups: mechanical, thermal, chemical and electromagnetic


energy storage. These are discussed briefly; a comparison table is in­

cluded with the Summary section.


Mechanical Energy Storage


Hydroelectric Pumped Storage ("Pumped Hydro") This method is based on


pumping water from a lower to a higher level with expenditure of pumping
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energy. Much of this energy is recovered by allowing the water to return ­
to the lower level through a turbine driving an electric generator. The


water may be pumped between two dedicated reservoirs, or the lower (upper)


reservoir may be a naturally occurring body of water, such as a lake, river­

or ocean.


Hydro pumped storage is a technology already in a mature state of


development and an extensive body of knowledge exists. Properly designed


plants operate efficiently and with low maintenance costs. Research and


development problems relate mainly to the proposed underground siting of


lower reservoirs and to overcoming environmental objections to siting.


In underground pumped storage, the lower reservoir and power plant
 

are located in deep underground caverns and the upper reservoir is at the


surface. By being free of surface topographical restrictions, the siting


of these underground plants should be considerably easier than the siting


of conventional pumped storage facilities.


The largest uncertainty is the underground reservoir: its cost, dura­

bility with pressure cycling and the rate of water leakage into the lower


reservoir. Costs are heavily dependent upon suitability of the site and


local labor conditions. Given a specific site and knowledge of the geo­

logical locations, good accuracy in the cost estimates is expected. Since


the economics of scale in pumped hydro dictates sizes in the range of 200


to 2,000 MW, these units require substantial transmission facilities unless


sites can be developed within or near large urban load centers.
 

Compressed Air-Gas Turbine Systems Compressed air storage, as currently


conceived, uses a modified combustion turbine (split Brayton cycle), un­

coupling the compressor and turbine so that they can operate at different


times and incorporating the intermediate storage of compressed air. During


off-peak load periods, the turbine is disengaged and the compressor is


driven by the generator, which is now used as a motor and takes its power
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from other generating units, through the system's interconnections. The


stored compressed air is subsequently used during peak load periods when


it is mixed with fuel in the combustion chamber, burned and expanded through


the turbine. During that period, the compressor clutch is disengaged and


the entire output of the turbine is used to drive the generator, which feeds


power to the electrical system.


Since, in normal operation, the compressor consumes about two-thirds


of the power output of the turbine, the rating of the gas turbine operating


from the stored compressed air is increased roughly by a factor of three.


Current estimates for the heat rate of the combustion turbine operating


from stored compressed air are in the range of 4,000 BTU/kW-hr. to 5,400


BTU/kW-hr. The variable maintenance cost should not be any greater than


that for a conventional combustion turbine.


The compressed air may be stored in naturally-occurring reservoirs


(caverns, porous ground reservoirs and depleted gas or oil fields) or man­

made caverns (dissolved-out salt caverns, abandoned mines or mined hard­

rock caverns). Each approach has its advantages and all are applicable to


different underground reservoirs.


Flywheels Energy storage in form of the kinetic energy of a rotating mass


has been used almost since the beginning of the industrial age. The tech-­

nological advances in rotating machinery and high-strength lightweight


materials achieved since then -- especially in the past few decades -- hold


out promise for longer periods and greater specific capacity of energy


storage, which raises the possibility of new applications.


Most of the proposed advanced applications of flywheel systems have


been directed at either vehicular propulsion or electric utility energy


storage. For vehicles, several modern applications are reported, while


utility system applications have been restricted to special-purpose uses


for smoothing pulsed power.
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Innovative designs will be necessary to achieve high work­

ing stress levels in advanced composites and'must take into account realis­

tic stress levels in fabricated wheels, practical methods and acceptable


costs of fabrication and quality assurance and the fracture tolerance of


the wheel material. Wheel configurations of high energy density and poten­

tially low cost will not by themselves insure feasibility of compact econo­

mical flywheel systems inasmuch as auxiliary and safety subsystems will


contribute materially to the size and cost of a flywheel system.


Thermal Energy Storage


Thermal energy storage may be defined as storage "of energy in the


form of: a) sensible heat and b) the latent heat associated with phase


changes. The-major technical parameters for thermal energy storage in­

clude the storage medium, the operating temperature range and the mode of


heat exchange between the storage subsystem and the heat source/sink. Any


practical system must include not only the thermal energy storage and trans­

fer subsystems, but also provisions for control and insulation.


Thermal energy storage can be useful in a wide spectrum of applications,


including: a) hot-water heating, b) heating and air-conditioning of buil­

dings with off-peak (or solar) energy, c) low-temperature process steam


storage, d) central - station thermal storage (for conventional or solar­

thermal power plants) and e) industrial process heat storage. Depending


largely on the temperature of the storage medium, these uses may be grouped


into applications of low-grade (relatively low-temperature) and high-grade


(high-temperature) heat.


Storage of Low-Gade Heat Storage of sensible heat in hot water reservoirs


is established commercial practice and is not reviewed here. Heat storage


in the ceramic bricks of storage heaters has gained commercial acceptance


in Europe. Among the key tasks in making storage heaters practical, were


the design and refinement of control methods.
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The operation of air-conditioning systems with off-peak power requires


coolness-storage. Although-coolness storage has fot Yet found significant


applications, it would be a useful option in the service areas of 
 summer­

peaking electric utilities and commercial applications appear to be econo­

mically attractive.


Storage of relatively low-temperature heat will be a key requirement


-for the residential and commercial utilization of solar energy and ap­

propriate approaches have been explored experimentally.


Storage of waste heat from power plants or industrial processes for


later use is another possible application of low-grade -heatstorage. For


example, municipal heating systems can be integrated with power plants via


hot water storage and transport. This energy system approach could im­

prove the economics of generating equipment such as fuel cells that permit


ready recovery of their waste heat.


Storage of High-Grade Heat The advantage of storing high-temperature heat


is twofold: a) the specific'storage capacity of a high-grade heat storage


system tends to be high and b) high-temperature heat can be converted with


,good efficiency into other forms of energy, especially work. Storage of


high-temperature high-pressure steam-water mixtures is the prime example


in this category. The basic technology of steam storage is well under­

stood and thermal storage has been in service since 1929. To be economical,


innovative engineering designs must be applied toward reduction of the costs


of pressure vessels.


In power plant applications of high-grade heat storage, steam storage


would probably be used together with a separte peaking turbine. In another


approach, hot feedwater storage would be integrated into the design of the


station; this would require a rather sopisticated main turbine. Although


a thorough analysis of probable capital costs has not been made, pre­
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liminary information suggests that such systems could be economically at­

tractive if costs of storage tanks can be reduced. Similar storage schemes


can be developed around working fluids other than water; sodium would be


particularly appropriate in conjunction with sodium-cooled nuclear reactors.


However, safety and regulatory considerations could impede the acceptance


of central thermal energy storage and the entire range of possibilities


under consideration for central power plant thermal storage can be con­

sidered for this application of the future.


Chemical Energy Storage


In the broadest sense, chemical energy storage is the storage of


energy as the chemical potential of metastable reactants that can be made


to react with a net release of energy. Storage of energy in chemical


form has two inherant advantages. The high energy density of a chemical


system results in compact, generally low-cost storage and ready trans­

portability of energy, and chemical energy is readily converted into other


useful energy forms by a variety of methods and devices. These advantages


are responsible for the almost exclusive use of conventional chemical fuels


as today's energy storage media.


The chemical energy storage methods and systems in this article meet


a second criterion that excludes conventional fuel storage: the reactant


systems containing the stored energy must be reformed readily from their


reacted (the discharged) state upon addition of energy in a suitable form.


All chemical energy storage systems may be described functionally by the


general scheme shown in Figure 6.2-4, but widely differing subsystem con­

figurations and conversion techniques are used in the specific storage


devices and systems reviewed in the following.


Batteries In secondary or 'storage" batteries, the conversion from elec­

trical to chemical energy (charging) and the reverse process (discharging)


is performed by way of electrochemical reactions. The electric form of
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input and output energy, compactness and the modular characteristics com­

mon to electrochemical devices, make batteries'potentially the most use­

ful among advanced energy storage methods. A number of different electro­

chemical systems have been develope or offer prospects for development,


into -practical storage batteries. We review the more promising of these
 

briefly.


The lead-acid battery is the only chemical energy storage system with


near-term-prospects for application in vehicular propulsion and possibly


also for utility energy storage.


If the technical goals for mobile and stationary applications can be


met, inexpensive mass-production techniques remain to be developed before
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lead-acid batteries can capture extensive new markets over the next five


or ten years.


Metal-gas batteries are functional hybrids between conventional bat­

teries and fuel cells. Beacuse of their potential for good energy density


and reasonably low cost, the zinc-air, iron-air and zinc-chlorine systems


are the most interesting representatives of this group. For various


reasons, application of metal-air batteries to utility energy storage does


not appear attractive. The outlook for vehicular applications is still


uncertain.


The zinc-chlorine battery is attracting considerable interest, pri­

marily because an apparahtly practical solution to the problem of chlorine


storage has been developed at EDA (Energy Development Associates, Madison


Heights, Michigan). Potential for high efficiency, good cycle life and


low cost are claimed for this battery and a vehicle test (using a mechani­

cally charged battery) was successful. A commercial zinc-chlorine battery


could become available within another five years.


Redox batteries -- in which the positive and/or negative active


materials are dissolved in the electolyte -- have been proposed for large­

scale energy storage. The potential advantage of this approach (compared


with more conventional battery designs) is that external reactant storage


in tanks tends to result in relatively low capital costs for the storage­

related part of capital costs. This characteristic might qualify redox


batteries for accumulating and storing energy over longer periods -- for


example, weekends -- than can be handled economically by conventional


batteries.


Lithium/iron sulfide batteries are being developed at Atomics Inter­

national (AI) and the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Both programs


emphasize utility energy storage, but design of a vehicle battery is also
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addressed at ANL. For either approach, the capability for long cycle life
 

and potential for low cost are yet to be established. Even ff current


approaches prove to be basically successful, the establishment of a com­

mercial technology is likely to require at least another four to six years.
 

Hydrogen Storage Systems Hydrogen energy storage represents the best­

known example of advanced chemical storage. Several approaches have been


proposed and explored for each of the required subsystems -- hydrogen


generation, storage and reconversion -- which can be combined in various


ways into overall energy conversion and storage systems.


For hydrogen generation from water and energy, electrolysis is the
 

only established industrial process. Current electrolysis technology is


handicapped by modest efficiency and high capital costs, but considerable
 

potential appears to exist for development of more efficient lower-cost


electrolyzers. Realistic targets for advanced technology might include


efficiencies up to 100 per cent and electolysis equipment costs between


$100/kW and $150/kW.


Closed-cycle thermochemical processes are being proposed for hydro­

gen production via water splitting, but current work is still in the con­

ceptual and early laboratory stages. The incentive to develop such pro­

cesses derives from the potential for efficiencies and economics that


might be superior to those offered by electrolysis, particularly if sources


of fairly high=temperature heat -- such as high-temperature gas-cooled


reactors or perhaps focused solar heat -- become available.


Hydrogen storage, the second major subsystem of hydrogen energy


storage systems, can take several different forms. Storing hydrogen in


concentrated forms -- as a cryogenic liquid or chemically bound in metal


hydrides -- is technically feasible and logistically'attractive. However,


cryogenic storage of hydrogen carries a significant efficiency penalty
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that is unacceptable for large-scale energy storage on utility systems.


The outlook is better for metal hydride storage.


Reconversion of hydrogen to electric energy can be done in fuel cells


or in combustion-based devices (gas-fired boilers or gas turbines). The


fuel cell approach offers potential for high efficiency, with 60 per cent


as a realistic target for pure hydrogen fuel. Probable technical and


economic characteristics and the first generation of a commercial fuel


cell technology are expected to be established within the next three to


four years.


Advanced combustion technology, such as "hotshot" hydrogen-oxygen


gas turbines also appear to offer potential for high energy conversion
 

efficiencies -- on the order of 50 per cent and higher for a combined com­

bustion turbine-steam cycle.


The overall efficiencies of hydrogen energy storage systems are likely


to be lower and the capital costs higher, compared with several other


energy storage methods. Accordingly, it is imperative that the unique


advantages of hydrogen energy systems be adequately identified and, if


possible, quantified to guide development and application of hydrogen


energy storage technology.


Closed-Loop Chemical Systems Other recently proposed concepts for chemi­

cal conversion and storage of energy are based on closed-loop chemical


reaction systems. Such systems would be thermally coupled to nuclear (or
 

solar) heat sources to achieve an energy-absorbing chemical change. The


absorbed energy, now in chemical form, would be storable and transportable,


possibly over significant distances. At the point of consumption, the


reaction would be allowed to proceed in the reverse direction, with evo­

lution of heat'at a somewhat lower temperature. To be suitable, the for­

ward and reverse reactions must be readily reversible and must occur at
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useful temperatures. One may include under chemical energy storage those


reactions (or reaction systems) that can be used-to directly-convert -solar­

or nuclear radiation into the chemical energy of metastable reaction pro­

ducts. Chemical energy conversion and storage might eventually offer more


efficent and less costly routes for the utilization of solar and fusion


energy -- the energy sources of the future.


Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)


The application of superconductivity to power systems is a technology


in a very early stage of development. The proposed use of a superconduc­

ting inductor for energy storage takes advantage of the principle that


energy can be stored in an inductor of zero resistance for, theoretically,


an infinite amount of time. The superconducting magnet is charged, using


off-peak energy, and, during peak periods, energy is fed back into the


system through an inverter, which is used as a rectifier during charging.
 

Work on superconducting systems for energy storage is being carried out


at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and the University of Wisconsin.


So far, all data indicate that this will be a rather expensive meth­

od for energy storage. -Further development of superconducting materials


with high critical currents and high fields at reasonable cryogenic tem­

peratures could reduce projected system costs. Since total stored energy


increases with the surface area, the relative costs of storage should de­

crease as the magnet size increases.


Many detailed technical problems remain to be solved before SMES can


be considered feasible and substantial reductions in costs will be neces­

sary before it can be applied to bulk energy storage in utility systems.


SUMMARY


Storage of energy is basic to the functioning of all societies, even


simple ones. Modern industrial societies depend vitally on storage of
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very large amounts of energy, Primarily in the form of fossil fuels. The


multiplicity of energy-dependent functions and services in a modern soci­

ety open up broad opportunities and potential benefits from storage of


energy in new forms.


In electric utility systems, pumped hydroelectric storage has already


demonstrated significant benefits. The full potential of utility energy


storage can be achieved only through development of advanced, more broad­

ly applicable, storage methods and systems of competitive technical and


economic characteristics. Development of such systems could result in


reduced costs and higher reliability of electric service. The conservation


goals suggested by President Ford for the electric utilities could even­

tually be met by a shift -- with the aid of energy storage -- from pet­

roleum to a mix of coal and nuclear fuel for generation of peaking and


a part of the intermediate cycling power.


Use of thermal energy storage will be a key to the more efficient


and economical utilization of solar energy for residential and commercial


heating and cooling and for electric power generation. Energy storage


and transport via advanced chemical reaction systems appear to have po­

tential for efficient and economical utilization of nuclear or solar high­

temperature heat.


The broad range of possible uses of advanced energy sotrage methods


gives rise to an equally broad range of desirable storage device'and sys­

tem characteristics. In response to the opportunities for large-scale


applications, a variety of energy storage technologies are currently under


study and development. These efforts are funded by industry, the electric


utilities (primarily through the Electric Power Research Institute) and


the federal government.


Information on characteristics and status of candidate energy storage


methods is summarized in Table 6.2-1.
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Table 6.2-1


Projected charaCt~ritics- and status of some energy storage systems


Round Trip Capital Costsb Energy 
Type 
Efficiency 
%) C0($/kW) C,(S/kW-hr) 
Density 
(kW-hr/ft3 ) Development Stage Potential Application 
Mechanical 
Pumped hydro 67-75 100-140 2-15 0.04d Existing application; Central energy storage for peak 
engineering studies shaving and load leveling 
for underground 
Compressed air-gas 65-75' 120-150 3-10 0.1-0.5 First commercial- Central energy storage for peak 
turbine system demonstration 1977 shaving and load leveling; 
Flywheels 70-85 80-120 50-100f 05-2 Initial development 
reserve generating capacity 
Distributed energy storage; 
power factor correction; 
emergency generating 
capacity 
Thermal 
Steam (pressure vessel) 70-80 150-250 15-25 up to I Historical installations; Central energy storage, 
Hot oil 65-80 150-250 10-50 engineering studies of integrated with baseload 
modern systems steam generation 
Batteries 
Lead-acid 60-75 60-100 25-50­ 1-2 State-of-the-art Distributed energy storage for 
Advanced aqueous 60-75 60-100 15-509 1-3 Small prototypes daily peak shaving; stand-by 
High-temperature 70-80 60-100 15-359 2-5 Laboratory cells and emergency generating 
Redox 60-70 100-200 5-15 05-2 Conceptual and 
laboratory studies 
capacity, vehicle propulsion; 
energy storage in solar energy 
systems 
Chemical 
Hydrogen (electrolysis 35-55 300-400 5-30 N.A Advanced development Central energy storage with 
plus fuel cell) of subsystems distributed generation; 
combined gas/electric energy 
systems 
Reaction systems 
(closed loop) 
CH 4+HO ±CO+3H ? 2 N A Conceptual studies and 
initial development 
Conversion, storage, and 
transport ofnuclear and solar 
energy 
Electromagnetic 
Superconducting magnets 80-90 40-50 35-200 05-1 Concept; key com- Central energy storage and 
ponents under 
development 
system stabilization (large­
scale only) 
F. R. Kalbammer "Energy Storage: Incentives and Prospects For its Development


Total storage system capital cost is given by C,= C,+ eI,x C, where I,., is the maximum period for which the storage system can be discharged at its rated power. 
Assuming one existing reservoir (lake)
Assuming 3000-ft head 
Efficiency wilthrespect to recovery of stnred energy. 
' Not including subsurface vault (estimated atS20-50/kW-hr) 
Not including installaton (estimated at S3-10/kW-hr) O, 
Not applicable. 
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It is reasonable to expect introduction of the first compressed-air


and underground pumped-hydro storage installations into service in U. S.


utilities by 1990. During the same period, advanced lead-acid batteries


should find increasing use in electric vehicles, with some possibility


that their usefulness can be demonstrated also for utility energy storage.


Storage of low-temperature heat will also increase as residential and com­

mercial utilization of off-peak power and solar energy increase. All of


these uses require only evolutionary changes and adaptation of existing


technology.


The realization of large-scale applications of new energy storage


methods will depend not only on the success of research and engineering


development, but also on a number of institutional factors. These include


the large costs of commercializing new technologies, future costs and


availability of energy sources and conversion equipment and regulatory


strategies affecting competitive situations in the energy sector.


Some of the -more important strategy options are in a) pricing and


tax policies with respect to oil and natural gas -- the major fuels used


for transportation, home heating and electric peak power generation; b)


restrictions and priorities in fuel allocations; c) electric power pricing


policies to achieve better electic load management; d) tax and other fi­

nancial incentives to promote the use of energy storage devices; and e)


the extent of national commitments to the nuclear option and the utiliza­

tion of solar energy.


Despite the considerable uncertainty, the potential benefits and


technological possibilities of energy storage appear sufficiently large


to insure for it an important role in the energy systems of the future.
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Closing Summary 7 0
 

At the conclusion of the workshop, a wrap-up presentation and dis­

cussion was performed to form a consensus on the major conclusions of


the participants. The discussion was oriented topically to each of the
 

major areas comprising Section 5.0 of these Proceedings.


The following is a summarized record of the major conclusions


concurred upon by the workshop participants. This information is repeated,


in part, from Section 2.0 and the topical summaries in Section 5.0 of


these Proceedings.
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INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES


a 	 A need exists for clarification -of--the -pub-ic image- -(or -. 
opinion) and expectations regarding solar energy utilization.


This issue requires widespread information dissemination to


the public regarding the real potential of solar power and


the timing of its introduction to commercial use.


o 	 Significant involvement in solar thermal power development


requires a long term commitment, which conflicts with the


near term planning horizons of most utility companies.


o 	 Integration of solar electric generating technology into


existing systems is difficult, not only technically, but


also politically and legally.. The specific barriers in these


areas should be identified.


ENVIRONMENTAL AND SITING ISSUES


o 	 New siting and licensing regulations and techniques must be


created to deal with the safety and environmental considera­

tions specific to focusing solar collector systems.


o 	 The siting of solar plants is dependent upon the regional


climate and local microclimate conditions and requirements.


Careful study of each specific prospective site must be per­

formed to avoid unwise site selections based on over-general­

ized regional characteristics.,


o 	 Safety, aesthetics and the availability of adequate space


pose significant problems for plant siting in urban areas.


o 	 Small distributed collector systems are best located at or


near the primary load point.
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o 	 Solar plants do not appear to have significant problems with


respect to pollutant emissions; however, conventional fossil­

fuel back-up systems may cause some difficulty in obtaining


a suitable site.


FINANCIAL ISSUES


o 	 Solar thermal power technology must be economically feasible


in order to penetrate the utility industry in any degree.


o 	 Solar can expect no special consideration from financing
 

entities regarding the acceptance of higher levels of in­

vestment risk.


o 	 Lines of financial responsibility in the development of solar


power must be more clearly defined, between the Federal


Government, R&D organizations,.utility companies and equip­

ment manufacturers.
 

EXPERIMENTAL SOLAR THERMAL SYSTEM SITING ISSUES


o 	 The siting problem for the first SPS experimental plant will


require careful study, prior to issuance of the site request


for proposal (RFP), if some segments of the electric utility


industry are not to be effectively excluded from the site


competition.


o 	 Before the RFP, a qualifications statement should be widely


distributed clearly defining the responsibilities of


the host utility. This procedure will permit utilities to ­
evaluate effectively their levels of interest in responding 
to a comprehensive RFP. 
o 	 The final RFP should describe:


Type of solar thermal system
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Host utility role and requirements
 

JL/DO0E role 
Method of evaluation and host selection


o 	 Experimental solar installations must be built and operated


in a fashion that is attractive and inexpensive to the host
 

utility/community.


SOLAR COMERCIALIZATION ISSUES


o 	 Commercialization of solar thermal power systems may require


special participation on the part of the government in pro­

viding incentives to industry.


o 	 Utility adoption of solar technology will depend on the ex­

istance of a strong industrial system that can support the


construction, operation and maintenance requirements of the


utilities.


o 	 Successful commercialization will depend in part on the


demonstration of economic feasibility and a market potential
 

to reduce adequately the degree of risk to stimulate private


investment decisions.


GENERAL CONCLUSIONS


The participants agreed that there are numerous institutional, econo­

mic and technical barriers to the adoption of such a new high-risk tech­

nology into a stable and conservative utility industry. Nevertheless,


these barriers were seen as being surmountable, and virtually all of the'


participants voiced their desire to continue whatever involvement neces­

sary to benefit solar thermal power development. Implementation of this


technology may require 15 years, but the need for alternative power


sources is clear and, hence, the'support for its development is well


established.
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The near term generation interests of small utilities are generally


best served by strong generation pooling agreements so that they may take


advantage of the economics of scale inherent in large power plants using


coal, oil, and nuclear fuels. When small solar thermal power plants
 

have become economically competitive, the utilities can then consider them


in their planning. It is clear that utilities cannot be expected to absorb


significant cost or risk in the application of solar power plants. This is


especially true for the small utilities.
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Appendices SO


8.1 . UTILITY PLANNING AND THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC 
TECHNOLOGY - THOMAS J. KUEHN


Task Manager, Commercialization Analysis SPSA Project, JPL


INTRODUCTION


The commercialization of advanced energy technology-is a long and com­

plicated process that involves both the private sector and federal research


and development efforts. The DOE sponsors the development efforts. The DOE


sponsors the development of alternative energy technology that will help


provide solutions to national energy problems and accelerate the development


of new technology. However, the private sector must be intimately involved


in the adoption and transfer of federal research and development.


Electric utilities and vendors must assess independently the economic,


environmental and institutional viability of new energy hardware in the


market place in order to make rational choices to add or replace power


generation plant capacity. Both the Federal Government and the private


sector must be concerned with reducing the risks and uncertainties asso­

ciated with the commercialization of advanced energy technology. In order


to understand their viewpoints and requirements better, a questionnaire


soliciting the opinions of utility managers and expert consultants-was


prepared for the SPSA workshop held at Aspen, Colorado on Octob&r 1Q-12, 1977.


This appendix reports some of the results and preliminary findings of this


questionnaire.


The questionnaire results provided insights into three subjects of


interest including: a) the utility planning process and leadtimes, b)


barriers and incentives to the innovation of small solar thermal electric


power systems, and c) the role of demonstration-projects in the commercial­

ization of advanced technology. Many of the questions- specifically con­

cern smaller utilities in order to improve our understanding of some of
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the differences between small and large utility planingprocesses.


The tabulated results were reported at the last worksbop session and pro­

vided substantial information used in planning activities- in the SPSA


project.


The questionnaire has served as an important means to initiate


two-way communications of opinions and ideas between the SPSA project
 

.and private sector as potential adoptors of'small power systems. I


order to develop the most appropriate technology and maximize the bene­

fits to potential users and adopters it is vital to understand fully


their problems and requirements. Since utilities-and most other users­

must plan years ahead for the adoption of advanced energy technology,


-the process of research, development and demonstration (RD & D) must


be carefully planned to maximize the potential for successful transfer


and commercialization.


UTILITY PLANNING AND THE COMERCIALIZATION OF ENERGY TECHNOLOGY


Electric Utilities must plan years ahead to select, license and


construct- new power plants. The commercialization of a new energy tech­

nology, therefore, must take into account the lag-time required for the


utility planning process and recognize that information transfers from


federal R&D projects must be available years ahead of the technology


itself. Commercialization primarily depends on financial and implementa­

tion decisions in the priyate sector that are based on institutional


and economic viability of innovative ventures; The risks and uncertain­

ties of such ventures must be ieduced to an acceptable level before a
 

utility will choose to adopt a new system over some conventional power


plant. Risks and uncertainties may include questions about the "readiness"


of the technology, the cost, demand, institutional feasihility and.


environmental impacts.


Private investment decisions become more critical and perhaps,


conservative as the cost of technology innovation increases through the
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stages of research, development and-demonstration and moves' towrd the


final stages of commercialization. Federal support of'R'& D-may'he


necessary when the'cQsts, risks and uncertainties ar too great to


attract private investment, though national goali-and public Beefits


may be achieved by bringing the technology to a higher level of'develop­

ment. Indeed, only a small fractionof technology innovations aver -reach


the final stages of development or commercial production&because of the


thorough process of screening for economic and institutional feasibility.


Many federal R,D & D programs have failed to provide for technology­

transfer or to result'in successful commercialization in the private


sector. This may be partly due to the'fact that the effects of federal


tools and options for accelerating the process of innovation are poorly
 

understood. The federal R,D & D process has only recently become a sub­

ject for researchers seeking to provide guidelines for the management


of successful projects. At the very least, it is necessary for federal


R,D & D projects to be fully aware of private sector problems and


requirements and to plan for successful transfer and commercialization


of the technology that is developed.


UTILITY PLANNING, LEAD TIMES AND INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
 

The average leadtimes required for the planning, licensing, and


construction of hew non-nuclear power plants varies between different


utility systems. The questionnaire respondents, a total sample of 30


representatives of utilities and utility consulting firms, estimated


that small utilities plan ahead approxImately 10 years while large


utilities plan ahead about 13 years. It may be that large utilities


have more planning resources-, drawing-from a larger revenue base, and/or'


need more time to plan larger generation plants. It was-also found that


initial planning and analysis of a new power plant requires about three


years. The power plant approvals or licensing process requires-ahout


3.5 years and'construction requires about 4 years'to complete.
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(Additional statistical information regarding the questionaire results
 

are given later in this appendix.)


All of the phases of the utility planning procesttmentioned above


require different types of analysis and information during each phase.


These requirements present lag-times in the process of commercialization


that must allow for the leadtimes required in utility planning. The


respondents were asked what and when analysis and information was required


to be of most use in the utility planning process.. If small solar thermal
 

electric power systems could be demonstrated and commercially available


by 1995, the three most important categories of information are ranked


in the following order:


a) Market and financial analysis needed by 1983 
b) Technology Assessments required by 1983 
c) Systems Analysis required by 1982 
d) Environmental Impact Assessments needed by 1985 
e) Technology Forecasts needed by 1981 
Taken as a whole the importance of information and analysis of this kind 
was rated as very important by the respondents.


One of the clearest findings of the questionnaire is that informa­

tion transfers are regarded as very important and that these transfers


represent one of the most effective federal incentives for accelerating


the commercialization of energy technology. Many of the strongest co­

relations in the questionnaire data indicate that the greater the anti­

cipated barriers, the greater the importance of planning and analysis.


The results of a Spearman Correlation analysis of the questionnaire


data are given in Table 8.1-1. Of particular interest is the correlation


between the number of years large utilities plan ahead and the importance


of federal incentives offered by technology and environmental assess­

ments. Figure 8.1-1 shows a direct relationship between large utility


planning leadtime and the importance of technology-and environmental


assessment. The greater the leadtime required for utility planning,


the more effective technology and environmental assessments become as
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Table 8.1-1. 
 
Name Variable 
Initial Planning and Analysis Requires- Years 
 
Small Utilities Plan Ahead- Years 
 
Large Utilities Plan Ahead- Years " 
 
Difficulty to Acquire Additional Power Supplies-Year 2000 
 
Difficulty to Finance Power Plants--Year 2000 
 
Difficulty to Obtain Fossil Fuel-Year 2000 
 
Importance of Technology Assessment
Co 
Demonstrations Required to Reduce Uncertainty 
1 Importance of Cost of Ownership Barriers 
Importance of Cost of Alternatives Barriers 
Importance of Capital Requirement Barrier 
Timing of RD&D Barriers 
Development of Competitive Solar Industry Barriers 
Integrating Solar into Electric Grid Barriers 
Technology and Envar Assessment Incentive 
Federal R&D Incentive 
Environmental Pollution Benefits 
Fuel Savings Benefits 
Technology Well in Hand 
 
Market Pull Rather than Tech Push 
 
0 Small Scale Projects with Low Visability 
 
Spearman Correlation Analysis Results


Correlation Coefficients


No. (Significance 0.05 Level or Better)


2 5 6 11 16 21 28 38 40 48 54 78 80 86 113 114 120 124 136 143 148


2 1


5 1


6 65 1


11 1


16 1


21 50 41 1


28 35 1


38 1


40 -53 -53 1


48 -38 1


54 36 1


78 56 1


80 -43 41 41 1


86 -38 1


113 44 -45 -34 1


114 -61 54 1


120 33 35 -53 36 1


124 -35 -38 45 36 46 1


136 45 45


143 -431


148 -49
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federal incentives to promote the industrialization and commercialization


of advanced SPS technology.


However, it is difficult to explain satisfactorily this relation­

ship. Large utilities may require longer leadtimes 'that allow-more


time for technology and environmental assessments, or they may have


more resources for such analysis, and/or may be involved in larger


and more complex projects as alternative explanation for this correlation.


Further analysis is required to determine the causes and the direct


effects of information transfers in the utility planning process.


FUTURE RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES IN UTILITY PLANNING


The level of risk and uncertainty regarding future fossil fuel prices


and availability, electric power plant capacity and capital costs of


new power plants was also highly correlated with the perceived importance


of planning, analysis and information transfer. Figure 8.1-2 shows the


degree of difficulty that small utilities may encounter in acquiring


additional power supplies from large utilities or from electric power
 

grids anticipated by the respondents. Between 1980 and 2000 the degree


of difficulty increases moderately as shown in Figure 8.1-2. Using the


standard deviation as a measure of uncertainty and divergence'of opinion


on this question, it is interesting to note that the standard devia­

tion increases slightly in the latter years between 1990 and 2000. It


is also noteworthy that the degree of difficulty increases at the


fastest rate between 1980 and 1990 at which time the curve levels off.


It may be inferred that the respondent% are relatively optimistic


that some solutions to energy supply problems may begin to take effect


by 1990 as indicated by the decreased rate of change in the degree of


difficulty in acquiring added power supplies. However, the respondents


do not-perceive any major relief to the problem of acquiring power


supplies between 1980 and 2000.
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Coupled with tbe prohlem small utilities may have in acquiring


power supplies is the problem of financing large capital investments
 

for developing their own power generation capacity. Figure 8.1-3 shows


the perceived difficulty that small utilities will encounter in fin­

ancing large capital investments. Financing new power plants is seen


as slightly more difficult than buying power from the electric grid


(see Figure 8.1-2) and this difficulty increases at a slight higher


rate as well.


The most obvious question than can be asked is: Why is it


becoming more difficult to both buy additional power supplies and


finance capital investments to add generating capacity? Perhaps the


heart of the issue is represented in Figure 8.1-4 showing the perceived


difficulty in obtaining reliable supplies of fossil fuel at a reason­

able price. There is a relatively clear consensus that the diffi­

culty will increase dramatically between 1980 and 2000. Comparing


Figures 8.1-2 through -4, it is interesting to note that capital avail­

ability, fossil fuel availability and power supplies are seen as moder­

ately difficult as early as 1980. A future research question would be


to examine the historical trend beginning in 1950 to provide a better


perspective on the rate of change over the years.


INFORMATION TRANSFER AND THE FEDERAL R D & D PROCESS


There is a clear indication that it will become more difficult for


small utilities to finance large capital investments in the future. It


was also found that technology and environmental assessments were


rated as one of the most effective federal incentives for promoting the


industrialization and commercialization of advanced SPS technology for


utility applications. Indeed,-there is a relatively strong correlation


in the data between these two findings. Figure 8.1-5 shows the relation­

ship between the effectiveness of technology and environmental assess­

ment versus the perceived difficulty of financing electric power plants
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in the year 2000. The inference is that the greater the effectiveness


of federal incentives for technology and environmental assessment, the


less difficult it will be to finance large capital investments for re­

placing and adding electric generating capacity by-the'year 2000.


This same relationship was found to-be even stronter for research


and development as the most effective federal incentive in the face of


high uncertainties-ahout future capital investments as shown in Figure 8.1-5.


The greater the level of perceived effectiveness of federal R & D, the


less the perceived difficulty for financing large capital investments


in the year 2000. Evidently, the respondents who found federal R & D
 

and technology assessments to be very effective incentives for'the


industrialization and commercialization of new energy technology have
 

a more optimistic view of solving the problems of fossil fuel short­

ages, capital availability and power supplies in small utilities.


In sum, the questionnaire results show a relatively high correlation


between technology and information transfers with the anticipated solu­

tion of energy supply problems in both large and small utilities in


the future. The availability of analysis and information such as tech-'


nology and environmental impact assessments within the right time frame


for utility planning will play a vital part in the successful industri­

alization and commercialization of advanced SPSA technology.
 

RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS
 

Many other interesting corelations were found regarding the inter­

faces between research and development and the utility planning process


that cannot be reported in this preliminary analysis. Only a few of


these correlations are shown in Table 8.1-1. A follow-on questionnaire
 

and analysis'of present:data are needed to confirm the axiomatic propo­

sitions or relationships discussed above. However, some additional


hypotheses for future analysis include the following:
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1) The greater the difficulty to acquire fossil fuel supplies, 
the greater the difficulty to acquire additional power sup­
plies and the more difficult it will become to finance large 
capital investments in power:-plants (See V21, V16, and VII).,_ 
2) The greater the difficulty to acquire additional power sup­
plies, the more important technology assessment (Vll and V28). 
3) The greater the difficulty to acquire additional power sup­
plies, the less appropriate it would be to conduct demonstra­
tion projects on a small scale and with little initial 
visibility (Vll and V148). 
4) The more effective federal technology and environmental assess­
ments are, in promoting industrialization and commercialization 
of small power systems, the less the difficulty to obtain 
fossil fuel supplies at a reasonable price in the future 
(V13 and V16). 
5) The more effective federal research and development is, in 
promoting the industrialization and commercialization of 
small power systems, the less the difficulty in.obtaining 
fossil fuel supplies and at reasonable price in the future 
(V14 and V16). 
6) The longer utilities plan ahead, the less important the cost 
of ownership, operations and maintenance are as barriers to 
successful commercialization of SPS technology (V6, V5 and 
V40). 
7) The longer small utilities plan ahead, the less important the 
issue of fuel savings and conservation is in determining public 
acceptance of solar thermal power systems in small communities 
(V6 and V124). 
8) The longer large utilities plan ahead, the less important the 
cost of competing technologies are as barriersto the adoption 
of solar thermal power systems (V6 and V48). 
9) The longer large utilities plan ahead, the greater the tech­
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nology and environmental-assessments are as 'an incentive to


promote the industrialization and commercialization'of SPS


technology (V6 and V113).


10) The longer large utilities plan ahead, the less important the


development of competitive solar industry that can manufacture


and maintain equipment will be as a barrier to successful com­

mercialization of SPS technology (V6 and V80).


11) 	 The greater the barriers created by capital requirements, the


more important the timing of research and development to the


successful commercialization SPS technology (V54 and V;78).


12) 	 The greater the environmental benefits, the less the import­

ance of the cost of competing alternatives as a barrier to


the successful commercialization of SPS technology (y120 and


V48).


13) 	 The greater the barriers to the proper timing of research,


development and demonstration of SPS technology, the more


important it is to have the technology well in hand hefore


commercial demonstration (V78 and V136).


14) 	 The more difficult it is to integrate solar thermal power


systems into the electric grid, the more important it is


to have the technology well in hand before commercial demon­

stration (V56 and V136).
 

SUMMARY


These are only a few of the hypotheses that are suggested by the


analysis of the questionnaire data. The results and findings provide
 

a fruitful source of information about the utility planning process and


requirements.


Additional descriptive statistics are provided in the Appendix


summarizing the results of the entire questionnaire. These data are
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presently being analyzed and the results will be made availahle as a


separate document in the near future. Only a few highlights have been


presented in this discussion though'the results to date have been very


informative.


The relationship between R & D and the utility planning process


is clearly important to the successful application and commercialization


of SPSA technology. Analysis and planning for technology and informa­

tion transfers to potential users and adoptors of small power systems


must be an integral part of the SPSA project to maximize the potential


for successful industrialization and commercialization.
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PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS


PART I. UTILITY PLANNING PROCESS AND LEAD-TIMES


1. What is the average lead time required for the planning, licensing, and construction 
of new non-nuclear electric power generation systems in utilities? (Circle one) 
Variable Standard Number 
Number Mean Deviation Skew of Cases 
Number of Years 
a Initial planning and analysis requires 3 5 7 10 15 2 3.33 1.49 3.57 27 
b. Plantapprovalsorlicensingrequires: 3 v 5 7 10 15i 3 3.66 - 1.73 2.15 27 
c. Construction requires: 3 V 5 7 10 15 4 426 1.29 0.28 27 
d. Small utilties plan ahead 3 5 7 V10 15 5 9.8 3.67 -0.45 25 
e. Large utilities plan ahead 3 5 7 10 15 6 127 334 -0.30 26 
2. How difficult will it become in the years ahead for small utilities and coopera 
tives to acquire additional power supplies from large utilities and power grids 
at a reasonable cost' 
Not Difficult Very Difficult 
a 1980 1 2 V 3 4 5 7 2.82 1.28 -0.32 28 
b. 1985 1 2 3 7 4 i 8 3.29 1.18 -0.17 28 
c 1990 1 2 3 v 4 5 9 3.46 1.17 -042 28 
d. 1995 1 2 3 v 4 5 10 341 1.42 -0.52 27 
e 200D 1 2 3 v 4 5 11 352 1.65 -0.58 27 
3 How much difficulty will small utilities encounter in ihe years ahead in 
financing large capital investments for replacing or adding electrical gen­
erating capacity? Variable Standard Number 
Number Mean Deviation Skew of Cases 
Not Difficult Very Difficult 
a 1980 1 2 V3 4 5 12 296 1.04 0.74 28 
b 1985 1 2 3 4 5 13 335 089 031 26 
c 1990 1 2 3 V 4 5 14 3.54 081 011 26 
d. 1995 1 2 3 •4 5 15 364 1.04 -0.16 25 
o 2000 1 2 3 7 4 5 16 372 106 -028 25 
4. How difficult will it be in the years ahead to obtain reliable supplies of 
fossil fuels at areasonable price7 
Not Difficult Very Difficult 
a. 1980 1 2 3 y 4 5 17 3.25 1 11 -0.18 28 
b 1985 1 2 3 v 4 5 18 37 0.87 -0.37 28 
c. 1990 1 2 3 4 5 19 411 0.92 -052 28 
d 1995 1 2 3 4 5 20 433 092 -136 27 
e. 2000 1 2 3 4 5 21 4.41 0.97 -1 46 27 
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5. 	 i small solar thermal e1ectri pwersystemsare to be demonstrated and commercially available 
by 1995, what analysis and information is required in the Utility planning process that should be 
provided by the small power systems applicationproject? When must this information be 
provided to be of most usein the utility planning process? 
Importance When Needed mportn. When Needed 
Not 
Important 
Extremely 
Important 1980 1990 
Variable 
Number Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Skew 
Number 
of Cases 
Variable 
Number 
Mean 
Year 
a TechnologyForecasts 1 2 3 4 5 80 82 84 86 88 90 22 379 092 -0.77 28 23 81.8 
T IF 
b SystemsAnalysis 1 2 3 4 5 80 82 84 86 88 90 24 400 082 000 28 25 825 
c. Msktand Financial 1 2 3 
V 
4 5 80 
V 
82 84 86 88 90 26 421 016 -133 28 27 832 
Analysis 
IV 
d Technology Assessment 1 2 3 4 5 80 82 84 86 88 90 28 4 04 077 -066 26 29 832 
e EnvironmentalImpact 1 2 3 4 5 80 82 84 86 88 90 30 385 095 023 27 31 848 
Assessment 
f UtiltyDispatch 1 2 3 4 5 80 82 84 85 83 90 32 385 095 -055 27 33 854 
Models 
g Other (Specify) 1 2 3 46 808284968390 34 5 00 000 0 00 4 35 856 
1_ 2 3 4 5 8082 84868890 36 466 057 -106 3 37 860 
_______1 2 3 4 5 80 82 84 86 88 90 
PART 11. BARRIERS AND INCENTIVES TO INNOVATION OF SMALL POWER SYSTEMS 
Variable Standard Number 
Number Mean Deviation Skew of Cases 
1. 	 What level of technology demonstration is required to reduce the risks and 38 3.48 1 18 -077 
uncertainties to an acceptable level for utility adoption of new small power 
systems technology? (Circle one) 
a. Prototype must be successfully tested and documented (1) 
b Successful pilot testing (2) 
c. Full scale demonstration (3) 
d. Full scale demonstration with government guarantees or subsidies (4) 
a. Several years of industrial or large utility operating experience (5) 
f. Other (Specify) 
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29 
2 In your opinion, what are the most serious economic and financial barriers to the 
successful commercialization andapplication of SPStechnology3 (Rank order and 
evaluate importance) 
Rank Order ipace fank Order 	 Importance 
(Top Five Not Extremely Variable Mean Variable Standard Number 
Only) Important Important Number Rank Number Mean Deviation Skew of Cases 
v 27 
321 
-128091430a 	 The cost of ownership, operations. and 1 2 3 4 5 3939 1 40 0 091 -128 27
maintenance 
b 	 General business climate and 1 2 T3 4 5 41 542 42 281 085 -086 26 
considerations 
c 	 Marginal costleffectiaenessconsidera 4 1 2 3 I4 5 43 404 44 381 088 019 27 
lions (Cost of next increment of added 
generation cpacilty) 
Interest coat and availability of capital 5 2 4 J 45 429 46 376 088 -028 25 
Cost and availability of alternative 2 1 2 3 4 T 5 47 366 48 431 062 -028 26 
power systems technology 
Central power plant vs dispersedsiting - 1 2 3 4 5 49 566 50 330 082 042 23 
considerations asthey relate to alloca 
lion of scarce resources and the 
economica of scale. 
Future fossil fuel availability and prices - 1 2 3 4' 5 51 438 52 4 19 100 -161 27 
Capital requirements for solar thermal 3 1 2 3 4 T 5 53 400 54 448 064 -085 27 
vs alternative powarsystema 
Life cycle cost considerations - 1 2 3 41 5 55 442 56 429 102 -4 79 24 
I Other (Specify) - 1 2 3 4 5 57 5-76 58 500 000 000 1 
3 	 In your opinion, what are the most serous instiltuional and environmental 
barriers to successful application and commercialization of SPStechnology' 
(Rank order and evaluate) 
Rank Order Imorant Rank Order 	 Importance 
(Top Five Not Extremely Variable Mean Variable Standard Number 
Only) Important Important Numbsr Rank Number Mean Deviation Skew of Cases 
a 	 The impact of restrictive contracts or -- 1 2 3 4 5 59 512 60 328 1.17 -042 25 

agreements between utilities 

b 	 Utility regulatory considerations 1 2  3 4 5 61 496 62 324 093 -118 24 
Power plant siting considerations and - I 1 2 3 '4 5 63 4 79 64 375 074 043 24 
requirements 
d 	 Land requirements and land use 5 1 2 3 "4 5 65 475 66 374 081 052 23 

considerations 

a, 	 Potential risk of unanticipated lime delays 4 I 1 2 3 4 5 67 466 68 392 081 -035 25 

in licensing and construction of new power 

plants _ t 

f 	 Availability of reliable environmental. - 1 2 3 V4 5 69 5 16 70 340 1.19 -022 25 

economic and social impact analysts 

g 	 Availability of impartial comparative 3 1 2 3 4 5S 71 442 72 338 093 -085 25 

assessments of the advantages and dis 

advantages of alternative power systems 

, 	 (Continued on next page) 
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3 (Continued) In your opinion, what are the most serious institutional and environmental 
barriers to successful application and commercialization of SPStechnology? 
(Rank order and evaluate) 
Rank Order Importance Rank Order Importance 
(Top Five 
Only) 
Not 
Important 
Extremely 
Important 
Variable 
Number 
Mean 
Rank 
Variable 
Number Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Skew 
Number 
of Ca. 
h Availability ofskilled technicians to 
operate and maintain solar thermal 
equipment 
- 1 2 3? 4 5 73 550 74 326 1.01 -0,28 23 
a 
Problems of introducing new generation 
capacity into a utility system with only 
transmlssion and distribution capahlities. 
Timing of research, development, and 
demonstration asthey relateto intro 
ducig new equipment into the utlhty 
market place 
-
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 T 4 
T 
3 4 
5 
5 
75 
77 
500 
3 75 
76 
78 
358 
4.04 
118 
077 
-064 
-066 
24 
26 
k Development of acompetitive solar 
industry that can manufacture and 
maintain equipment 
1 1 2 3 4I 5 79 371 860 444 065 -0.73 25 
I Existing electric utility company barriers 
for the useof solar thermal generating 
equipment in dispersedsiting 
applications 
1 2 3 4 5 81 554 82 324 1 13 -032 25 
m Potential for public utility commission 
to create barriers for the useof solar 
thermal generating equipment in dispersed 
siing applications. 
1 2 3 4 5 83 5.70 84 322 1.17 099 23 
4 In your opinion, whet arethe most serious technical and engineerng Iarriers to 
successful application and commercialization of power systems technology7 
(Rank order and evaluate importance). 
Rank Order Importance Rank Order Importan 
{Top Five 
Only) 
Not 
Important 
Extremely 
Important 
Variable 
Number 
Mean 
Rank 
Variable 
Number Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Skew 
Number 
of Cases 
a Appropriate matching and integration of 
solar equipment and generating systems 
2 1 2 3 4 5 85 3 80 66 4 04 087 -0 46 26 
b Equipment operating duty cycles and 
maitenance requirements 
- 1 2 3 74 5 87 516 88 383 082 -070 25 
C. Utilities load and peaking requirements - 1 2 3 4 5 89 460 90 3 88 163 -095 25 
d Uncertainties regarding equipment 
forced and planned outage rates 
(Reliability). 
4 1 2 3 1 5 91 428 92 396 090 075 27 
Availability ofalternative generating 
equipment 
- 1 2 3 Y4 5 93 460 94 348 1.16 -055 25 
Opportunities and technologis for 
storing electric energy 
1 1 2 3 4 5 95 368 96 433 088 -1 09 27 
Solar thermal electric system reitability 
as it relates to isolation 
5 1 2 3 4 5 97 444 98 415 092 -064 26 
h Generation system optimization as,.tt 
relates to insolation and storage strategies 
1 2 3 4' 5 99 4 52 100 4 16 0 82 -0 83 24 
i Applicability of solar thermal equipment 
to various duty cycles includingpeaking, 
intermediate, and baseload integration 
3 1 2 3 V4 5 102 396 102 385 082 -016 27 
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5 What arethe most effectLve federal incentives to promote the industrialization and comimercializaton of 
advanced SPStechnology for utility appactions' 
Ineffective Extremely Effective Variable Standard Number 
Incentive Incentive Number Mean Deviation Skew of Cases 
a Tax deduction and credits 1 2 3
T 4 5 103 314 1.09 -045 29 
b Federalloanguarantees 1 2 3 4 6 104 348 1.05 -047 27 
. Federal niterent suboardy 1 2 3 V 4 5 105 3 "4 097 -0 23 27 
d Federal power plant purchase and lease back 1 2 3 4 5 106 3 18 1.22 -023 28 
e. Federal guarantee of private power plant 1 2 3 4 5 107 281 1.02 -0 31 26 
leasing 
f Direct subsidies to utilities 1 2 3 4 5 108 341 1 19 -0.13 27 
g Fossl fuel price control 1 2 3 4 5 109 243 132 057 28 
h Regulation and controls 1 2 3 4 5 110 254 1 20 045 28 
. " Technology demonstrations 1 2 3 1 5 t11 403 086 -042 2N 
Information transfer anddssemnation 1 2 3 4 5 112 372 099 -032 29 
k Technology and enrironmental assessment 1 2 3 4 5 113 362 112 -032 29 
1 Research and development 1 2 3 4 5 114 425 070 -038 28 
m. Other - 1 2 3 4 
T 
5 115 500 000 000 2 
Other - 1 2 3 4 
V 
5 116 5 00 000 000 1 
6. In your opinion, what will be the most important issues or factors in determining public per­
ception and acceptance of solar power systems in small communities' 
Not 
Important 
Extremely 
Important 
Variable 
Number Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Skew 
Number 
of Cases 
a. Land use requirements 1 2 3 
V 
4 5 117 343 1.10 0.10 28 
b. Aestheticvaluesorsitepollution 
issues 
1 2 3 4 5 118 362 112 -0.48 29 
C. High capital cost 1 2 3 4 
V 
5 119 4.32 090 -1.02 28 
d Environmental pollution benefits 1 2 3 V4 5 120 3.96 088 -0 61 28 
e. Decentrialized control or owner­
ship of power generation 
1 2 Y3 4 5 121 293 0 92 -070 27 
f Unfamiliarity with new technology 1 2 V 3 4 5 122 297 1.08 0.24 29 
g Resistance to change 1 2 3 4 5 123 303 1.12 0.91 29 
h. 
i. 
Fuel savings and conservation 
Willingness to innovate 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
V 
3 
V 
4 
4 
5 
5 
124 
125 
4.17 
332 
0.B6 
1.05 
-1 09 
0.30 
28 
28 
j. Willingnesstoacceptcosts and 
risks of new technology 
1 2 3 4 5 126 3.86 1.19 -0.80 29 
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7. What public and private organizations will have the most influence on the successful 
commercialization and application of small power systems technology? 
Least Most Variable Standard Number 
Influence Influence Number Mean Deviation Skew of Cases 
a. 	 Small utilities 	 .1 2 3 T 4 5 127 3.79 1.11 -0.71 29 
b. 	 Large utilities 	 1 2 3 4 5 128 3.48 0.99 -089 29 
Q 	 Public utility commissions and 1 2 3 4 5 129 3.41 1.02 -0.29 29 
regulatory organizations 
d. 	 Manufacturers 	 1 2 3 4 5 130 3.59 0.98 -0A9 29 
e. 	 U.S Department of Energy 1 2 3 4 5 131 382 097 -0.39 29 
f. 	 State and local governments 1 2 3 4 5 132 348 1.12 -0.91 29 
g. 	 Oil companies 	 1 2 3 4 5 133 2.68 1.06 0.98 28 
h. 	 Public interest groups 1 2 .3 4 5 134 3.41 1.05 -0.73 29 
T 
i. Other 	 1 2 3 4 5 135 500 0.00 0.00 1 
PART Ill DEMONSTRATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
Demonstrated innowvations 

sage.A primary goal ofcommercialization analysis is to determine the major factors that helpor hinder a technology demon.


stratlion's ability to show whether suh economic advantage exists Do you agree or disagree whether the following factors


are important to successful application of new electric power systems technology? (Circle one)


1. 	 that areadopted for electri 
 utilityuse are of cure, those that show relative economic advan 
Strongly Do Not Strongly Variable Standard Number 
Oisagree Disagree Know Agree Agree Number Mean Deviation Skew of Casis 
. A technology well in hand Projects showing significant diffusion 1 2 3 4 5 136 425 070 -107 28 
success are those in which gheprincipl technological problems 
had beenworked out beforehand 
b 	 Cost and risk sharing with local participants. Technology showing 1 2 3 4 5 137 3 00 110 000 29 
significant diffusion successinvolve nonfederal cost sharing, while 
those funded entirely by the federal government result In little or 
no diffusion 
c. 	 Protect initiative from nonfederal sources. Demonstration pro 1 2 3 4 5 138 331 1 17 00W 29 
actsoriginating from private firms or local public agences enjoy 
greater diffusion successthan those directly pushed by the


federalgovernment.


d 	 The existence of a strong industrial system for commercialization 1 2 3 4 'T 5 139 434 072 -123 29 
Diffusion proceeds more rapidly when thare are obvicas nenu. 
facturers and purchasersof the newtechnology. and when markets


for similar products exist


Inclusion of all elements needed forcommercialization Demon 1 2 3 4 5 140 403 09t -068 29 
srations that show significant diffusion successinclude in their 
project planning and operations potential manufacturers, 
potential purchasers, regulatos. and othertarget audiences 
I 	 Absence of tight time constraints Demonstrations facing exter. 1 2 3 T 4 5 141 324 099 -052 29 
wally imposed time constraints fare les well than those developed 
at an accelerated rate 
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2 Demonstration projects may also be animportant means of generating information for utility planning and for regulatory 
decision-making such as licensing and environmental impact processes Do you agree or disagree with the following general 
statements about the appropriateness of demonstration projects and about their characteristics that contribute to 
commercialization? (CiMle one) 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 
Do Not 
Know 
Strongly 
Agree Agree 
Variable 
Number Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Skew 
Number 
ofCases 
a Demonstration projects havea narrow scope foreffective use. They 
are most effective when diffusion is hampered by lack of knowledge 
in the hands of potential adopters about the use of the technology 
under commercial operating conditions But demonstrations are 
appropriate only when theseuncersainties are not large and when 
there is strong ratisnale for federal involvement 
1 2 3' 4 5 142 304 096 -074 28 
b Diffusion depends on "market pull" rather than "technology push" 
Instheabsance of a well articulated market demand, the pursuit of 
demonstration projects is an especially risky activity, whatever 
successes are achieved areaccompanied by many failures' 
1 2 3 V 4 5 143 341 115 -045 29 
c. Demonstration projects appear to be weak tools for tacking nsl­
eutonal and organizational barriers to diffusion Other government 
interventions, such aschanges in regulations or sabsidoe, may be 
more elfective than demonstrations in stimulating diffusion in such 
situations 
1 2 3 4 5 144 297 094 0.71' 29 
d Urge demonstration projects with heavy federal funding are par- 
tio.lady prone to difficulty Heavy federal ivestment tends to 
make projects highly visible and vulnerable to political pressures 
detrimental to success 
1 2 3 V 4 5 145 3 31 100 -0 67 29 
e On site project manaement is generally effective Whatever man 
agement problems arise are overshadowed by other more serious 
problems noted above 
1 2 3 '4 5 146 366 086 -069 29 
f. Dissemination of information from demonstration projects is 
generally not asenous problem When proasts fail to achieve dil­
fusion success,they generally dosonot because of weaknesses in 
the information network, but for other reasons noted above, 
1 2 3 T 4 5 147 332 112 -035 28 
3 Thereare at leanttwo different strategies fur maneging federaldemonstration proiectaThe first approach involves Wrjsh­
ing the technology state of-the art at the fastest possible rate leaving the economic and institutional problems of com­
mercialization to pnvate industry and market places to solve The second approach requires that the technology is already 
well in hand before ademonstration is conducted 
Keeping these different approaches in mind, do you agree or disagree with the following guidelines for federal demon 
straten projects? (Circle one) 
Strongly 
DisagreeDisagree 
Do Not 
Know Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Variable 
Number Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Skew 
Number 
of Cees 
a Conduct the demonstration on as small a scale and with as 
little initial visibility aspossible 
g 2 3 4 5 148 257 1.03 031 28 
b Do no emphasize largeprojects at the expense of small ones 
involving incremental improvements to existing products or 
processes 
1 2 3 
V 
4 5 149 389 074 -1 59 28 
a Resist political pressure to demonstrate before a technology 
is well in hand 
1 2 3 4 5 150 386 089 -137 28 
d Allow enough time in the proJect's schedule forslippage, 
espeially when undertaking large projects with significant 
technological uncertainty 
1 2 3 V 4 5 151 375 084 -105 28 
o Potential adopters and other target audiences, including 
regulatory agencies where relevant, should help plan the 
demonstration 
1 2 3 
V 
4 5 152 357 092 -052 28 
f Concrete planning should'be done at the local operating 
level with federal review, and not by the federal agency 
1 2 3 4 5 153 375 080 -089 28 
9 Demonstrations should include cost sharing by private sector 
firms with incentives to diffuse the technology 
1 2 3 4 5 154 379 088 -165 28 
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3. (Continued) 

I When demonstrations involve continuing experimentation. the 
distinction between theseactivities should be made clear to 
Potential adopters. 
i Because demonstration, involve tradeoffs among costs,perform* 
ance, and time, the tusse lement ­ rather than cost and/or per. 
formance- should be relaxed. 
I The federal agency should avoid day to-ay supervisjon and 
control of operations It should monitor ata distance with 
targeted evaluations to make needed correctins. 
I 	 Wheneverpossible, she federal government should not bea 
party to contracts between the demonstration operator and 
vendors or other subcontractors 
1. 	 Federal agencieshould disseminate the information gencrated 
by the project, whether or not it showsrelative economic 
advantage 
m 	 A dissemination strategy should bechosen aspart of the basic 
planning This choice depends on the industrial links for 
uebsquent commercialization and on the aency's ow 
revources. 
n Agencieshould emphasize disseminaion devices that are 
specific to paremslar target audiences. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Divsgree 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Do Not 
Know 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Agree 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
V 
4 
4 
Strongly Vanable 

Agree Number 

6 155 
5 156 
5 157 
5 158 
5 159 
5 160 
5 161 
Standard Number 
Moan Deviation Skew otCa.es 
421 057 026 28 
345 084 -109 28 
395 074 -108 28 
357 084 -064 28 
478 061 -1.12 28 
368 077 -1.40 28 
3.43 079 -142 28 
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